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WHAT IS FINANCIAL STATECRAFT?

As long as the world remains divided into sovereign nations, there will always be a need for statecraft—the means by which governments pursue foreign policy. Harold Lasswell (1958), one of the scholarly giants in this field, suggested that statecraft was pursued through four primary instruments: information (words and propaganda), diplomacy (negotiations and deals), force (weapons and violence), and economics (goods and money).¹ The scholarly literature on foreign policy is full of major treatises, articles, and other texts on the first three of these instruments. There remains, however, a single classic text on “economic statecraft.” Though in his book by that title, David Baldwin (1985) provides no single, all-encompassing definition of the term, one can be spliced together from his discussions of both statecraft and economics: Economic statecraft encompasses efforts by governments to influence other actors in the international system, relying primarily on resources that have “a reasonable semblance of a market price in terms of money.”² Baldwin’s reference to money prices is intended to distinguish economic statecraft from other types of statecraft, such as military statecraft, which utilize nonpecuniary means of persuasion or coercion, while at the same time accommodating the broadest possible range of measures that could usefully be called economic.

Economic statecraft has become increasingly important in the post–World War II era, as trade in goods and services has expanded robustly. The widened flow of trade has encouraged governments—
notably, but not exclusively, the United States—to try to use their power over what can be imported into and exported from their countries as a lever, short of war, to influence the behavior of other governments.

Economic statecraft is not the same as foreign economic policy. Economic statecraft applies economic means to ends which may or may not be economic, whereas foreign economic policy encompasses means which may or may not be economic in the service of economic ends.\(^3\) Thus, trade sanctions imposed on a country in order to persuade it to halt a weapons program would qualify as economic statecraft, but not foreign economic policy, whereas suspending certain diplomatic contacts with a country—a noneconomic intervention—in order to protest its import barriers would qualify as foreign economic policy, but not economic statecraft. The distinction is important for us, as we focus here specifically on the use of economic means in the service of both economic and traditional foreign policy ends.

The most common and widely studied tool of economic statecraft is economic sanctions, particularly trade sanctions. Meghan O’Sullivan, in the New Testament of sanctions texts, *Smart Sanctions (2003)*, defines sanctions as “the deliberate withdrawal of normal trade or financial relations for foreign policy purposes.”\(^4\) The effectiveness of sanctions in terms of achieving foreign policy ends has been the subject of tremendous, and often heated, debate among both policymakers and scholars. Successful sanctions, as we will see in our own examination of capital markets sanctions in chapter 4, are often in the eye of the beholder, in the sense that the symbolic significance of sending nonviolent messages of political displeasure and, perhaps, of being willing to resort to more coercive forms of pressure in the future is often prized wholly irrespective of whether end-goals are actually achieved directly through their use. But if the achievement of such end-goals is to be the touchstone, O’Sullivan’s assessment speaks for nearly two decades of scholarly literature. Her case studies “not only confirm the much-heralded conclusion that multilateral sanctions are the most effective form of economic pressure, but also suggest that even targeted or limited multilateral measures are preferable to comprehensive, unilateral ones.”\(^5\)

But trade is not the only way in which nations interact with each other economically. Whereas influencing international trade flows has long
been and continues to be an important political objective and tool, another form of international economic exchange has risen to a level of much greater macroeconomic significance and political concern over the past two decades. This is the purchase and sale of financial assets—such as bonds, stocks, and derivative contracts—across borders, an activity whose growth has vastly outpaced that of traditional trade. Nearly $2 trillion worth of currency now moves cross-border everyday, roughly 90 percent of which is accounted for by financial flows unrelated to trade in goods and services—a stunning inversion of the figures in 1970, when 90 percent of international transactions were accounted for by trade.\(^6\)

The relative importance of trade in goods and services, on the one hand, and trade in financial assets, on the other, is clearly illustrated in the U.S. balance of payments figures. If we chart the sum of American imports and exports (current account items) side by side with the sum of
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**Figure 1.** U.S. Total Trade in Goods and Services vs. Total Trade in Long-Term Securities. Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis; United States Department of the Treasury.
American foreign securities purchases and domestic securities sales to foreigners (capital account items), we see dramatically more rapid growth in the latter since the mid-1980s.

The answer to the question, “Why did Willie Sutton rob banks?”—because that’s where the money is—captures precisely why governments have increasingly turned to banks and other financial institutions as objects and instruments of foreign policy. In the mid-1990s, after the customary lag required for politics to catch up with economics, the arsenal of economic statecraft began expanding in response to the growing importance of financial flows. Both the Clinton administration and its Republican opponents in Congress began to focus on how control of financial market institutions, instruments, and practices could be applied in the service of foreign policy—with the two sides often reaching very different conclusions.

The time is ripe, therefore, to ask some fundamental questions about the emergence of what we call here financial statecraft. We identify as financial statecraft those aspects of economic statecraft that are directed at influencing capital flows. These efforts have frequently involved harnessing financial institutions to achieve certain foreign policy objectives. But precisely how has the American government practiced financial statecraft? How effective have these efforts been? And how could they be made more effective? These are the central questions we tackle in this book.

To illustrate the nature of our task, and how economic statecraft differs from financial statecraft, we consider below some traditional forms of economic statecraft and their much more recent financial statecraft counterparts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Statecraft</th>
<th>Financial Statecraft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trade privileges, tariffs, and quotas</td>
<td>Capital flow guarantees and restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade sanctions on states</td>
<td>Financial sanctions on nonstate actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign aid in drought or disaster</td>
<td>Underwriting foreign debt in a currency crisis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional trade agreements</td>
<td>Currency unions or dollarization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The right-hand list is qualitatively different from the left-hand one in that each of the items on the right involves a manifestly greater degree of political sensitivity or “sovereign intrusion.” To be specific:
WHAT IS FINANCIAL STATECRAFT?

• Capital flows can have a vastly more immediate and dramatic influence than trade flows not only over movements in the relative value of national currencies but on the most basic economic and political conditions in a country.
• Threats of U.S. financial sanctions on foreign companies doing business with states subject to U.S. economic sanctions invariably provoke heated objections from foreign governments, which view them as overtly hostile acts and illegitimately extraterritorial in their reach.
• Bailouts of indebted foreign governments routinely provoke cries from around the world against the harshness of the conditionality applied, while at the same time calling forth condemnation of the moral hazard injected into international lending.
• The abolition of a national currency involves a major ceding of governmental control over national economic conditions to foreign bodies and is effectively irreversible without incurring significant economic and political turmoil.

In short, the stakes are higher and the foreign policy challenges are greater and more complex for financial statecraft than for traditional economic statecraft. Furthermore, policymakers frequently apply financial statecraft with a poor understanding of how financial markets actually work, leading to policy actions which are inadequate or which exacerbate the problems they are trying to remedy. Neither the phenomenon of financial statecraft nor its connection with the growth of financial flows, however, has received any systematic scholarly treatment.

This is a gap we hope to fill in the chapters that follow. Our objectives are both positive and normative. We aim to illuminate the relationship between financial flows and traditional foreign policy concerns, and the way in which the American government has attempted to harness financial markets and institutions in the service of foreign policy goals. We also aim to offer suggestions for change; sometimes very dramatic change. We believe that much of what is currently both integral to and absent from financial statecraft is based on dangerous but widespread misdiagnoses. Financial statecraft has a checkered past: some successes, and many more failures. There are also inherent limits to how successful financial
statecraft can be in some settings. Where governments can usefully test those limits, we suggest how; and where they cannot, we suggest that the attempt not be made.

The first half of this book, chapters 2–4, examines the microeconomic aspects of financial statecraft, those focused on the specific institutions comprising the financial markets. The U.S. government has over the past 30 years attempted, sometimes alternatingly, sometimes simultaneously, to encourage as well as assist U.S. financial institutions in doing business overseas, on the one hand, and to restrain their ability to do so, on the other. Policy toward financial institutions has been driven in one direction by mercantilist motivations, in another by fears of risky global overstretch, and in yet another by a perceived need to enlist them in global wars, such as those on drugs and terror. The tremendous growth and internationalization of the U.S. markets for equity and bond finance in the 1990s has further led to increasingly vocal and influential calls to add denial of access to U.S. capital markets to America’s arsenal of economic sanctions. All of these efforts, we argue, require significant recalibration to take better account of how financial markets work and how cost-effective these efforts are in achieving the foreign policy aims that motivate them.

The second half of this book, chapters 5–7, examines the macroeconomic aspects of financial statecraft, those focused more broadly on cross-border capital flows. As more and more countries around the world have chosen to enter the burgeoning global dollar-dominated marketplace for capital, national and regional financial crises have become more and more commonplace. As we demonstrate, these developments have raised significant new foreign policy challenges for the United States. New policy thinking is therefore needed. A new model must recognize that governments and companies around the world will continue to import capital prodigiously for the same sound economic reasons that U.S. regions import capital from other U.S. regions. Yet imports of capital by countries whose currencies are not, in turn, wanted abroad can lead to dangerous currency mismatch in their national balance sheets. Financial crises, therefore, will continue to occur in the absence of significant policy changes—particularly those related specifically to currency—in these countries as well as in the United States.
The workings of financial markets are frequently complex and growing increasingly important to the performance of national economies and political systems. This is why discussion and debate on the issues highlighted in this book are so important. Some of our analysis will be controversial; some will perhaps even appear counterintuitive. In particular, readers will discover as they proceed that tradeoffs are inherent in financial statecraft. Financial statecraft is also complicated in large part because money moves across jurisdictions so fast and in such large volumes that it, and the institutions that handle it, are difficult to redirect—it is frequently like trying to catch mercury. Moreover, steering financial markets in the service of foreign policy ends can have, and has at times had, economic costs both at home and abroad. For all these reasons, the wisdom of engaging in or forswearing financial statecraft is not determinable in the abstract.

Nonetheless, the cost-benefit calculus can and should be much more clearly illuminated in each particular case than it has been to date; both to improve it through a better political decision-making process where possible, and simply to improve the outcomes of the decision-making process where it is not. These are the aims of this book.
PART I

OF BANKS AND BOMBS
Winning a war is the most monumental challenge any national leader can face. For Abraham Lincoln, one of the most vexing challenges posed by the American Civil War was figuring out how to pay for it. His Treasury secretary, Salmon Chase, initially followed the strategy used by European monarchs in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, issuing $150 million in bonds to domestic banks. But since these bonds were then sold to British banks, this strategy put the Union at the mercy of a foreign power sympathetic to the Confederacy. Lincoln therefore changed course, following a plan developed by Chase, and effectively drafted the banks into the war. In December 1861, Lincoln submitted to Congress a bill that would require nationally chartered banks to deposit with the Treasury government bonds equal to at least one-third of their capital. Congress adopted the plan in 1863.

As we will see in this and the subsequent chapter, banks continue to this day to be used by governments as a tool to fight wars and pursue foreign policy. And in the 1980s and 1990s, as banking became a truly global business, banks became objects of foreign policy, through the development of international financial regulations to promote prudence in risk taking, vigilance in customer monitoring, and a semblance of parity in cross-border competition. At the same time, governments have frequently deferred to or sought to promote the narrow interests of banks (and other financial institutions) in international regulatory and trade initiatives. The results have been decidedly mixed.
Banks, OPEC, and Petrodollar Recycling: Beginnings of a New Financial Statecraft

There have been certain defining years in postwar economic history, and 1973 was undoubtedly one of them. That was the year the era of cheap energy ended. Angered by U.S. support for Israel during the October 1973 “Yom Kippur” war, the Arab members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) struck back, embargoing oil exports to the United States and enforcing that dramatic step by agreeing to cut production dramatically. The reduced supply led to much higher oil prices—from a prewar $3 per barrel to a postwar $12 per barrel. By one estimate at the time, the price increase added $37 billion to the cost of petroleum products in the United States, which in turn caused prices of other energy sources to jump as well. The result was a new phenomenon that afflicted the United States and oil-importing countries throughout the world: stagflation, the combination of slow growth or recession with sharply higher inflation.

OPEC countries didn’t suffer, however. Between 1972 and 1974, annual oil revenues of OPEC countries rose from $14 billion to nearly $70 billion. By 1977, OPEC oil revenues had reached $128 billion.

What did the OPEC countries do with all this cash? By 1981, they had put three-fourths of their surplus into industrialized countries, one-quarter in the United States alone. Some of the Saudi government’s investments, in particular, were placed in U.S. Treasury bonds, in response to secret solicitations by U.S. government officials. This outcome was ironic, to say the least, given that the United States was the principal target of OPEC’s production cutback and price hike. Much of the rest of the OPEC surplus, though, was stashed away in large U.S. and foreign banks.

What did the banks do with all the OPEC money? The U.S. economy was then mired in recession—largely because of the OPEC oil price hike—and many consumers and businesses did not want to borrow; many of those who did had questionable credit. As for the safest borrowers, large corporations, they had over time been issuing more and more commercial paper (short-term debt instruments) directly to large institutional buyers, such as pension funds and insurance companies, rather
than borrowing more expensively from banks. Where else could the banks put this money to use?

The short answer is that the banks rediscovered lending to less developed countries (LDCs), their governments in particular. We say “rediscovered” because LDCs were a favorite destination of U.S. bond investors in the run-up to the Great Depression. Those investments, not surprisingly, did not turn out well. But a new generation of bankers who had not lived through that searing experience were ready to try again, eager for the fatter margins they believed they could earn by lending to LDC governments.

There is evidence that the banks got some friendly advice, and perhaps some subtle pressure, from U.S. government officials, who feared that if the institutions did not “recycle” the OPEC surplus into the developing world, not only those countries would suffer but so would the United States and other industrialized countries which exported to LDCs. As one of President Gerald Ford’s top economic advisers, Bill Seidman, candidly admitted well after he had left his position, “The entire Ford Administration, including me, told the large banks that the process of recycling petrodollars to the less developed countries was beneficial, and perhaps a patriotic duty” (emphasis added).7

And lend they did, especially to governments in Latin America. By mid-1982, U.S. bank claims to their southern neighbors totaled $82.5 billion, or one-fourth of all foreign claims by U.S. banks at the time.8 The nine largest U.S. banks provided nearly two-thirds of this lending.9 Despite the encouragement of some U.S. policymakers, others were nervous about the heavy lending by banks to sovereign government borrowers in the developing world. Congress began holding hearings about the issue as early as 1975. In 1977, a staff report issued by the Senate Subcommittee on Foreign Relations worried openly that bank lending to these governments threatened the “stability of the U.S. banking system and by extension the international financial system.”10 Even the chairman of the Federal Reserve, Arthur Burns, criticized the banks in April 1977 for extending too much to countries that were too much in debt.11 But at the White House, the concerns voiced by Burns (and Congress) were dismissed. The economic needs of the nation, or even of the world, trumped hand-wringing about bank safety. Again, as Seidman forthrightly
admits, “We just did not see the magnitude of the trouble ahead. We saw only the short-term benefits of the loans to our industry and finance. But then, long-range planning has never been an outstanding attribute of our governmental process.”

The warnings of the Cassandras fell on deaf ears. Banks continued to lend. Then came another oil price earthquake in late 1978, when oil traders helped push prices to $40 a barrel in the wake of the Iranian revolution. The second oil price shock was a deep setback not only to the U.S. economy, but also to oil-importing developing economies that by the late 1970s were just beginning to get back on their feet. With much higher oil prices came the need for new rounds of financing. Where else to turn but to the banks that had financed them before?

Again, the banks were all too willing to respond. By 1982, the nine largest U.S. banks had extended a total of $83 billion to developing countries, $51 billion to Latin America alone. The banks’ LDC exposure by then exceeded their official stated capital—shareholders’ equity and retained earnings—by a ratio of almost three to one.

This time, there is little evidence that the banks were being pressured by policymakers. To the contrary, regulators strongly cautioned the banks about the dangers of their lending. By 1979, Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker was worrying that rising oil prices would require the rescheduling of some debts already owed by developing countries. In 1981, Volcker’s highly respected Fed colleague, the former Yale professor Henry Wallich, urged regulators to restrain bank lending to LDCs because it put the capital of the core banks, in particular, in jeopardy. Even the editorial writers of the Wall Street Journal were concerned, warning that the $500 billion of debt that the LDCs had run up “look[ed] starkly ominous, threatening a chain reaction of country defaults, bank failures and a general depression matching that of the 1930s.”

But, as they had with previous warnings, bankers brushed these cautions aside. One of the world’s leading bankers at the time, Citicorp Chairman Walter Wriston, summed it all up when he pronounced that “countries don’t go bankrupt.” Moreover, despite the worldwide recession that the second oil price shock had helped trigger, Wriston was upbeat about the prospects of the LDC economies: “One by one, we are
seeing developing countries finally breaking through the vicious circle of poverty. Far from despairing, I have great hopes for the future of the LDCs in the remaining years of this century.”

As it turns out, some of the world’s LDCs, notably China and India, eventually proved that they did have a bright future. But in the short run, Wriston’s remark, uttered in 1981, could not have been more poorly timed. In 1982, Mexico, a large oil-exporting country, said it couldn’t service its debts on their original terms. Other indebted countries soon announced they had similar problems. If they hadn’t realized it before, it was clear now: the banks had an LDC debt crisis on their hands.

While the largest U.S. banks soon began doing everything they could to reduce their LDC debt exposures, they didn’t want to recognize publicly the potential losses from these loans on their financial statements. If they had done that, they would have had to add significantly to their loan loss reserves, or even to write off some of the loans themselves. Either course would have eaten into retained earnings and thus into shareholders’ equity. Although the markets effectively did this for them—by imposing steep discounts on their stock prices—the banks and their regulators kept up the fiction for most of the decade that the banks were going to be repaid. The fiction was evident from the bank’s own financial statements, which reported shareholders’ equity based on the book values of the bank loans. But the market value of the banks’ equity was much lower.

For the rest of the eighties, banks and their LDC borrowers jockeyed for position. The banks were unwilling to provide new money, but also unwilling to forgive any of the old money they had already extended. By 1987, the banks’ tenuous position was finally exposed when they began to set aside much larger reserves for losses on their LDC loans. In 1989, Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady proposed a grand debt swap that resulted a year later in the banks’ effectively forgiving a large part of their LDC debt, a step that many economists, such as Jeffrey Sachs, had been urging for some time.

In sum, what began as a subtle effort by the U.S. government to harness U.S. banks in helping to “save the world economy” in the mid-1970s became by the end of the 1980s an effort by the U.S. government to force those banks to recognize their excesses. The focus had shifted dramatically from promoting foreign lending to restraining it.
The Importance of Bank Capital

Banks are not like other firms in the economy. The typical non-banking firm finances itself through a combination of debt (bank loans or bonds) and equity (capital supplied by shareholders or owners and accumulated earnings of the firm). The debt of a typical nonbanking firm has a fixed maturity: the lender cannot ask for the funds back until the term of the loan (or the bond) is due.

This is not the case with banks. Banks obtain virtually all of their funds from depositors, who place their money in the bank for safekeeping and transactions. The largest portions of most banks’ deposits are in demand accounts, which means that depositors can withdraw their money at any time. In contrast, most of the assets held by banks—loans—are illiquid; they cannot be turned into cash until they are due, and even then some are rolled over when the borrower doesn’t have the cash to repay immediately.

In short, banks must live with what economists call a maturity mismatch: bank liabilities (deposits) tend to have much shorter maturities than do their assets (loans). Under normal circumstances, banks can live with this mismatch because of the fact that only a small number of their depositors will want to withdraw their money at any given point in time. This allows them safely to lend out most of their depositors’ funds to borrowers for extended periods of time. Banks use the same principle to take advantage of much more leverage than the typical nonbanking firm. It has not been uncommon for shareholders’ equity to back less than 10 percent of the bank’s assets, far less than what is typical for a nonbanking firm. Using such leverage, banks can make money on the spread between the interest they pay depositors and the interest they receive from borrowers, without having to invest much of their owners’ capital in the process.

But for the purposes of maintaining the safety and soundness of the financial system as a whole, it is important that banks have at least a minimum amount of capital, or “skin in the game.” Otherwise, there is a risk that a jump in loan defaults during an economic downturn could cause banks to become insolvent: that is, their assets will not be sufficient to cover what they owe depositors. This risk can be especially worrisome if
the government *insures* the deposits of banks, which the United States has done since the Great Depression and which many other countries have started doing in more recent years. In that event, the government insurer effectively becomes liable for all losses banks may suffer in excess of their capital. Knowing this, banks can be tempted to take too much risk at the government’s expense. That is the lesson of the infamous savings and loan disaster in the United States during the 1980s. Depository institutions that were effectively insolvent at the beginning of the decade were allowed to remain open and to gamble for resurrection: if the risky, high-interest loans they extended were repaid, the institutions’ owners would win, but if the loans turned sour, the government—and ultimately taxpayers—would lose. In the event, American taxpayers eventually picked up a tab of roughly $150 billion for loan gambles that turned out badly.

Accordingly, it is essential that governments closely watch over banks and other depository institutions or regulate them in some manner. In the United States, the states and the federal government (depending on which level of government grants the charter) have regulated banks in two ways: by limiting their activities (and their affiliations) and by trying to keep their capital from falling below a minimum fraction of their assets.

### Financial Regulation as Financial Statecraft

Regulators originally took a case-by-case approach to supervising bank capital-to-asset ratios.\(^\text{19}\) This changed in 1980, when the three U.S. bank regulators—the Federal Reserve, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the Comptroller of the Currency—issued capital-to-asset guidelines for banks to follow.\(^\text{20}\) But Congress was not content with mere guidelines. It wanted harder rules. So in 1983, Congress enacted the International Lending Supervision Act, which, among other things, told regulators to set capital standards that could be enforced.

At the same time, Congress did not want the regulators to set new standards without ensuring competitive equality in international markets. Neither did Chairman Volcker. While he had previously admitted that politics had made it difficult to rein in the banks that were busy extending loans to LDC governments,\(^\text{21}\) he told Congress, “I cannot
emphasize strongly enough our interest in the competitiveness of U.S. banks” (emphasis added). These concerns were not unfounded. Between 1973 and 1978, the number of foreign banks operating in the United States more than doubled, from 60 to 122, and their combined assets increased from $37 billion to $90 billion.

Especially worrisome was the growing competitiveness of Japanese banks in the United States. Before 1980, the United States had primarily been host to European banks. But in the 1980s, Japanese banks began to make significant inroads into the U.S. banking market. In 1988, the 10 largest banks in the world, as measured by total assets, were all Japanese; by the early 1990s, Japanese banks accounted for 18 percent of U.S. commercial and industrial lending. One reason these banks were able to grow so large is that Japanese bank regulators not only let them leverage lower capital-asset ratios than were required in other countries, but they also let the banks count so-called hidden reserves as part of their capital. Hidden reserves consisted of a portion of the increase in market value of the stocks they carried on their books. Since American banks were prohibited from using such accounting practices, they were at a significant competitive disadvantage. The fact that the biggest U.S. banks had large LDC credits outstanding did not help their position. It was clear that the playing field was far from level.

The pursuit of a level playing field drove bank capital regulation toward internationalization. It was, indeed, a new form of financial statecraft. The Federal Reserve initiated this process in consort with its British counterpart, the Bank of England, which had common concerns about bank capital positions at the time. The outcome was a new risk-based system of bank capital standards. Instead of simply requiring banks to back a fixed percentage of their assets with shareholders’ funds, the new regime assigned risk weights to different asset types and then required bank capital to exceed a minimum percentage of the overall amount of weighted assets. Assets judged to have no risk, such as rich-country government bonds (those issued by governments belonging to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, or OECD), were given a zero weight, while most other loans were given a 100 percent weight. With much fanfare, the regulators from the two countries agreed to this new risk-based system in 1986.
With the U.S.–U.K. bank capital accord under their belts, the Federal Reserve and the Comptroller of the Currency raised their sights, hoping to pull into the system banks from all rich countries, especially Japan. As it turns out, there was a ready-made forum for carrying out this vision: the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, part of the multilateral Bank for International Settlements in Switzerland, which had been working on the idea of risk-based capital standards on its own for some time.

The Basel committee, consisting of central banks from 13 of the world’s richest nations, was established at the end of 1974 to coordinate the supervision of internationally active banks. The need for supervision became apparent after the momentous failure of Germany’s Bankhaus Herstatt. The bank, which owed dollars to banks around the world, sent shock waves through the international financial community when it collapsed. On its ruins, the foundations for international banking regulation were laid.

Given the work that the United States and Great Britain had put into their U.S.–U.K. risk-based capital accord, the Basel committee saved considerable effort by adopting most of the U.S.–U.K. accord as its own. In 1988, the committee established a risk-based system of capital standards built on four different “risk buckets,” or categories of assets, with weights ranging from 0 to 100 percent to reflect their relative riskiness. From the American perspective, though, perhaps the most significant achievement of the accord was the fact that Japan had agreed to cease permitting its banks to count much of their hidden reserves in calculating their regulatory capital. However, as we will see, this victory proved to be only temporary.

The Limits of Financial Regulation as Financial Statecraft

Though it was widely lauded by many commentators and rich-country banks at the time, the Basel Capital Accord was, in fact, deeply flawed. At best, it proved to be irrelevant when really needed. At worst, it led to some perverse results.

The first problem did not take long to surface. Shortly after the Basel standards were finalized in late 1988, the United States and other countries fell into recession. Even without the Accord, banks would have...
adopted more cautious lending policies in that economic climate. Under the new Accord, the banks’ caution in lending bordered on the ridiculous.27 The problem was that the new risk-based formulae required banks to hold no capital against government bonds in their portfolios, but 4 percent “Tier 1” capital28 against most loans. Reacting, in part, to these conditions, U.S. banks reduced their loans while increasing their holdings of Treasury bonds by nearly 50 percent between 1989 and 1992. The result was a credit crunch.

Other problems with the Basel standards were even more fundamental. While the system appropriately used a bank’s capital-to-asset ratio to determine its risk of failure, the calculation of these ratios was overly simplistic. It involved summing up the amounts of capital required for different classes of bank assets and multiplying them by their individual risk weights. But it ignored a fundamental principle of financial economics: portfolios of assets benefit from diversification. That is, when the value of one asset goes up another might go down. In a diversified portfolio, the true risks of a portfolio of assets could very well be less than the risks measured by simply adding up the risks of each individual asset.

Furthermore, even on their own terms, the Basel risk weights were highly arbitrary. The accord made no effort to distinguish between the risks of different types of consumer and commercial loans, let alone assign presumably higher risk weights to loans to developing countries which happened to be OECD members, such as Mexico, whose borrowings had led to the bank capital problem in the first place. This shortcoming could allow some banks with especially risky loan portfolios to have the same levels of required capital as banks with less risky loan portfolios. This is not only unfair—it is an invitation to behave imprudently.

But the most fundamental flaw in the Basel Accord was that it contained no agreement on how to define and account for nonperforming loans—loans on which borrowers were not making timely payments of principal and interest. This was not just a technical omission; it was a huge loophole. Bank capital cannot be accurately measured unless the stated values of loans on a bank’s balance sheet reflect their true worth. If the financial statements do not fully reflect the losses that banks are likely to incur on their loan portfolios, they will overstate both earnings and
capital and thereby mask their shortfalls in capital. Countries that allow this accounting practice run higher risks of bank failure. Those that outlaw it put their banks at a competitive disadvantage. This, of course, was the dilemma Basel was supposed to prevent.

The ink was barely dry on the Accord before this problem became apparent. The triggering event was the collapse of the Japanese stock market in 1989 and the subsequent collapse of real estate prices in the country. Because real estate backed so many of the loans that Japanese banks had extended to their customers, many of these loans would probably not be fully repaid. By any market-based test, most of the country’s major banks had insufficient or even zero regulatory capital. But since they did not have to account for their nonperforming loans, they were able to mask their capital deficiencies. Like U.S. regulators in the 1980s, Japanese regulators feared that strictly enforcing capital standards and taking a tough position on the banks’ nonperforming loans would push many banks close to or into insolvency. So the regulators looked the other way and hoped that land prices, stock prices, and economic activity would soon recover.

But there was no recovery. The Japanese economy, stock market, and real estate market remained depressed throughout the 1990s. Many Japanese banks were in fact insolvent or nearly so, yet neither the Bank of Japan nor the Ministry of Finance wanted to recognize this fact officially and force any of the largest banks to close. Instead, throughout much of the 1990s, Japanese officials encouraged the large, weak banks to merge with one another in a tepid effort to consolidate operations and realize some minor cost savings (layoffs were excluded from the equation). At the same time, politicians encouraged the banks to continue lending to many troubled companies in an effort to keep the country from suffering a wave of bankruptcies. Eventually, Japanese regulators began a laudable effort to toughen their supervision and force banks to recognize losses on their nonperforming loans, but not before Japan suffered significant economic damage.

Japan is not the only country whose bank regulators looked the other way when times were tough. Since the advent of the Basel Accord, regulators in both France and Germany let certain of their larger banks continue to operate with insufficient capital ratios when they ran into
trouble. Some countries, in contrast, took much tougher positions on their banks. For instance, when a severe drop in real estate prices in the late 1980s and early 1990s pushed Nordic banks into insolvency, their governments nationalized them. The United States, after initially failing to address its savings and loan problem in the 1980s, eventually closed insolvent institutions or sold them off to private buyers.

It is clear from these anecdotes that the Basel Accord serves at the convenience of its member countries.31 To this day, members make their own decisions about enforcement, and no member country is penalized for failing to enforce the Accord’s stated capital standards. Although it has perhaps contributed to greater consciousness of the useful role of regulatory capital among bankers and their observers in industry, media, and government, the Accord has proven toothless and, more important, has not achieved one of its fundamental goals: leveling the playing field in international banking.

Patching Up the Basel Accord

To its credit, the Basel committee admitted some of the standards’ shortcomings and quickly went to work in the early 1990s to refine them.32 However, much time passed before the committee could agree on any reforms. By 1996, when it did act, the committee made only one significant refinement to the initial standards: adding a separate capital calculation for short-term securities. This was not exactly the fundamental overhaul that was needed to address the fundamental problems just recited.

The Basel committee tried again in 1999, this time to address one of the Accord’s main flaws: the arbitrariness of its four risk buckets. The proposal was to set risk weights for different types of loans by using ratings applied by private credit rating agencies. On the surface, this seemed like a positive step toward a market-based approach, but the committee’s proposed overhaul quickly drew fire from all sides. Some critics argued that the rating agencies had a poor record of missing turning points and thus were not good indicators of risk. A related objection was that the ratings business, having only three or four major players in the United States, was not competitive. And in countries that had little or no experi-
ence with such agencies, the proposal was considered difficult, if not impossible, to implement.

So the committee went back to the drawing board and ultimately proposed two amendments to the original regime. The first was to add a new capital requirement for operating risks, such as interruption of the bank’s computer network. The second was to allow the largest banks to use their own internal systems for evaluating loan riskiness, provided they could establish that they were sufficiently adept at evaluating and controlling risks. These changes and others became part of the so-called Basel II agreement, scheduled to be fully implemented in 2007.

The Basel process has dramatically demonstrated how a once simple set of standards can become highly complicated over time—the agreement is now more than 400 pages in length and riddled with mathematical formulae. But there is still no objective way to demonstrate whether the proposed new standards will be any more effective in discouraging imprudent risk taking. In fact, the opposite may be true.

Thus, one concern over the new Accord is that it might actually allow most large banks to hold less capital than they do now. This is because the revised rules, if adopted, will allow banks to use their own risk models to custom-tailor their capital requirements. The net result is that most large banks will have greater opportunities to take advantage of leverage and thus increase their returns on equity. This outcome explains why many international banks support the new regime, despite its complexity. While it is conceivable that some of these banks have less risky portfolios and would thus require less capital, the disturbing possibility is that a number of other banks may take advantage of lower capital requirements to take greater risks. For a process that was launched, in part, to shore up banks against risk, this possibility is ironic. The irony thickens when we consider the fact that an international bank’s failure would have the most serious impact on the international economy.

Even if large banks had to abide by Basel’s risk standards, the standards are still so arbitrary that the regulated banks themselves can influence the process by which the standards are determined. A good example is Germany’s persuading the committee to assign a 50 percent risk weight—half the weight for many other loans—to residential mortgages. There was no logic to the weighting except that German banks had heavy
investments in real estate assets. The rest of the committee went along with this idea because other nations needed the Germans inside the system, especially given the high regard other central banks had for the German Bundesbank. Yet by bowing to the German demand, the committee dug a sizeable pit in the desired level playing field.

The integrity of the process is still not its greatest flaw, however. Its greatest flaw is that it is too cumbersome to keep pace with changes in financial technology and techniques. At their very best, domestic regulators are always one step behind the most sophisticated banks they regulate. The gap is bigger for international regulators. At the time of writing, it has been over five years since the latest changes were proposed to the Accord, and these will not even fully be implemented for another two. In an age marked by ever faster communications and a more rapid pace of change, a process like Basel grows ever more anachronistic.

Recognizing the shortcomings of the Basel capital rules, some countries have taken regulation into their own hands, thereby implicitly (if not explicitly) abandoning the quest for a level playing field. The United States, for example, has set up an extensive parallel system of capital regulation and enforcement. In 1989, Congress passed the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act (FIRREA), which required thrift institutions (historically specializing in extending residential mortgages but since the early 1980s allowed to lend to consumers and businesses, like banks) to maintain minimum capital ratios of at least 3 percent. The ratios were calculated simply by dividing shareholders’ equity by total assets and thus differed from the ratios under the Basel standards, where assets in different categories are given different weights and then added up.

In 1991, Congress enacted even tougher legislation for banks in the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act (FDICIA). The act required regulators to set new, enforceable capital standards. More important, it put teeth into the requirements by establishing a new system of “prompt correction action” (PCA). Under PCA, regulators had to impose progressively stiffer penalties the further a bank’s capital went below the minimum requirement. Regulators were authorized to suspend banks’ dividends, impose limits on its officers’ salaries, and require that troubled banks issue more equity. Moreover, if a bank’s capital fell below 2
percent of its assets—just short of insolvency—regulators could seize the bank and either close it down or, more likely, simply sell it.

The new regime worked. By the end of the decade, the average bank in the United States had a capital ratio in excess of 8 percent (unweighted), well above applicable regulatory minimums. Banks that had cavalierly skirted Basel’s loopholes were suddenly carrying a safety margin of capital above the minimum to maintain a comfortable distance from the clutches of PCA. High capital margins were further encouraged by new incentive schemes such as those embodied in the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Modernization Act of 1999. That act permitted financial holding companies that own banks to own a range of other financial affiliates as well, provided their banks were well capitalized. Regulators have since decided that “well capitalized” means having a risk-weighted Tier 1 ratio of at least 6 percent of assets and a leverage ratio of capital to unweighted assets of at least 5 percent. Tellingly, the 6 percent ratio is actually higher than that required by Basel.

In short, the Basel Accord, with all its complex risk weightings and standards, has become almost irrelevant in the United States. Theoretically, it is more relevant in countries that have not adopted a set of parallel capital standards, but it is only as relevant as regulators decide to make it. Many countries have taken enforcement seriously and even adopted some version of PCA, based on the Basel formulae. Many have not and will continue to gamble on low capital ratios regardless of the Basel standards.

Fixing the Basel Accord the Right Way

Despite the Accord’s serious flaws and de facto irrelevance, bank regulators in the member countries continue to worship at the altar of Basel. Banks also pay homage to the Accord, if for no other reason than not to offend their regulators. Too much time and political capital have been invested in the process of refining the Accord for the key players to abandon it.

Although the effort started with laudable objectives—to raise and internationalize bank capital standards—countries like the United States have found the unilateral route more effective. Nonetheless, there is a way to make the Accord truly effective, and to do so in a way that also comes
close to the Accord’s objective of leveling the playing field for banks from different countries. The simple solution is to mandate that all large banks back a fixed percentage of their assets with subordinated debt.  

Subordinated debt is what the term implies: long-term debt, i.e., bonds, held by creditors whose rights are subordinate to other secured creditors (those who have recourse to collateral if the borrower defaults) and depositors.  

Holders of subordinated debt are entitled only to a fixed return and can redeem their bonds only after a clear maturity date. Furthermore, unlike deposits, this particular kind of debt is uninsured. In essence, if a bank fails, holders of subordinated debt get repaid after everyone else; which is to say, never.  

Because they stand to lose the most from a bank failure, holders of subordinated debt have a vested interest in a bank’s financial prudence. Even better, since their rate of return is fixed, they stand to gain nothing from a risky venture. These debt holders would therefore be an ideal check on a bank’s more foolhardy tendencies. That check would function in two ways. The first way is through the market. The less stable a bank appears, the higher the interest rate bond buyers will demand. The higher the interest rate demanded by the buyers, the less subordinated debt a bank can sell. Since banks have to back a fixed percentage of their assets with subordinated debt, they can hold fewer assets if they sell less subordinated debt, so they cannot grow their business unless they prove to bond investors that their policies are sound. The second way the check would function is through better information gathering. Rising interest rates would serve as a clear warning signal to regulators that a bank is behaving badly. Given their incentives, holders of subordinated debt would be more motivated bank watchdogs than any government official. In order to make sure that those holders have the resources to serve their purpose reliably, regulators could require that subordinated debt be issued only in large denominations.  

Critics of a subordinated debt requirement argue that investors in such debt would provide no better signals of potential bank problems than bank regulators, who have access to nonpublic information about banks. This may or may not be true, but it is beside the point. Investors may be more accurate or less accurate, but investor incentives are clearly more powerful. As we have seen, regulators can all too easily exercise forbear-
Trade and Investment Politics

Though the Basel process was at times influenced by the banks it purported to regulate, their influence should have been an exception to the rule—international standards were supposed to shape banks’ policies, not the other way around. However, the exception may have indeed become the rule. This is increasingly apparent in the sphere of foreign trade and investment policy, where a broad range of financial institutions have become increasingly important players. Bankers around the world have begun to see trade and investment policy as the key to entering foreign markets.

Trade policy, the precursor to cross-border investment policy, is carried out with sticks and carrots, or combinations of both. The sticks are sanctions, which governments at various points have imposed on exports to some countries or on imports from others in efforts to persuade them to behave differently. Sanctions can be an effective tool of foreign policy, but only if they are imposed multilaterally, so that the target country cannot get supplies or funds from other sources. The most recent comprehensive study of this subject concluded that 34 percent of multilateral economic sanctions were successful in achieving their stated foreign policy aims, while unilateral sanctions had only an 18 percent success rate. As policy tools, therefore, the effectiveness of sanctions is limited by the amount of international support they receive.

More typically, trade policy is carried out with carrots offered in trade negotiations that are analogous to arms reduction talks. The carrots are the concessions countries are willing to make to open their markets if other countries take similar measures. Tariffs are thus treated like ballistic missiles—they are only taken down when others reciprocate. Since the end of World War II, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT)—now the World Trade Organization (WTO)—has provided the
forum for gradually reducing trade barriers around the world. After eight
successive rounds of multilateral trade negotiations, for example, tariffs
have been cut from an average of 40 percent to just 6 percent (although
many developing countries still maintain much higher tariffs on selected
products). 40

Until the Uruguay Round of world trade talks, completed in 1994,
governments concentrated their attention on trade in goods. But while
goods still account for most international trade overall, they make up
less than half the output of rich countries. Trade in services—including
financial services—has become increasingly important. For example,
though the United States ran an overall trade deficit of more than $400
billion in 2003, it had a surplus of $66 billion in services trade. However,
barriers to trade in services still exist in many forms. Among the most
important are rules or practices that inhibit the ability of foreign compa-
nies to establish themselves in other countries. In effect, because they
cannot invest in these countries by establishing themselves there, these
companies cannot trade their services. That is why the first General
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), negotiated during the
Uruguay Round and initiated in January 1995, clearly affirmed for serv-
ices firms the right of establishment, defined as the right of a foreign
company to set up a business in a way no different from that required of
domestic firms.

Financial services firms in rich countries were especially active in urging
their governments to conclude the GATS, whose initial provisions
became effective in 1999. But securing the right of establishment was
only a first step. Many countries still maintain screening boards that
decide not only whether a foreign financial institution is fit to do business
in a country, but whether the institution is needed. The latter condition
is not consistent with open markets, since it acts as an invitation to
exclude entry altogether. Other restrictions include those on the corpo-
rate form in which foreign firms can do business; requirements that for-
eign firms form joint ventures with local partners (who in many cases
must have majority control); and restrictions on doing business from
other countries via the Internet or other means of cross-border commu-
nication. In short, financial services firms are still not given national treat-
ment—the same treatment given domestic firms—when doing business in many countries.

Understandably, U.S. financial services firms have been pressing U.S. trade negotiators to insert national treatment clauses into the various bilateral agreements they negotiate, as well as into the current WTO Doha Round of world trade talks. But these firms are not content with gaining national treatment in law and in fact. They have pressed U.S. negotiators in the context of recent bilateral free trade agreement negotiations (such as the one with Singapore) to ensure that other countries remove all of their controls on the movement of capital into and out of those countries. This position is not hard to understand. Financial services firms are essentially in the business of moving money, and any governmental restrictions on that process impede their ability to do business. Many economists side with them, arguing that controls on the movement of capital are no different from restrictions on trade: both interfere with the freedom of contract, and both make commerce less efficient.

While capital controls have many drawbacks, their opponents should draw an important lesson from the Asian financial crisis: capital controls are not the equivalent of trade restrictions, especially for developing countries. Capital controls have been put in place generally because governments fear that their citizens and foreign investors, in a panic, can drive down the value of their currencies. This can be economically destabilizing when domestic firms that have borrowed in dollars, as many Asian firms did prior to the crisis, suddenly have to scramble for much more domestic currency than they thought would be required to pay off their dollar-denominated debts. As we discuss at length in chapter 6, this problem is simply endemic to a world in which national monies are mandated by governments yet unwanted by those who must use them. This is why countries that controlled capital outflows, such as India and China, were hardly touched by the Asian crisis.

Our point is not that capital controls are good—rationing access to capital necessarily raises its cost, and efforts to circumvent or manipulate restrictions are, at best, distortionary and wasteful. Our point is that there is a more sensible path to opening up capital markets that would avoid the kind of turmoil unleashed in 1998: “dollarization.” This is a broad term we apply to any policy that abandons unstable local monies in
favor of the dollar, euro, or some other internationally accepted money. But that idea, discussed more fully in chapter 6, is one for the longer term. In the here and now, policymakers and trade negotiators should simply act with greater prudence, not with misplaced free-market dogmatism, when dealing with capital controls. After all, there is nothing free market about government-produced monopoly monies (pun intended) in the first place.

Trade and investment policy is an area in which what may be good for certain financial institutions in the United States and elsewhere in the rich world may not be good for the economic health of developing countries with weak monetary systems and underdeveloped, poorly regulated banking and financial systems. Ultimately, it may not even be in the wider interests of the United States, for, as we shall see in chapter 5, financial crises abroad create security as well as economic risks at home. As the world’s financial system becomes ever more integrated globally, so grows the need for better international regulatory coordination to reduce the risks of weaknesses in one country spreading problems to others. But the lessons of the Basel process’s failings need to be heeded on many levels, as we will see in our analysis of financial crises in chapter 6: problems of institutional weakness, poor incentives, and inadequate monitoring are most effectively addressed by harnessing the natural driving forces of the market itself.
Only days after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, President George W. Bush announced a far-reaching “war on terror.” He not only signed legislation to strengthen law enforcement tools against actual and would-be terrorists, but also embraced the Clinton administration’s campaign to dry up the financial flows to terrorists. The latter step was a striking about-face. Only months before, two top economic officials, then-Treasury Secretary Paul O’Neill and chief economic adviser Lawrence Lindsey, had questioned the wisdom of the Clinton administration’s anti–money laundering effort.1

That governments can fight the post-9/11 war on terror by stopping the flow of money to terrorists seems like a reasonable proposition on its face. After all, if it were possible to deny terrorists access to sources of finance—and specifically access to financial institutions—then it might be possible either to keep them from engaging in their nefarious activities, or at least to raise the cost of such activities significantly and thereby interrupt some of them. But even if the efforts to track and seize the finances of terrorists failed to impede them, mounting a financial war on terrorists might help law enforcement officials and the military locate, apprehend, or even kill them before they strike again.

How might such a war be carried out? Governments can stop the terrorist money flow at its source or in its transmission. An example of a source-based policy is the crackdown by U.S. and other national authorities on supposed charities that, in fact, are terrorist fronts. Shut them
down, or seize their money, or both. This is straightforward law enforce-
ment; it is important, but it is not our focus in this chapter.

What interests us instead is how the United States and other govern-
ments have enlisted financial institutions in the war on terror by imposing
various requirements on them aimed at exposing and interrupting the
transmission of money raised in one place to support terrorist activities
somewhere else. The name for this transmission process is money laun-
dering. Narrowly defined, money laundering is the ‘‘conversion of crimi-
nal incomes into assets that cannot be traced back to the underlying
crime.’’2 In the United States, the term historically has been associated
with organized crime and drug trafficking. In a post-9/11 world, money
laundering has become a principal means by which terrorism is financed.

Money is best laundered at the most efficient financial laundries:
banks. The terrorists who carried out the 9/11 attacks and their financiers
used banks as intermediaries in the same way everyone else does.
Depositors put their money in an institution in one place and then
instruct the institution to pay someone who has a bank account some-
where else. If they can get away with it, terrorists can and will use finan-
cial institutions in exactly the same way. The problem comes when they
use the money to finance acts of terror.

The U.S. government—and other governments—have used and
strengthened anti-money laundering (AML) laws to keep terrorists from
using regulated financial institutions. The campaign has not been as
effective as it could be. Fortunately, there are ways to do it better.

Anti-Money Laundering, Drugs, and the Roots
of the Financial War on Terror

Many of the regulations used in the financial war on terror have
their origins in the war against illegal drugs. Like terrorists, drug traffick-
ers use or try to use financial institutions to carry out their activities.
Drugs flow all too easily across national borders; money even more so.
That is why the United States has tried to enlist other countries in its
AML efforts. The target has not been small. In 1998, then-director of the
International Monetary Fund Michel Camdessus estimated that $800
billion to $2 trillion was laundered worldwide each year, equivalent to about 2–3 percent of worldwide gross domestic product.\(^3\)

The AML regime has developed gradually. In broad outlines, it has had three features: the reporting of currency transactions to enable governmental agencies to better detect, track, and apprehend suspected criminals; requirements that financial institutions know their customers and screen out undesirables; and rules that institutions check their customer information against government-compiled lists of suspicious individuals and organizations.

**Reporting**

The U.S. government began its AML campaign by asking depository institutions—banks and “savings and loans”—to help detect drug trafficking and other criminal activity. The Bank Secrecy Act of 1970 (BSA) required these depositories to report certain transactions to the Treasury Department. The reports covered cash deposits and withdrawals, importations of currency of $10,000 or more, so-called suspicious transactions involving more than $5,000, cross-border currency transactions, and information relating to foreign bank and securities accounts. Regulators enforce these requirements through administrative sanctions and, potentially, civil and criminal penalties. The Patriot Act of 2001 extended the reach of the BSA reporting requirements beyond depositories to other financial institutions (see below).

The BSA provisions were designed to deter drug lords and other criminals from using U.S. depository institutions to help fund their unlawful activities. The requirements also provided law enforcement officials with information to target their investigations and apprehend criminals.

Drug traffickers nonetheless quickly found their way around the reporting regime. To get around the $10,000 threshold, they simply broke up their cash deposits and withdrawals into smaller amounts, a process that came to be called smurfing. They also used the proceeds of their drugs-related activities to finance otherwise legitimate businesses—restaurants, laundries, and the like. Criminals would mix their ill-gotten gains with the monies taken in by these establishments and thereby launder the proceeds from drug trafficking.
In 1982, the Treasury Department tried to counter this activity by requiring U.S. financial institutions to file suspicious activity reports (SARs). These are reports on individual financial transactions that should, at least in principle, call attention to possible drug trafficking, money laundering, or other financially related crimes (such as wire fraud). The U.S. government now coordinates its investigations of suspected drug traffickers through a nine-agency task force chaired by the Justice Department.4

Know Your Customers

Sixteen years after passage of the BSA, Congress imposed additional requirements on financial institutions. This time the effort sought to enlist the institutions in watching out for suspected criminal activity and, ideally, refusing to accept suspicious accounts. The statutory vehicle was the Money Laundering Control Act of 1986 (MLCA). That act required U.S. financial institutions to know their customers by exercising due diligence on potential new accounts. Institutions would have to require proof of identity (name, address, Social Security number, credit references, and the like) and employment history. The act was initially aimed at drug traffickers, but over time lawmakers have added other offenses to the act.5 After 9/11, Congress tightened these minimal requirements through the Patriot Act, which we discuss shortly.6

List Checking

The U.S. government not only requires financial institutions to watch out for suspicious activity, but in addition does so itself. Then, at least in principle, it shares the information it uncovers with private institutions so they can better stop illicit activity at its inception. For instance, the Office of Foreign Asset Control (OFAC) in the Treasury maintains a constantly updated list of undesirable individuals and organizations with whom financial institutions are not supposed to do business. Other federal agencies keep similar lists. Roughly a year after 9/11 the president ordered the agencies to merge their data into a single master list, which was to become operational by the end of 2003. Yet, according to the General Accounting Office, as of mid-2004 the federal government had still not produced such a list, and critics say it may take years to do so.7
Well before September 11, the Treasury Department took its own steps to integrate AML enforcement measures. In 1990, the department established the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FINCEN). FINCEN now shares information provided by banks and other financial institutions covered by the BSA with local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies. FINCEN also provides support for the investigation of individual money laundering cases and attempts to identify financial crime patterns from the financial information it receives. The network operates internationally as well, sharing similar information with foreign enforcement officials.

Meanwhile, banks have purchased commercially developed software to help them check current and potential customers against the OFAC list and possibly other lists, though even the best programs still generate some false positives; that is, individuals who appear to match the list but in fact are not criminals or terrorists. Banks aim to have a false positive target rate on the order of 1 percent or less, although experts differ as to whether such a low rate is feasible.

International Cooperation on Money Laundering

Money laundering and the crimes related to it cannot be fought effectively by U.S. law enforcement officials alone. Money flows across national borders too easily for any one country to staunch the flow of resources to criminals and terrorists. U.S. policymakers have therefore made efforts for over a decade to enlist the aid of other countries. In 1989, the United States and France persuaded other members of the Group of 7 (G-7) to form a Financial Action Task Force (FATF), primarily to thwart drug trafficking through financial regulation. Since then, the FATF has grown to a total of 33 member countries. It has set standards for country-led efforts to combat money laundering. More important, it has authorized member states to “name and shame” nations that have inadequate laws and enforcement by blocking their access to the markets of FATF states.

The naming and shaming system appears to have worked reasonably well. In 2000, the FATF placed 15 countries on the list. Eight others have been added since, but as of year-end 2004, a total of 19 had been
removed because they upgraded their vigilance against money laundering and persuaded the task force of that fact. Of particular significance, both Switzerland and the Cayman Islands, long havens for laundered money, have responded in recent years to strong international pressure to relax their once strict bank secrecy laws and to cooperate with foreign law enforcement officials.

Two reasons explain the success of the name and shame regime. First, financially powerful FATF member states have agreed to impose sanctions multilaterally. Second, access to these countries’ financial institutions and markets is important for countries that have sought to remove themselves from the lists. Still, even with 33 countries in the FTAF banding together to deny access to their markets, four countries remained on the name and shame list at the close of 2004.

In 1990, the FATF also issued a widely publicized list of “40 Recommendations” to combat money laundering. These recommendations consisted of standards for financial supervision and criminal law enforcement. By 1996, more than 130 countries had endorsed the recommendations. But while the FATF has sponsored peer reviews of countries to determine to what extent they comply with these standards, the task force has no independent authority to sanction countries for failing to live up to them, other than to name and shame them. Of equal or greater importance, the FATF standards refer only to statutes or regulations on the books, not to how effectively they are enforced.

The Post-9/11 Financial War on Terrorism

The AML campaign expanded into the war on terror even before the terrorist attacks of September 11. During his two terms in office, President Clinton froze the U.S. assets of various alleged state sponsors of terrorism, including Iraq, Libya, Syria, and the Taliban regime in Afghanistan. In 1995, Clinton added 12 Middle Eastern groups as terrorist organizations and ordered their assets to be frozen. The same executive order directed the Treasury Department to freeze assets of designated individual terrorists. In 1996, the Omnibus Antiterrorism Act extended the asset freeze authority to every group that the secretary of state had designated a Foreign Terrorist Organization. Meanwhile, the Clinton
administration pushed the FATF to name and shame numerous countries that failed to adopt and implement an adequate AML control regime (for example, one including “know your customer” and asset freeze policies).

As we noted at the outset, the Bush administration came into office questioning the value of this effort. Then came September 11. The attacks brought a new sense of urgency to combating terrorism in all possible ways, including measures aimed at drying up financial sources for terrorism. After all, the administration could not afford to be seen as allowing terrorists unrestricted access to legitimate financial institutions. In addition, administration officials hoped that a reinvigorated AML effort might at least provide leads to help locate, apprehend, or kill terrorists after the fact, even if it failed in preventing them from carrying out their acts.

*The USA Patriot Act of 2001*

The new AML effort focused much more heavily on regulation than on seizure of assets. At the end of 1999, just before President Bush assumed office, roughly $3 billion in assets had already been frozen, almost all from designated state sponsors of terrorism. (Iraq accounted for $1.5 billion and Libya just under $1 billion.)12 By the end of 2002, over a year after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, that amount had risen only modestly, to $4 billion.13

The regulatory campaign, in contrast, was extensive, as illustrated by the following provisions in the USA Patriot Act:

- The act extended the reporting of cash transactions above $10,000 beyond banks and securities brokers to casinos, car dealers, and a range of other U.S. firms. In related fashion, the act extended SAR filing requirements to securities brokers and dealers, commodity merchants, and advisers. Together, these measures were designed to make it easier for law enforcement officials to identify and apprehend terrorists before they act.
- The act supplemented existing “know your customer” rules with new requirements for collecting and screening customers wanting to open new accounts. Financial institutions would have to verify customers not only by examining their documents, but
also by visiting their premises and conducting Internet searches. These requirements, too, were designed to keep terrorists and their supporters from using any legitimate U.S. financial institutions.

- The act enabled the executive branch to restrict or prohibit access to the U.S. financial system by states and foreign financial institutions that have inadequate AML controls.
- The act demanded that all U.S. financial institutions have policies, procedures, and controls in place to identify instances in which their correspondent and private banking accounts with foreign individuals and organizations might be used for money laundering. A correspondent account is defined by the Patriot Act as one that is established by a U.S.-based institution for a foreign bank to allow the latter to do business in the United States without maintaining a physical presence there.
- The act gave the attorney general and the Treasury Department unprecedented authority to demand information from U.S. financial institutions about their foreign-held correspondent accounts, while requiring U.S. institutions to comply with enhanced due diligence standards to assure that their correspondent banks are not laundering money. Though regulators since have provided little guidance about exactly how U.S. institutions are to meet these standards, the Federal Reserve settled a case in July 2004 with ABN AMRO Bank (a major Dutch bank) and its New York branch requiring this institution to be more vigilant in conducting business with correspondent banks. The motivation behind this enforcement action, and more broadly the legislation that authorized it, is to prevent foreign banks from using the U.S. financial system to launder money from abroad.

**International Cooperation**

The 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center were funded by a network of business enterprises, bank accounts, and NGOs around the world. Preventing future attacks will require an effort that covers the same amount of territory; in short, the effort must be truly international. To its credit, the Bush administration has recognized this and has
continued to have its officials participate in various forums that were established under prior administrations to exchange views and information about how best to use financial regulation to inhibit terrorism. The forums include the United Nations Counter-Terrorism Committee, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and, perhaps most important, the FATF. Indeed, after 9/11, the FATF supplemented its previous 40 recommendations aimed at money laundering with eight additional standards or recommendations for combating terrorist financing in particular. By at least one account, these multilateral initiatives have induced a number of countries—notably, Bahrain, Lebanon, the United Arab Emirates, and Egypt—to toughen their AML regimes.

These forums are not equally effective, however. While the IMF, for example, has expanded its role in the financial war on terror as part of its Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP), the results of this expansion are uncertain. Introduced in 1999, the FSAPs assess the adequacy of financial supervision and legal infrastructure in IMF member countries. In a very general way, that infrastructure includes regulation to prevent financial crime and money laundering. In reality, however, we know of no instance in which the IMF has denied lending to a country because it failed adequately to police these acts. The IMF also provides technical advice on stopping money laundering and methods for improving “know your customer” procedures. But advice is useless unless governments have the will and resources to follow it. In any event, participation by member countries in the FSAP process is voluntary, which should further illustrate how limited the IMF role is in the overall AML regime.

Limitations of the Financial War on Terror

However far-reaching the new financial regulations may appear on paper, their effectiveness in curbing terrorism is severely limited by three major factors. The first is America’s capacity to implement the new regulations. In the private sector, some 3,200 banks, 6,000 brokerage firms, and 4,400 insurance companies have yet to implement basic watch lists to screen new customers. Even so, banks have actually expanded their annual reporting from 100,000 SARs between 1998 and 2000 to roughly 300,000 between 2003 and 2004. This might seem encouraging but for the fact that the Treasury Department does not have the
personnel to follow up on most of these reports.\textsuperscript{19} In fact, the General Accounting Office concluded in September 2003 that severe underfunding of the Patriot Act, coupled with a lack of cooperation between law enforcement officials and regulators, was undermining the financial regulatory provisions of the act.\textsuperscript{20}

Other countries are even more lacking in funds and personnel. While OFAC has over a hundred staff working full-time on implementation of financial sanctions (and, as we saw, is still unable to keep up with the level of reporting), the counterpart agency in Great Britain has only about seven staff members, the one in France two, and the one in Germany just one.\textsuperscript{21} Some of America’s European allies, for their part, complain that U.S. law enforcement officials do not fully share intelligence on many suspected terrorists. This makes it impossible for other countries to block their accounts or seize their assets.

Even if the regulatory system had everything it needed, its effectiveness in fighting terror would still be limited by a second factor: underground financial networks. Many means of holding and transporting money are not part of the official world financial system and are not subject to its regulations. Since the U.S. military and law enforcement crackdown, the terrorist organization Al Qaeda reportedly has resorted to old-fashioned couriers who carry hundreds of thousands of dollars with them. They also use the ancient \textit{hawala} banking system, through which individuals (primarily in the Middle East and South Asia) transfer money without leaving a paper trail. This occurs when a customer in one location deposits funds with a trusted \textit{hawaladar}, who asks another trusted counterparty to distribute money out of his own funds to the intended beneficiary. Because the hawaladars trust each other, and indeed often come from the same family, they expect to be paid back from transactions going the other way. Ultimately, if they have to, they can settle their debts some time in the future. Confidence in the entire system is based on this built-up trust. Hawala is legal in most countries in which it takes place (though not in India), but it is unregulated and therefore very difficult to monitor, especially because there is no paper trail for investigators to uncover.

Authorities in the United States and the FATF member countries have made some effort to bring the hawala system into the sunlight. But there
are inherent limits to the effectiveness of this campaign. Even if government officials could enforce the registration of all hawala brokers, and even if those brokers left paper or electronic markings that could be tracked, it is highly unlikely that officials could successfully distinguish between funds legitimately transferred by the millions of individuals in the developing world and immigrants in developed countries for legitimate purposes and the illegitimate transfers that further terrorism.

All of these efforts at regulation are limited even further by a third factor: acts of terror are cheap to carry out. The truck bomb used at the World Trade Center in February 1993 cost $4,000.\textsuperscript{22} The cost of training and support of the 19 individuals who participated in the 9/11 airline hijackings is estimated at only $500,000.\textsuperscript{23} Terrorist operations since 9/11 have been even cheaper: the October 2002 Indonesia bombings cost $50,000; the November 2003 Istanbul attacks cost less than $40,000; and the March 2004 Madrid bombings, carried out with dynamite and cell phones, cost less than $10,000.\textsuperscript{24} As Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld admitted in a memorandum leaked to the press in October 2003, “The cost-benefit ratio is against us! Our cost is billions against the terrorist cost of millions.”\textsuperscript{25}

These limitations cast doubt on the effectiveness of the financial war on terror. Some policymakers have recognized this. While the 9/11 Commission Report, for instance, asserts that efforts to track terrorist financing should remain “front and center in U.S. counterterrorism efforts,” it also acknowledges that asset freezing will diminish in effectiveness as terrorists find more ways to go around the system.\textsuperscript{26} As we have seen, the same can be said for AML regulation. In light of these doubts, we need to take a more rigorous look at the costs and benefits of the AML campaign.

**High Costs, Elusive Benefits**

We have seen the limitations of the financial war on terror, but it is important to consider as rigorously as possible whether the benefits of the campaign have been worth the costs. After all, precisely this type of calculus must be made in other spheres of regulatory activity. There is no reason for making an exception when it comes to a financial war on
terror, however important some may deem it to be. Unfortunately, the quantitative assessment of this effort is hindered by considerable limitations of its own. The costs, when quantifiable, are often scattered and hidden in myriad budget lines. The benefits, when measurable, cannot be definitively attributed to AML regulation in particular.

While we are still at an early stage in the implementation of the AML measures required by the Patriot Act, a number of studies have been done on the actual and predicted costs of compliance with the AML regime. Following Peter Reuter and Ted Truman, who have conducted the most thorough analysis of the costs of the AML regime, we will separate the costs into three categories: those incurred by the government in administering the AML laws and regulations; those incurred by the private sector to comply with the regime; and other costs borne by the public.27

The costs incurred by the government can be estimated from numbers in an account in the U.S. budget called the “750 account,” which covers the administration of justice generally. Reuter and Truman have adjusted the figures from this account to arrive at their best judgment that the U.S. government’s AML spending is on the order of $1.5 billion annually. When state and local expenditures are added, the total estimated public sector expense is $3 billion.28

The additional costs borne by financial institutions are also significant. A recent survey of banks worldwide has found that the average cost of AML compliance has risen 61 percent between 2001 and 2004, and it is expected to rise further.29 In fact, 29 percent of respondents to the survey in North America have more than doubled their spending, the largest factors in that increase being transaction monitoring, training, and reporting to regulators. A 2003 study estimated that in the mutual fund industry alone compliance with the Customer Identification Program would cost $288 million in the first year of implementation and $140 million annually thereafter. This comes to approximately $13 per “new relationship.”30 But this is still only a small fraction of the total private sector cost. Using estimates of several private consulting firms, Reuter and Truman suggest that this figure is in the range of $3 billion per year.31

As for direct costs to the general public, Reuter and Truman estimate these at roughly an additional $1 billion.32 However, these costs do not
include the nonquantifiable costs of intrusions into the privacy of law-abiding individuals whose accounts may be scrutinized as part of the AML dragnet. Nor do they include any consumer inconvenience resulting from questions and inquiries required as part of the “know your customer” rules.

In total, Reuter and Truman estimate the cost of the AML regime at approximately $7 billion per year. This cost likely grew in 2004 as regulators have become more aggressive in the regime’s enforcement. But can we say that these costs have had corresponding benefits? Not with any certainty. In principle, the benefits would take two forms: reductions in terrorism and assistance to law enforcement and the military in the apprehension of terrorists. In practice, however, it is essentially impossible for anyone outside the government to get an even rough estimate of these benefits.

The extent of the rise or decline in terrorism is a quantity that even those inside the government have had difficulty estimating. For instance, while the State Department’s 2003 terrorism report claimed to show a decline in terrorist activity, it had to be disavowed because of “methodological flaws.” Secretary Rumsfeld, in a remarkable moment of candor, admitted in a memorandum leaked to the press in October 2003, “Today, we lack metrics to know if we are winning or losing the global war on terror.”

Even if we did have such metrics, we still could not legitimately infer whether and to what extent the AML regime has hampered or deterred terrorists. Even if the State Department report had been right about the decline in terrorism, for instance, there would still be no hard basis upon which to ascribe any such success to tighter financial regulation.

Measuring the contribution of AML regulation to law enforcement is also problematic. The role of regulation in helping officials to locate, halt, or apprehend specific terrorists cannot be verified by anyone outside the government. While there is some anecdotal evidence that, in particular cases, SARs have led officials to find criminals who have been subsequently convicted, the connection between this evidence and the war on terror is virtually undetectable.

The upshot of this assessment is that America is spending at least $7 billion a year on unproven initiatives to fight a financial war on terror.
To put this finding in some meaningful perspective, there is a host of compelling homeland security initiatives that are in dire need of that kind of money. For instance, we currently have no effective system for monitoring and verifying the contents of the world’s 90 million container shipments per year. As a result, any one of those containers could contain an explosive, possibly nuclear, device. If loaded onto one of the 8 million containers that pass through U.S. ports each year, the device’s detonation could shut down all shipments into and out of the United States for several weeks or even months, thereby causing an economic disaster.

What would it cost to implement an effective worldwide container security system? Stephen Flynn, a leading expert on homeland security, estimates it would cost roughly $40 to $80 per shipment, or $4 to $7 billion per year. In other words, for the same amount of money that is spent domestically on possibly fruitless AML initiatives, we could institute a global security system that would significantly reduce the risk of a crippling shutdown of the international commercial network.

In light of the clear opportunity costs of America’s spending on antiterrorism financial regulation, we must ask whether we have fully encompassed the reasons for it in our discussion. The answer may be that we have left out an important public diplomacy dimension to such spending. As the terrorism expert Paul Pillar suggests, by mounting a financial war on terrorism the United States signals to other countries the seriousness with which it takes the terrorist threat, and may thereby be able to influence other governments to take the matter seriously as well. A government that condemns terrorism and demands that other countries make political and financial sacrifices in order to stop it cannot afford to appear to be allowing its financial institutions to abet terrorist financing with impunity. Seen in this light, the financial war on terror is a necessary component of a wider initiative to draw nations with disparate interests into visible cooperation against a threat which is widely felt but often difficult to combat, for political reasons, through more aggressive means.

**Going Forward**

The public diplomacy element of the financial war on terror is important enough that the campaign will continue, notwithstanding sig-
nificant hard-dollar opportunity costs. It can, however, be made a more efficient and effective component of a comprehensive political and military approach to deterring, detecting, and responding to terrorism. Here is what should be done in the United States and wider afield.

Within the United States, the first vital step toward waging a smarter campaign is to improve coordination among the different arms of the AML regime. It is imperative that the president assign top priority to coordinating all of the agencies that now have their own lists of suspicious individuals and organizations—the Departments of Homeland Security, Defense, Justice, Treasury, among others—to develop and regularly maintain a master list of all such individuals and organizations. Such a list would greatly assist each of the agencies involved in carrying out its own specific functions related to locating, apprehending, and deterring terrorists.

Once this list is created, financial institutions should have access to it. As a fallback, even if a consolidated list were not created (or effectively maintained), the president should direct each of the federal agencies that now have their own lists to share them on a regular basis with authorized individuals in private financial institutions. Although the Patriot Act envisioned a two-way street between the public and private spheres, the information flow has been almost entirely one way thus far. With the exception of the Treasury Department, government agencies have provided little or no information to the financial institutions charged by the government with watching out for terrorists. In turn, financial institutions, with little or no government information on which to base their reporting standards, have covered themselves legally by inundating these agencies with SARs and Currency Transaction Reports (CTRs) related to activities that look even remotely suspicious. An accessible master list of suspicious persons and groups, or at least regular reporting of such information by each of the agencies to the financial institutions, would provide the institutions with a more effective way of focusing their screening on the greatest risks. Ultimately, this would save time and money both for the financial institutions and the government, and transform a costly paper-passing exercise into one that is far more likely to assist authorities in identifying transactions tied to terrorist and other illegal activities.
Government agencies may resist a shift toward more information sharing because they fear security leaks. In particular, if those individuals on the list knew of that fact, they and their colleagues might be able to infer the sources and the methods used to identify them. This could compromise the efforts of law enforcement and intelligence agencies to gain useful information about terrorists and their organizations in the future. But security has long been an issue for defense contractors, and it is addressed by requiring private sector individuals who work with the government on sensitive matters to get security clearances equivalent to those who work for the government itself. The same process can and should be applied to individuals in financial institutions who obtain sensitive information about potential or actual terrorists (or criminals).

These efforts will help streamline efforts to combat terrorist financing without imposing further costs on financial intermediation that would ultimately be borne by savers and companies seeking to raise capital. Their ultimate effectiveness, however, hinges on whether other countries implement equally effective measures. As we emphasized earlier and will demonstrate again in chapter 4, any form of financial monitoring or sanction scheme simply must be multilateral as long as the target can move funds to, or raise funds in, alternative legal jurisdictions.

The best way to proceed is to build on past successes. As we discussed, the FATF has been successful in getting numerous countries to tighten their AML regulations. Its scope must now be expanded in order to ensure that countries actually implement and enforce the laws on their books.

The FATF will need modestly increased resources to evaluate and monitor AML enforcement—using metrics such as amount of money and number of individuals dedicated to enforcement—in different countries. If a country suspected of failing to carry out enforcement commitments could not adequately document its efforts to the task force or demonstrate them on-site, it would be subject to name and shame sanctions—a response that has already demonstrated its effectiveness in improving cooperation and motivating compliance.

Of course, it would be unfair and pointless to sanction a country that does not have the funds to execute its laws in the first place. Therefore, the United States and other wealthy member states should offer aid pack-
ages to finance enforcement measures in other countries. The United States already provides roughly $1 billion annually across 67 developing countries to help them stem the supply of illegal drugs. A comparable sum provided in total by the richer members of the FATF would go a long way toward securing effective global cooperation and increased effectiveness in the AML effort.
This is going to be the sanctions wave of the future.
—Anonymous U.S. congressional aide

Of Markets and Metaphors

Approach a medieval European city, and the importance of religious authority is immediately apparent in the cathedral dominating the skyline. In a seventeenth-century city, it is the secular authority that is elevated, literally and metaphorically, through the towering presence of the political palace. In a modern city, it is the power of the commercial sector, and particularly its financial institutions, that is reflected in the gleaming skyscrapers.

Buildings are metaphors for emergent centers of power. Politics provides such metaphors as well. In international affairs, the granting or withholding of trade “privileges” has taken on great symbolic meaning since the end of the Cold War. America, as the national embodiment of the emergent global power of international commerce and finance, bestows free-trade agreements on nations that aid her in the war on terrorism. (Pakistan was so blessed by the Bush administration in 2001, even though Congress declined to convert the metaphor into actual commerce.) America also punishes with economic sanctions those who oppose her. For those large enough to be particularly irksome in their opposition, such as China and Russia, the ultimate surrogate for traditional warfare has become capital markets sanctions. How did capital markets assume center stage in the emerging drama of financial statecraft?
Congress Targets Homeland Securities

The idea of restricting access to the U.S. capital markets in the service of foreign policy aims was thrust into the political arena by three prominent congressionally mandated reports published between 1999 and 2002, and focused largely on security issues related to China. By 2001, the idea had already been fashioned into a sanctions provision contained in draft legislation aimed at deterring foreign companies from doing business in Sudan. We discuss these initiatives below.

*The Cox Committee and Deutch Commission Reports*

In 1999, two bodies created by Congress released reports related to activities of the Chinese military and their links to Chinese commercial and financial activities either in the United States or involving U.S. firms. The conclusions of the reports were headline-grabbing in their focus on the purported role of the U.S. capital markets in providing finance, however indirectly, for Chinese weapons development and proliferation.

The first of these reports was prepared by the Cox Committee, named for its chairman, Representative Christopher Cox (R-CA). The committee was established in 1998 to investigate concerns over Chinese acquisition of sensitive U.S. missile and space technology. Its remit was subsequently expanded to cover alleged security problems and possible espionage at U.S. nuclear weapons laboratories. The report’s conclusions present a sensational picture of a Chinese government determined to acquire sensitive American military technology through the use of a vast network of spies, visiting researchers, and front companies operating in the United States.

The report asserted tantalizingly that there were “more than 3,000 PRC corporations in the United States, some with links to the PLA, a State intelligence service, or with technology targeting and acquisition roles” (emphasis added). The report never indicates how many “some” might be.

“The idea that most of these companies are set up by the [state security agency] is absolute nonsense,” according to the China economy expert Nicholas Lardy. The State Department had in 1997 identified two PLA companies operating in the United States, and James Mulvenon, a
specialist on the Chinese military’s commercial activities who testified before the Cox Committee, put the number of PLA-affiliated companies at between 20 and 30. So where did the number 3,000 come from?

Cox himself said later that he used the number merely “to suggest the possible scope of the problem.” Comparable “suggestions” in the report’s political, economic, scientific, and military analysis led an interdisciplinary assessment of the report, conducted through Stanford University’s Center for International Security and Cooperation, to conclude that its “discussion of Chinese politics, economic modernization, and nuclear doctrine lacks scholarly rigor, and exhibits too many examples of sloppy research, factual errors, and weakly justified inferences.”

The second report, released in July 1999, was prepared by the Deutch Commission, named for its chairman, former CIA Director John Deutch, which was established in 1996 to investigate proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD). The Deutch Commission report focused heavily on the final conclusion of the Cox Committee report that China “is using U.S. capital markets both as a source of central government funding for military and commercial development and as a means of cloaking U.S. technology acquisition efforts by its front companies with a patina of regularity and respectability,” and that the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) failed to collect enough information to allow effective monitoring of Chinese commercial activities in the United States. The Deutch Commission concluded that

because there is currently no national security-based review of entities seeking to gain access to our capital markets, investors are unlikely to know that they may be assisting in the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction by providing funds to known proliferators. Aside from the moral implications, there are potential financial consequences of proliferation activity—such as the imposition of trade and financial sanctions—which could negatively impact investors.

This last sentence has proven a rallying cry not only for anti-China and national security hawks, but for activists of all stripes. A new logic had been proffered in a major, congressionally mandated report that could be used to compel the U.S. government to harness the power of the capital
markets, despised by groups on the right and left of the political spectrum, in the service of any manner of Great Cause. The logic was that since foreign companies doing wrong might be hit by American government punishment in consequence, American investors in such companies must receive government warnings of such companies’ behavior, presumably in a manner such that they would be deterred from investing.

Tellingly, however, the logic was not deemed two-sided or universal. That is, first, activities designated as being bad by activists could only be assumed to be bad for investors, never good, despite the fact that the companies engaging in them do so to make a profit for their owners. Second, no disclosures of other countries’ sanctions or potential sanctions would be required; the fact that other countries might choose to punish American companies, and thereby also hurt American investors, could just be ignored.

Many groups, as we shall see, have subsequently organized to pressure the SEC into expanding the definition of “material risks” which public companies must disclose to investors, in order to encompass religious, labor, and environmental concerns, and thereby dramatically expand the scope of legal liability which such companies face. The primary targets have been Chinese firms, but Russian firms have also proven popular.

The Deutch Commission went well beyond calling for increased information flows, however. “It is essential,” the report states, “that we begin to treat this ‘economic warfare’ with the same level of sophistication and planning we devote to military options.” While noting that the commission “was prohibited in its charter legislation, as amended, from evaluating the adequacy or usefulness of sanctions laws,” it nonetheless concluded that “the United States is not making optimal use of its economic leverage” and that “the National Director [for Combating Proliferation] should, in consultation with appropriate agencies and experts from the private sector, assess options for denying proliferators access to U.S. capital markets.” This call has since escalated through several congressional bills, which we discuss in this chapter.

The United States–China Security Review Commission

In October 2000, Congress created the twelve-member United States–China Security Review Commission for the purpose of monitoring,
investigating, and reporting on the national security implications of the bilateral trade and economic relationship between the United States and China. This commission (which is still in operation) asked the William J. Casey Institute, named for the former CIA director and chaired by one of the panel’s members, Roger W. Robinson, Jr., to prepare a report entitled “Capital Markets Transparency and Security: The Nexus Between U.S.–China Security Relations and America’s Capital Markets,” which we refer to frequently in this chapter. The Casey Institute is operated by the Center for Security Studies, headed by former Assistant Secretary of Defense Frank Gaffney.

The commission’s July 2002 report to Congress can only be characterized as relentlessly hostile toward China, chiding its government repeatedly for acting in its own interest rather than America’s. The commission even manages to lament the success of China’s economic liberalization because of an alleged “adverse impact of recent Chinese economic strength on our Asian allies and friends.” The report further reveals that Chinese “[press] coverage of U.S. foreign policy is largely negative and frequently depicts the U.S. as hegemonic and unilateralist” (in contrast to, perhaps, French press coverage?). The report then goes on to lay out a view of U.S. interests that can best be described as hegemonic and recommends a unilateralist agenda for pursuing them.

Part of that agenda is capital markets sanctions. Its primary components are the following.

The commission asked Congress to require the SEC to solicit from foreign issuers information regarding their activities in countries subject to U.S. sanctions and to disclose these to investors. This requirement would hold even where the activities of the issuers were wholly lawful and did not constitute a material risk to investors, according to the SEC staff’s judgment. The commission simply stated flatly that such activities were to be branded a material risk, regardless of the SEC’s view. Tellingly, no issuers would be required to make comparable disclosures regarding activities in countries subject to sanctions imposed by any other countries—no matter which or how many—besides the United States, making transparent the commission’s intent to inject politics into the formulation of SEC disclosure standards via a legislated redefinition of materiality.
The commission further wanted the Treasury to assess whether Chinese or other foreign entities “associated with” WMD or missile delivery system proliferation are accessing or seeking to access the U.S. capital markets and to provide this information to the SEC as well as to “investors including state public pension systems and other institutional investors.” As the Treasury will not actually be instructed to find evidence of any unlawful activities by foreign companies, this requirement to “inform investors” is clearly intended to dissuade them from buying foreign securities simply through fear of U.S. government retribution.

Finally, the commission asked Congress to bar any Chinese or other foreign entity from issuing securities in the United States if the State Department has imposed sanctions on that entity for engaging in WMD or missile delivery systems proliferation.

The Sudan Peace Act

The 2002 Sudan Peace Act requires the secretary of state to report annually to Congress on the conflict in Sudan. Four specific requirements are laid out. Remarkably, the actual behavior of the Sudanese government, in terms of military action and obstruction of humanitarian relief efforts, comprises only the third and fourth requirements. Numbers one and two relate to the financing of “infrastructure and pipelines for oil exploitation” and “the extent to which that financing was secured in the United States,” thus reflecting the passion in the House of Representatives for capital markets sanctions.

The earlier and far more aggressive House version of the act would have barred any company doing business in Sudan from “trading any of its securities” in the United States unless it made specific disclosures, to be dictated to and then formally laid down by the SEC, relating to its activities in Sudan, including “the relationship of the commercial activity to violations of human rights or religious freedom.” The House version would further have directed the president to use his authority under the International Emergency Economic Powers Act to bar any company engaged in oil or gas development in Sudan from raising capital or trading its securities in the United States.

The Bush administration opposed these measures in the House bill. In signing the final, Senate- and House-approved version of the act,
President Bush stated that he would interpret its requirements directed at the executive branch only as advisory—this did not sit well in the House. As we shall see in the material that follows, the issue of capital markets sanctions has repeatedly pitted the legislative branch against the executive branch, under both the Clinton and Bush administrations.

Capital Markets Sanctions in Action

In the late 1990s, two cases involving Russian and Chinese oil companies raising capital in the United States brought the issue of capital markets sanctions to the political fore, both in America and abroad. What raised these particular cases to such prominence was the heady mix of large oil firms from countries considered major nemeses by some and partners by others doing business in third countries already subject to highly controversial unilateral U.S. economic sanctions. The cases therefore managed to mobilize politicians, industrial and financial interests, and activists of all stripes in a very public campaign over the merits and feasibility of using the American capital markets as a lever of coercive diplomacy. The campaigns would be celebrated as successes, but the facts bear out a different story.

“Ban the Bond!”: The Case of Gazprom

In November 1997, the Russian oil firm Gazprom announced the postponement of a large debt issue in the United States, citing unfavorable market conditions. The decision came two weeks after a stormy Senate Banking Committee hearing at which several members fulminated against the company’s investments in Iran and Libya, which had been designated terrorist-sponsoring states by the State Department, as well as its alleged ties with the Russian leadership. Senators Alphonse D’Amato (R-NY), Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Sam Brownback (R-KS), and Lauch Faircloth (R-NC) spoke out strongly in favor of withdrawing long-standing Export-Import Bank guarantees for Gazprom’s U.S. suppliers and barring the company from raising private capital in the United States. In the words of Senator Faircloth, “Why should we finance projects for our enemies? I cannot understand anybody with common sense wanting to be part of this deal. I think Wall Street should say ‘No’ to the deal, and if
they do not, then I think we should block it by legislation” (October 3, 1997). The Casey Institute, in its report for the United States—China Security Review Commission, celebrated Gazprom’s decision to pull its debt issue as a major victory for the new foreign policy stick they were championing and continue to champion, with passionate supporters in Congress—capital markets sanctions.9

But did the threat to deny Gazprom the right to raise capital in the United States actually deny it capital or stop it from doing business in Iran and Libya? Consider first the effect on Gazprom’s ability to finance its investments. As the Caseyites tell the tale, Gazprom “withdrew its $3 billion bond offering from the U.S. debt market,” the issue having been “derailed” by “debate” over its activities abroad. Although they note that Gazprom raised $3 billion in Europe just a few weeks later, it paid “a higher interest rate” and, “more importantly, a number of Americans likely did not end up underwriting a company partnering with a terrorist-sponsoring state in violation of U.S. law.” Unfortunately, this is a tall tale. Here is what actually happened.

Gazprom’s U.S. convertible bond issue was only $1 billion, a third the size claimed by the Caseyites. An additional $2 billion in Eurobond issues had been planned for 1998. (To put these figures in context, Gazprom’s market capitalization was near $70 billion at the time.) As for the notion that Gazprom halted the U.S. issue in response to noises from Congress, the facts lend no support. Even D’Amato’s own staff made no such claim.10

Gazprom’s chairman, Rem Vyakhirev, was robust in responding to threats of U.S. capital markets sanctions: “We do not take part in political games and are only pursuing commercial goals. The development of the gas resources on the Gulf shelf has nothing to do with supporting international terrorism. It is impermissible to threaten Gazprom with sanctions.” Gazprom halted its bond offering because market demand for Russian securities had turned sharply negative in the wake of global market sell-offs in the few weeks prior, in particular a 30 percent fall in the Russian stock market (which hit Gazprom’s London-traded shares). Along with Gazprom, Russia’s Taftnet also announced that it was delaying a U.S. securities issue (an American Depositary Receipt, or ADR) owing to market conditions. Furthermore, Gazprom had simultaneously
announced postponement of both the U.S. and Eurobond issues as well as an intention to proceed with them if and when market conditions improved in 1998. As the Financial Times explained it, “Emerging market countries are switching to the syndicated loan markets to compensate for the dramatic cost of issuing bonds since turmoil hit the global markets in late October.” More than 40 emerging market borrowers had postponed or cancelled planned international bond issues in the two weeks prior to Gazprom’s decision.

As for the Export-Import Bank loan guarantees, Gazprom unilaterally canceled its arrangement with the agency, its spokesman saying that “this step was taken in order to prevent the use of the American bank’s guarantees on supplies of oil and gas equipment as a way of putting pressure on Russian companies implementing projects abroad.” A Voice of Russia radio commentary put it more bluntly: “Gazprom decided to annul the agreement with the Export-Import Bank of the USA to pre-empt any discriminatory measures by the bank. So who is the loser? The equipment which Gazprom intended to buy in the United States is not special. It can be found in other countries as well. And now that the agreement has been annulled, the American companies which planned to sign big contracts with Gazprom have lost a good customer. The reputation of the U.S. government’s bank has suffered. Washington’s attempts to impose its rules of conduct on the world trade market have failed.”

But what about Gazprom having to raise the $3 billion “at a higher interest rate” just a few weeks later in Europe? Was this not at least a partial success for U.S. capital markets sanctions?

Not at all. First, the debt raised in Europe was not a replacement for the U.S. convertible bond issue, as the Caseyites claimed. A $3 billion European syndicated loan had been announced in August 1997, as a complement to the U.S. convertible bond and Eurobond issues, four months before the bond issues were shelved. Thus the story painting the European loan as a high-priced substitute for the U.S. bond issue is pure fiction. Second, the “higher interest rate” claim is as meaningless as it is undocumented. A straight loan naturally carries a higher interest rate than a bond convertible into stock. Furthermore, by any standard Gazprom’s European loan was a major success. With an eight-year maturity, it was priced at a mere 1.75 percent over the benchmark “Libor”
interest rate—or 0.25 percent less than Gazprom had paid in April, when *Euromoney* raved about “Gazprom’s stunning loan debut.” By way of comparison, it would have cost Gazprom more than 4 percent over Libor to borrow in Russia.

So blackballing Gazprom from the U.S. bond market did precisely nothing to affect the company’s financing strategy or its cost. But did it not at least keep Americans from “underwriting a company partnering with a terrorist-sponsoring state”?

Once again, no. The fact that the loan was organized “in Europe” says nothing about the nationality of the capital. And neither do the Caseyites, who are either unaware of or simply choose to ignore the participation of major American banks in the loan. Citibank and Bankers Trust were underwriters, suggesting, according to the *Financial Times*, that “US banks have not been deterred from doing business with Gazprom in spite of threats of US government retaliation against the company because of its plans to invest in Iran.”

Finally, then, consider the effect on Gazprom’s operations in Iran, the actual target of the sanctions threats. In a letter to Vice President Al Gore dated October 8, 1997, Senator D’Amato and Representative Benjamin Gilman (R-NY), defending the efficacy of sanctions, asked rhetorically, “In view of Gazprom’s recent very large tax payments to the government and its extensive need for capital to modernize its domestic and Euro gas networks, where would it find the resources to fund this natural gas contract?”

It found the resources. Six weeks after the letter was sent, Gazprom announced it would invest $600 million in the development of Iran’s South Pars gas field, its deputy chairman stating that the company was “absolutely indifferent” to objections raised in the United States. In May 1998, the Clinton administration waived sanctions under the Iran–Libya Sanctions Act against Gazprom and its Iran project partners, Total of France and Petronas of Malaysia, after concluding that they would have no effect on investment, while making it more difficult to gain Russian and European cooperation on other foreign policy matters. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright indicated that the “waivers will prevent retaliation against U.S. firms, which the imposition of sanctions would probably engender, and avoid possible challenges based on
claims related to treaties and other international obligations.”

By July 2004, Gazprom and its partners had completed development of the $2 billion complex in South Pars, which would net Gazprom 41.15 billion cubic meters of gas and a guaranteed 16.8 percent return on investment over seven years after the start of production.

The Casey Institute considers this to be a case study in successful sanctions. We leave the reader to ponder what failure might have looked like.

“Not on My Market!”: The Case of PetroChina

In September 1999, the first reports emerged that the China National Petroleum Company (CNPC) planned to list on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), raising between $5 billion and $10 billion in equity capital. The proposed offering provoked strong objections from members of Congress, notably Representative Frank Wolf (R-VA), based largely on CNPC’s business in Sudan. CNPC had invested about $1.5 billion in the Sudanese energy sector and had reportedly committed multiples of that to future exploration and development in the country. Opponents of CNPC’s New York listing claimed it would assist the government in Khartoum in prolonging an 18-year-old civil war which they alleged had caused two million deaths and displaced twice as many.

CNPC, apparently reacting to the political tempest in the United States, restructured itself such that only a subsidiary entity—PetroChina, from which Sudanese and other non-Chinese assets were excluded—would list on the NYSE. The move—referred to on Wall Street as a Chinese Wall—infuriated CNPC’s American detractors, who saw it as a meaningless bit of legal maneuvering to safeguard the U.S. listing while allowing the Sudanese operations to develop unhindered.

The American public campaign against PetroChina’s U.S. initial public offering (IPO) was waged primarily by congressmen at the conservative and liberal ends of the spectrum, former Republican government officials, organizations associated with the Christian Right, the AFL-CIO, a protectionist small-business lobby group called the U.S. Business and Industrial Council, and the Casey Institute. Whereas most of PetroChina’s detractors expressed concern for human and religious rights in Sudan, they were united only in their loathing of China. Even here, however, there was no agreement among them. The AFL-CIO
report, for example, “pointedly . . . ignored the national security concerns raised by the conservative elements of the informal coalition,” in the words of one of the report’s authors, choosing to focus instead on Chinese labor market conditions. Others, such as Congressmen Dennis Kucinich (D-OH) and Bernard Sanders (Socialist-VT) were exercised over potential environmental damage in Tibet.

The labor group turned out to be PetroChina’s only potent enemy in the United States. Although President Clinton and SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt refused political or regulatory intervention, the AFL-CIO was able to bring its influence to bear directly on the investment policies of certain fund management firms. With tens of billions of dollars of their members’ pension fund assets under union control, the AFL-CIO was able to back its position with big bucks and board seats. A coalition of labor trustees and friendly Democratic political appointments (such as San Francisco Mayor Willie Brown) on the board of the California Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS) succeeded not only in blocking the giant pension fund from investing in the PetroChina IPO, but in rewriting CalPERS’s investment policies so as to impose emerging market “investibility screens” based on factors such as labor practices. The national teachers’ and professors’ pension fund TIAA-CREF also announced that it would not take a stake in the company.

The PetroChina IPO was ultimately scaled down to $2.89 billion, which the Casey Institute attributed wholly to the efforts of the U.S. anti-PetroChina campaign. Many contemporaneous news reports, however, do not even mention the campaign in explaining the scale-back, focusing instead, as in the Financial Times, on U.S. institutional investor concern over “problems associated with Chinese state companies: huge workforces, inefficiency, poor management control, and debt.” The company’s preliminary listing prospectus could not have excited investors by declaring that the bulk of the IPO proceeds were earmarked for “debt repayment and severance compensation.” Other reports mentioned the market’s fascination with technology offerings at the time, which led Beijing to put greater priority on Internet and telecoms issues thereafter.

The Caseyites end their tale of the great victory achieved by “the tireless efforts of those in the ‘PetroChina Coalition’ and concerned
Members of Congress” by crediting them with an 8 percent fall in PetroChina’s share price between the company’s IPO on March 31, 2000, and its first-day NYSE close on April 6. They do not mention that the stock was the second most actively traded on the Big Board in its debut, the price ending the day virtually unchanged.

The epilogue, however, turns out to be far more telling than the tale.

Over the past four years CNPC has become the major force in the Sudanese oil industry, having been wholly undeterred by the efforts to bar it from the U.S. capital markets. By 2002, China was Sudan’s most important customer. About 75 percent of Sudan’s exports is petroleum products, and 85 percent of such products go to China via CNPC. By 2003, CNPC’s production base in Sudan accounted for nearly half the company’s overseas oil production, making Sudan China’s fourth largest oil supplier. At an average price per barrel of $26.70 for Sudanese oil in 2003, we calculate that CNPC’s 2003 equity oil production of 5.67 million tons was worth $1.11 billion. A proprietary estimate we have seen puts CNPC’s remaining Sudan project value at $2.126 billion as of the beginning of 2004, giving the company a post-tax rate of return of 39.7 percent. CNPC’s 90 percent stake in PetroChina translated into a $4 billion dividend for the parent in 2004, helping to fuel its international expansion.

By January 2004, PetroChina’s share price had quadrupled—powerful testimony to the utter irrelevance of the capital markets sanctions campaign either to the company’s business strategy or its performance. In the end, the coalition’s “tireless efforts” changed nothing in China and nothing in Sudan. But the good news is that PetroChina’s American investors never actually suffered from the “political risk” the Caseyites claimed to be so eager to protect them from—although millions of teachers, professors, and California public sector workers never shared in the windfall, their pension funds having declined to buy the stock.

The notion that CNPC would have sacrificed its huge Sudan business for an NYSE listing is ludicrous. Using data from JPMorgan’s ADR.com, we calculated that as of August 2003 the value of U.S. institutional holdings in PetroChina stock was twice as large in Hong Kong as it was in New York. In other words, not only was PetroChina capable of attracting U.S. capital through the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, but it actually
proved more successful in attracting it through Hong Kong than New York. Warren Buffett, not normally considered to be a naive investor, controls nearly 14 percent of publicly traded PetroChina shares, and 95 percent of his stake is held through purchases on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. The Casey Institute finds it “difficult to imagine U.S. investors flocking to the stock of a targeted firm in the event that company lists overseas.” Yet this is precisely what happened.

With the exception of union and politically controlled funds, fund managers, who are hired and fired based on financial performance, seek stocks with the highest expected returns and seek to buy them where they are cheapest. In the case of Hong Kong–listed stocks, fund managers told us that it was almost invariably cheapest to buy there because of the critical liquidity from the Asian investor base.

The best way to understand the significance of this finding is to consider that the savings to CNPC’s cost of capital owing to its NYSE listing amounts to mere pocket change, particularly when viewed side by side with the cash flow deriving from its Sudan business. Now, actually to imagine that the United States could persuade the regime in Khartoum to cease actions it considers vital to holding power by barring a Chinese oil firm from listing on the NYSE is to elevate imagination well beyond any legitimate role it should play in foreign policy formulation.

The image of religious freedom watchdogs, China hawks, Tibetan independence advocates, unionists, and environmentalists all joining hands—“the Sudan Community,” as the Caseyites call this eclectic kumbaya collection—to oppose foreign investment in Sudan is both misleading and disingenuous. Prominent human rights advocates actually living in Sudan had been extremely critical of a June 2001 House bill (an embryonic version of the 2002 Sudan Peace Act) aimed at punishing foreign oil companies doing business in the country. “This isolation by the international community for nine years did not work,” according to Rifaat Makkawi, a Khartoum-based human rights lawyer. The bill, had it passed the Senate, would have forced the Canadian oil firm Talisman Energy to sell its stake in a Sudanese joint venture or delist from the New York Stock Exchange. “If Talisman were to pull out of Sudan, this doesn’t mean the oil business will come to an end,” said the jailed Sudanese human rights lawyer Ghazi Suleiman. Talisman, which had quietly
pressed human rights concerns on a Sudanese government over which the West had little other leverage, according to Sudanese opposition figures, would merely be replaced by other companies, wholly outside U.S. jurisdiction and much less susceptible to Western public pressure to consider the impact of their actions on the Sudanese people. "The way forward is not to take away companies . . . that have been working to end some of the abuse," said Alfred Taban, publisher of Khartoum’s only independent newspaper. In fact, the leading candidates to buy out the Talisman stake were Chinese, Sudanese, and Malaysian state oil companies. With these ready suitors in mind, Sudan’s finance minister reacted to passage of the House bill by stating that Talisman’s departure would make no difference to the government.

A few material financial facts on Talisman. At the time of writing in August 2004, 77 percent of the year’s trading volume in Talisman stock occurred on the Toronto Stock Exchange, and only 20 percent on the NYSE, despite the fact that nearly half of the company’s shareholder base is American. In April 2002, Talisman raised $569 million in 15-year notes through the London-based European debt markets. The issue was two-thirds larger than originally anticipated, owing to higher than expected demand. “This is the largest debt issue ever completed by Talisman and serves to broaden our fixed income investor base beyond North America,” said Talisman’s CEO, Jim Buckee. The move to London was clearly intended to sidestep any further financial threats against the company in the United States and vindicated Alan Greenspan’s July 2000 congressional testimony in which he argued that U.S. capital markets sanctions would merely push capital raising to London. These facts should illustrate that, even for a firm with a heavy U.S. ownership base, driving more trading abroad will not aid U.S. foreign policy aims one iota.

Has the government in Khartoum repented for the sins which led to passage of the 2001 House bill? Hardly. In 2004 the regime was the target of widespread charges of complicity in ethnic cleansing and genocide in the western region of Darfur, where an estimated 50,000 people died and 1.2 million fled their homes. Preventing such a humanitarian disaster would have required dedicated and muscular diplomacy. America chose instead to bludgeon foreign companies with threats of sanctions—for-
eign companies being a soft political target, with no domestic constituency—and failed in so doing to achieve any political aims within Sudan.

If impotence were the only indictment that could be leveled against capital markets sanctions, they might be overlooked as a relatively harmless political pressure valve, occupying politicians so that they don’t do something considerably more rash or counterproductive. As we discuss below, however, such sanctions campaigns have the potential to cause considerable collateral damage to America’s regulatory and capital-raising infrastructure.

Hijacking the SEC

[The U.S. Markets Security Act] calls for a national security office within the SEC. . . . Now why is this necessary? It is responsive both to current trends and forward looking to the age when economic warfare may supersede more traditional forms of warfare.

—Representative Gerald Solomon (R-NY)35

On April 2, 2001, Congressman Frank Wolf wrote a letter to SEC Acting Chairman Laura Unger excoriating PetroChina and Talisman for “offenses” in relation to their activities in Sudan. “While other governmental agencies have jurisdiction over human rights, national security and other related abuses in Sudan,” he said, “in this case it is corporations with securities that have been offered to U.S. investors, not governments, that have committed offenses.” “For that reason,” he continued, “the SEC, with its authority and mandate to oversee disclosure to inform and protect investors, should recognize material omissions by the companies as a violation of their disclosure requirements and take appropriate action.” He then laid out a laundry list of investment “risks” which PetroChina failed to reveal in its filings. Among these omissions, “The prospectus contained no accounting of the massive public opposition campaign levied against PetroChina,” of which Wolf was a part, “and the potential risk to investors of this ongoing activism on share value”—a risk not immediately apparent in the stock’s 17 percent rise over the year between its NYSE launch and the date of Congressman Wolf’s letter, or the 300 percent rise by the beginning of 2004.
Congressman Wolf’s main aim in writing this letter, as well as one the previous month urging Unger to take action to delist PetroChina from the NYSE, was clear: to bring American political influence to bear to stop foreign companies from doing business in Sudan. While controversial on several levels, this is certainly a legitimate object of American foreign policy. The SEC, however, is not a legitimate instrument of American foreign policy.

The SEC plays a vital role in the American capital markets as a neutral arbiter of competition rules and protector of investor financial interests. This role is exemplified in a senior staff memo prepared for Unger, in response to the Wolf letter, in the section dealing with “materiality” in disclosure rules:

The question of whether disclosure is required will depend on the materiality of the financial impact of those operations and business relationships on the company’s conduct of its business. SEC disclosure rules and policies turn on the concept of materiality. The Supreme Court has held that information is material “if there is a substantial likelihood that a reasonable shareholder would consider it important in making an investment decision.”


In assessing materiality, the SEC staff takes the view that the reasonable investor generally focuses on matters that have affected, or will affect, a company’s profitability and financial outlook. That is, the SEC assesses materiality on the basis of its relevance to investor financial interests. The SEC’s role is not to advise investors about what is good for them—let alone what might be good for the United States—or even to educate investors regarding ethical, religious, or foreign policy matters which may attach to doing business overseas. These matters may well be assigned, through appropriate legislation, to other arms of government but ill-suit an agency whose reputation for integrity across the globe is intimately bound up with its ability to remain scrupulously neutral in questions as to which businesses do and do not “deserve” private capital. This reputation is critical to America’s ability to attract capital markets activity within its legal jurisdiction.
Unfortunately, Unger reacted to Wolf’s letter by dropping what the Financial Times termed a “bombshell.” Despite making clear to the congressman that foreign companies doing business in countries subject to U.S. sanctions, such as Sudan, were neither subject to those sanctions nor in any way barred from offering their stock in the United States, she concluded that “the SEC does, however, have statutory authority to require that U.S. investors receive adequate disclosure about where the proceeds of their securities investments are going and how they are being used,” regardless of whether such disclosure were merited by her own staff’s assessment of materiality. She further revealed that she and members of her staff had met with the director and staff of the State Department’s Office of International Religious Freedom, with which she had personally raised “the possibility of interagency cooperation on Sudan.” (Perhaps they also discussed the plight of Scientologists in Germany, and how the SEC might alleviate it by badgering German companies listed in New York?) Unger’s behavior marked a sharp departure from that of her predecessor, Arthur Levitt, who, like President Clinton, declined entreaties from congressmen to block or delay the PetroChina IPO.

Of the now-famous Unger letter, Casey Institute Chairman Roger Robinson said it “could represent a sea change in the way in which foreign registrants access the US capital markets. . . . National security, human rights and religious freedom concerns are now regarded as material risk to investors.” Indeed, in rendering a “material risk” any activity of a foreign company that the SEC could be successfully pressured to so label, there was literally no limit to the scope of foreign policy opinions (and opinions they are, as no legislation or executive order is necessary) which pressure groups could champion through the SEC’s disclosure, investigation, enforcement—and, now, “interagency cooperation”—regimes.

How would groups successfully exert pressure on the SEC to bring politics to bear in its operations? Through the appropriations process. In 1999, Representatives Spencer Bachus (R-AL) and Dennis Kucinich failed in their attempt to revive a 1997 effort to pass a U.S. Markets Security Act, which would have created an Office of National Security within the SEC. However, in March 2004, speaking before the House
committee responsible for the SEC’s funding, SEC Chairman William Donaldson revealed that a new Office of Global Security Risk (OGSR) had been created within the commission to “identify companies whose activities raise concern about global security risks that are material to investors” and to investigate them and share relevant information with other government agencies.\textsuperscript{42} That committee was chaired by none other than Congressman Wolf, who spearheaded the office’s creation and inserted its mandate into the committee’s July 2003 SEC appropriations recommendation.

The mandate, which requires companies listed on U.S. exchanges to disclose whether they are doing business in states designated by the State Department as sponsoring terrorism, links the State Department list to SEC oversight by stating that the requirements are based on “the risk to corporate share value and reputation stemming from business interests in these higher risk countries” and thereby override SEC materiality judgments. President Bush in signing the appropriations bill pointed out that accompanying reports “do not have the force of law” and “are not legally binding,” but Wolf’s spokesman made clear that “it’s now the law and he expects [the SEC] to abide by it.”\textsuperscript{43}

It is important to recognize that if Congress wishes to bar Americans from making certain investments it has it within its power to do so directly—by passing legislation. Congress could also try to persuade the White House to issue executive orders. The fact that Congressman Wolf and others choose instead to pursue their agenda through the SEC represents a dangerous misuse of that agency in the service of an agenda they could not persuade their fellow elected officials to enact.

\textit{What’s Risk to the Goose Is Risk to the Gander}

Reporting on the creation of the OGSR, the \textit{International Enforcement Law Reporter} concluded that “the program’s effectiveness and the potential for diversion of investment outside the U.S. will depend in large degree on whether other governments develop and implement in a similar fashion and with similar resources such a program. Unilateral measures will lead to foreign companies diverting their investment away from the U.S. or reorganizing commercial structures to accommodate the new office.”\textsuperscript{44} Is there any evidence supporting this conclusion?
In July 2001, the large Russian oil company Lukoil reacted to the Unger letter by withdrawing its planned share listing on the NYSE, choosing to move it instead to the London Stock Exchange, citing the “political risk” now associated with an American listing. The relentless badgering of the SEC to politicize its disclosure requirements, under the guise of informing investors of “political risk” in foreign investments, had succeeded in creating political risk in American listings, driving capital-seeking companies outside the SEC’s jurisdiction entirely, where they continue to access U.S. as well as foreign capital. Indeed, every major U.S. investment bank is a member of the London Stock Exchange, which operates electronically and can receive and execute trading orders from around the world almost as fast as a trader can blink.

Lukoil’s decision was nonetheless celebrated by Frank Gaffney in a *Washington Times* op ed as a “development of momentous significance.” Of far greater significance is the dangerous level of ignorance within parts of the U.S. defense and intelligence establishment as to the workings of the capital markets, given that some of their notables have been turning to the most foolish possible forms of market regulation as a substitute for real foreign policy.

*Activists of All Stripes Climb on the Bandwagon*

We are very concerned that the creation of this Office [of Global Security Risk] could be a first step towards politicizing the U.S. capital markets and would set a bad policy precedent. The establishment of such an office could also create troubling issues relating to the SEC’s traditional and time-honored standards of disclosure and “materiality.” We fear that if an office dealing specifically sanctions issues were created within the SEC, then it may not be long before other political or social issues are judged sufficiently important to justify the creation of separate offices within the Commission dedicated to their protection.

—Letter to SEC Chairman William Donaldson from Securities Industry Association President Mark Lackritz (January 20, 2004)

Was Lackritz fear-mongering?

It appears not. Environmentalists have now jumped on the capital markets bandwagon, seeing securities regulation as a useful tool for expanding environmental regulation both within and across borders. A recent report of an intergovernmental commission, for example, proposed obliging all public companies to take on new “disclosure requirements
related to environmental protection,”46 whether or not such disclosures had any relevance to investment risks.

The Commission for Environmental Cooperation was established as a complement to the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) to address environmental issues “arising in the context of liberalized trade.” The commission contracted three environmentalists—one each from the United States, Canada, and Mexico—to prepare a report on environmental disclosure requirements in the securities regulations and financial accounting standards of the three countries. Their 2002 report breaks new legal ground in attempting to redefine the legal understanding of materiality in financial disclosure requirements such that items that are financially immaterial become material solely by virtue of their being related to the environment.

The SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin on Materiality (1999), cited extensively in the report, states that “materiality concerns the significance of an item to users of a registrant’s financial statement.” Yet the NAFTA commission’s report boldly declares “that it is explicit that information bearing on the competence or integrity of management, including non-compliance with extant laws and regulations, can be material even if financially insignificant” (emphasis added).47 How did it reach such a startling judgment?

The report starts by appealing to the 1969 U.S. National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA), which, in section 102(1), states that NEPA “directs that, to the fullest extent possible, the policies, regulations, and public laws of the United States shall be interpreted and administered in accordance with the policies set forth in this act.” On the basis of this single sentence, the report concludes that “Congress thereby authorized and directed the Securities and Exchange Commission, as a federal agency, to include environmental protection in its mandate to issue regulations in the public interest.”

So the report has now added environmental protection to the SEC’s bailiwick. This the NAFTA commission then relates to corporate financial statements by claiming that the SEC staff say that “misstatements or omissions . . . might be material although quantitatively small in financial terms. Among these are misstatements bearing on the integrity or competence of management, such as a company’s compliance with environmental regulatory requirements” (emphasis added).48
Is this correct? Does the SEC really take the view that a company’s compliance with all environmental regulations is material to investors and therefore must be fully disclosed in financial statements, even if there is no alleged wrongdoing and no financial significance to such disclosures?

Not at all. The bulletin states that “as a result of the interaction of quantitative and qualitative considerations in materiality judgments, misstatements of relatively small amounts . . . could have a material effect on the financial statements.” It then goes on to give examples of quantitatively small misstatements of fact—such as a misstatement that “masks a change in earnings or other trends”—that could have a quantitatively large effect on financial statements. In other words, the report’s claim that the SEC considers environmental disclosures to be material even if financially insignificant is pure nonsense. In fact, the bulletin says absolutely nothing whatsoever about “a company’s compliance with environmental regulatory requirements.” Despite a farrago of misstatements about U.S. capital market regulation, the report manages to conclude that across the three countries “upward harmonization of enforcement activities [related to ‘environmental disclosure’] would be consistent with NAFTA’s investment and sustainable development objectives.”

But could reports like this really foreshadow new lawsuits and legal liability for companies listing in the United States? In March 2004, following creation of the OGSR, 13 state and municipal treasurers and labor pension funds wrote to Chairman Donaldson asking the commission to require companies to make more detailed environmental risk disclosures, focusing in particular on climate risk. Crain’s Investment News pointed to the letter and to the legislation requiring establishment of the OGSR as examples of the SEC coming “under increasing pressure to demand more detailed analysis of environmental, social and other risks by public companies.” Financial advisers expected more lawsuits and liability in consequence: and as one commented, “How do you prove that you’re not harming the environment?”

Environmental activists act properly when they press for legal restrictions on environmentally damaging activities. Seeking to control the SEC’s materiality standard, however, is wholly inappropriate, as such behavior is intended to impose new corporate legal liabilities through the
back door rather than simply to ensure that existing material liabilities are revealed—something which the SEC already requires.

The AFL-CIO has used shareholder activism as leverage to support labor causes far and wide; for example, to back German unions in opposition to Vodafone’s takeover of Mannesman and to protest Burmese labor practices by leading divestiture campaigns. The track record of these capital markets campaigns is poor, but they are nonetheless wholly legitimate means of expressing the organization’s views on how and where money should and should not be invested (assuming, of course, that their members support having their pension fund assets used as “social investment” vehicles). How union members choose lawfully to invest, or not to invest, their pension money is clearly their business. Ditto for their right to try to persuade others to invest, or not to invest, as they do.

Such campaigns stand in stark contrast, however, to efforts to use the SEC and public company disclosure regulations to force non-U.S. companies to declare publicly that one or another group’s foreign or social policy concerns represent “risks” to investing in those companies’ securities, for which those companies should henceforth be held legally liable. The only reason supporters of capital markets sanctions demand such forced disclosures is that their concerns do not meet the materiality standard for determining all risks that must be disclosed to investors; this standard being one of the cornerstones of the American investor protection regime. If their concerns did meet this standard, then specific new disclosure requirements would obviously be redundant.

Of Sanctions and Sausage

Anyone who likes sanctions or sausage should watch neither one being made.

Otto von Bismarck’s famous analogy actually referred to legislation rather than sanctions. Yet the two typically bear great similarity in terms of the way in which they are crafted and sold. In this final section, we take an unexpurgated look at the blood, fat, and gristle of capital markets sanctions.
Is This Really About Risks to Investors?

As we have already explained, the SEC is chartered to protect American investor interests. It is not chartered to protect, let alone advance, American foreign policy interests. Recognizing these limitations, some proponents of capital markets sanctions have adopted a different line of reasoning: these sanctions actually protect investors from the “material risk factors in the markets that can depress the value of certain foreign securities.” Conveniently, these “higher risks” are specifically associated with investing in entities they designate as “global bad actors.” No one has been a more vocal promoter of this argument than the Casey Institute.

William J. Casey, having been both director of the CIA and chairman of the SEC, has proven posthumously to be a highly effective celebrity in rallying acolytes for a particularly aggressive form of financial statecraft. And the institute that bears his name has consistently sought to fuse finance and foreign policy to the point where the former becomes little more than a servant of a peculiarly hawkish version of the latter. In so doing, they have co-opted the language of financial regulation in such a manner that any foreign business of which they disapprove can and should automatically be branded by the U.S. government as a “bad investment.”

When considering the institute’s argument, it is critical to recognize that the SEC already requires that company prospectuses and annual reports “describe any risk attendant to the foreign operations and any dependence on one or more of the registrant’s segments upon such foreign operations” (emphasis added), meaning that new regulations targeted at non-U.S. firms engaged in lawful activities in a foreign country can only be intended to harm the ability of those firms to market securities in the United States, and not to protect American investors.

At least as relevant, “bad” activities do not equate with higher risk any more than “good” activities equate with lower risk. Securities of companies doing business in a country subject to U.S. sanctions may be spectacularly good investment opportunities, particularly as such companies face no competition from U.S. firms. (And if it is a material risk for investors, SEC regulations already require that the companies reveal it.)
The argument that bad actors might still be good investments is so obvious that even the Casey Institute cannot avoid making it occasionally. Consider what Chairman Robinson says about traditional economic sanctions: “The use of economic sanctions as a policy tool is under unprecedented attack on Capitol Hill and elsewhere. This is primarily because our allies have little or no interest in joining us in the multilateral application of such sanctions and the global business community is strenuously opposed to the loss of exports, profits and jobs which generally accompany security-minded sanctions” (emphasis added). If “security-minded sanctions” generally lead to profit losses, then the activities being targeted by sanctions must obviously be profitable for shareholders. Logically, one cannot have it both ways.

Through his company, Conflict Securities, however, Robinson appears to be trying to. It markets a “Global Security Risk Monitor” to institutional investors, which supposedly helps them to “assess the portfolio risks associated with corporate ties to terrorist-sponsoring nations and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missile delivery systems.” CalPERS dropped the product at the end of 2002 after a staff memo to its investment committee indicated that its contents “bear no real insights into risk related to terrorism or national security.” This is not surprising, as Robinson is not actually concerned with investment risk, even if he is not averse to earning a living from slapping the label on companies whose activities he disapproves of.

And what about the securities of companies doing business in a country subject to, or potentially subject to, other countries’ sanctions? Could these not be bad investments for Americans?

Imagine the SEC mandating the following disclosure in Halliburton’s financial statements: “Halliburton currently has major contractual commitments with the U.S. military in Iraq. Many countries around the world deem Iraq to be occupied by the U.S. military, an institution that has been involved in documented human rights abuses in the country’s Abu Ghraib prison. This may have serious negative consequences for the company’s ability to conduct business in many parts of the world.” Needless to say, Robinson has never called for the SEC to impose such disclosure obligations on American companies. We suspect he would be appalled if they did.
Supporters of capital markets sanctions deliberately conflate investment risk with “risks” related to such matters as weapons proliferation, religious persecution, labor exploitation, and environmental degradation in order to co-opt securities law and regulation in the service of narrow foreign policy agendas for which they cannot muster legislative or executive branch support. The danger is that they will succeed—not in achieving their foreign policy aims, but in politicizing American capital market regulation to the point where it is irrelevant to foreign firms, as the activity will have migrated to London and other nonpoliticized jurisdictions.

*Is This Really About Defending the National Interest?*

The United States’ bilateral strategic relationship with China is arguably the most important in the post–Cold War world, and should not be disrupted by what are ultimately second-order issues that can be addressed in other ways.

—RAND analyst James Mulvenon

As Roger Robinson would have it, unilateral American capital markets sanctions against Chinese, Russian, and other foreign companies are needed because traditional economic sanctions don’t work when applied unilaterally, and our allies won’t back us multilaterally. As we have already seen, however, unilateral capital markets sanctions don’t work any better than unilateral economic sanctions. In fact, they are even less effective because of the fungibility of money. (The inability to buy a fighter plane from Texas may mean having to buy an inferior one from Argenteuil, but dollars can be borrowed on almost identical terms in New York and London.) As for the failings of America’s allies, this plays nicely with the domestic political segment which enjoys painting America as uniquely principled and unswerving when confronted by other sovereign wills, and her allies as consistently weak, accommodating, and venal.

In reality, however, the much deeper drama is being played out entirely at home. Six successive U.S. administrations, from Nixon through Bush II, have sought to engage China constructively and have resisted, often at significant political cost, attempts in Congress to impose a hard line on trade and security matters. We believe this approach has been heartily
vindicated by the emergence of an enormous Chinese middle class—the economic backbone of the world’s second-largest importing nation—with a powerful interest in deepening commercial relations and mitigating political conflict with America and her Asian allies, particularly Japan and South Korea. We also see the passion with which the capital markets sanctions movement has been engaged in the United States as a reflection of the consistent failure of its supporters to win the political argument at home.

*Where Is “American Capital”?*

The principal advantage of turning increasingly to financial sanctions—as opposed to trade sanctions—is that access to the U.S. capital markets will likely prove essential for large-scale foreign entities like those of China and generally does not involve any underlying exports or jobs. . . . With the largest share of the world’s available development capital domiciled in New York City, we have in our possession the kind of leverage that, if used prudently and constructively, can make the United States and our allies more secure in the 21st century, even if employed unilaterally.

Casey Institute Chairman Roger W. Robinson, Jr.

The notion that American capital is “domiciled in New York City” is dangerously naïve. American capital may be owned by Americans, but it is effectively undomiciled.

Studying JP Morgan ADR.com data for 2003, we found that for 122 EU-based firms listing ADRs on the NYSE, U.S. institutional investors held, on average for each company, 7.7 times as much of the underlying stock listed in Europe as they did of the ADRs. For mainland Chinese firms, the ratio of U.S. institutional holdings in Hong Kong to holdings on the NYSE is 5.8.

The clear message from these data is that *U.S. investors go abroad to invest*. They do not sit in New York City waiting for the world to come to them (at Robinson’s pleasure). Critically, American capital markets sanctions can only accelerate this trend. If foreign firms are barred or discouraged from raising American capital within America’s legal jurisdiction, they will simply raise it outside—as Lukoil and Gazprom did. The only effective way to bar foreign companies from accessing American capital is to bar American investors from providing it.
But Could Capital Markets Sanctions Be Made to Work?

The forces of arbitrage across investments and across borders make it nearly impossible for any government to raise the cost of capital to a given foreign firm such that that firm would, on that basis, abandon what it considered to be a major strategic business activity. The cost of capital for investments of comparable riskiness tends strongly to equalize across financial centers. It is therefore inconceivable that all capable firms could be so starved of capital that they would forswear the targeted activity and thereby allow foreign policy aims to be achieved through capital markets sanctions.

Take an example. The stillborn U.S. “China Non-Proliferation Act” of 2000 contained provisions that would have allowed the president to bar Chinese companies from raising debt or equity capital in the United States. “This is leverage,” said one of its sponsors, Senator Fred Thompson (R-TN), “perhaps enough to cause China to reconsider some of those missile sales” to countries such as Iran, North Korea, and Pakistan. Could this be true?

According to the Casey Institute, which strongly supported this legislation, twenty-five basis points (0.25%) would be a significant premium to bear for borrowing one way rather than another “when borrowing multi-billion-dollar sums.” Let us therefore say that a Chinese state-controlled company engaged in missile proliferation were, on the basis of this legislation, to be obliged to move a huge $2 billion bond deal from New York to London, suffering a twenty-five basis point penalty in the process. What would this cost the company?

The answer is a mere $5 million. Would such a company, with the potential to earn hundreds of millions of dollars annually from cross-border missile sales, and in pursuit of Chinese government policy, cease such sales in order to save twenty-five basis points on a bond issue? If that seems unlikely, now imagine how unlikely it would be for all of that firm’s competitors, on the basis of that firm being prohibited from selling bonds in New York, to be deterred from selling missiles abroad. And only if all of them could be so deterred could capital markets sanctions achieve their foreign policy aim: to stop missile proliferation.
If American investments in certain enterprises do truly represent a material security risk to Americans, then Congress and the president should apply their ample powers to ban them altogether. Their efforts should be targeted at obliging Americans to divest from, and not invest in, companies that meet such a security-risk standard, rather than at encouraging such companies merely to access American capital in foreign jurisdictions. The reason they have not done so in the cases of Chinese, Russian, and other companies discussed in this chapter is that supporters of such bans have simply failed to muster sufficient support for legislation or executive orders. And they have failed because enough of their colleagues have recognized the negligible benefits and enormous countervailing risks that would be posed to the American capital markets; to the preservation of a rules-based system of international commerce and capital flows, upon which American prosperity and security depend; and to American diplomatic influence in the world from blanket investment bans and forced divestitures, particularly if these appear to foreign firms and governments, as well as to American investors, to be applied unreasonably or indiscriminately.

**But What’s Wrong With Transparency?**

We now have a new proposal . . . called the China Nonproliferation Act, that was introduced by Senator Thompson, that seeks for the first time to use access to our capital market and banking system as an instrument of American foreign policy. The objectives of the bill are objectives that no one can disagree with, and that is, we would like nations not to proliferate in terms of weapon sales. But the tools that are being used represent, in my opinion, a very real threat to our prosperity.

Senator Phil Gramm

Some have even raised the argument that the transparency provision in our bill is bad and will do great harm to our capital markets. . . . Is it so bad to let American investors know that their hard-earned dollars might be providing capital to support a weapons proliferation program for North Korea or Libya that might one day threaten their hometown?

Senator Fred Thompson (R-TN)

Transparency is wonderful. But we do not ask the Pentagon to educate the American public on the environmental costs of war, or the Environmental Protection Agency to preach on the benefits to the drug
war of defoliating Latin America. Likewise, the SEC’s role is not to inform Americans about the putative social, environmental, security, health, and other nonpecuniary costs and benefits that may attach to the activities of foreign companies.

Does this mean that Americans should not, or will not, be informed about the activities of foreign companies? Hardly. Members of Congress, the AFL-CIO, the Casey Institute, newspaper columnists, and the like all did their part to ensure widespread publicity for the debate over PetroChina’s business. Forcing the SEC to put a government health warning on corporate disclosure statements, which are generally read only by professional analysts, would not have lent any more transparency to the issue; on the contrary, it would have obfuscated it by sending a deliberately muddy message about the U.S. government’s true intentions.

**But Don’t Capital Markets Sanctions Have Symbolic Value?**

According to the Casey Institute, “Irrespective of whether a foreign company or government incurs a significant financial penalty upon implementation of capital markets sanctions, there will likely be occasions when principled U.S. leadership requires action in our markets.”

But leadership requires followers. And if America doesn’t attract any—and for such sanctions, it never has—then the symbolism is one of abject impotence.

**Then Why Capital Markets Sanctions?**

Supporters of capital markets sanctions see them as much more than a tactic in a battle to achieve certain foreign policy ends. Whether on the right or the left, they tend to see capital market institutions such as the NYSE as the centerpiece of an amoral, international “neo-liberal regime” which undermines national interests and “traditional” social orders. They mirror the right and left wings of the antiglobalization movement, which accord almost mythic political powers to the three Bretton Woods institutions—the IMF, the World Bank, and the WTO. This accounts for much of the naive triumphalism which surrounds the epic sanction tales of Gazprom and PetroChina—rank failures in terms of achieving foreign policy aims, but heroic in the fight itself.

Rarely has so powerful a force been harnessed by so many interests with such passion to so little positive effect. Yet unless the failure of
capital markets sanctions as a foreign policy tool becomes far more widely understood, their political seductiveness is such that this no-cost, feel-good diplomatic toy gun will be wielded with ever greater frequency, undermining both the credibility of America’s foreign policy as well as the attractiveness of its capital markets.
PART

II

OF CURRENCIES AND CRISSES
Sometimes when we think of economics, we think we’re only dealing with economics. The background to all the Bretton Woods agreements, however, was war and peace, and when people don’t think in those terms, I think they’re making a major mistake.

—Rep. Jim Leach (R-IA)

The Rise of Geoeconomics

In 1972, President Nixon, upon hearing that the Fed chairman was concerned about speculation against the Italian lira, responded, “Well, I don’t give a **** about the lira.” Today, if an American president is warned about possible speculation against the Thai baht, he is far more likely to give one.

The LDC debt crisis of the 1980s, as we discussed in chapter 2, galvanized economic policymakers in the United States, who were determined to ensure that the American banking system would not be destabilized by risky lending abroad. Despite the problems we identified with the capital standards regime that became the centerpiece of this strategy, the heightened focus on risk management among bank management, investors, and the financial press clearly began paying dividends in the 1990s, as debt crises hit Latin America, Asia, and Russia with the U.S. banking sector remaining relatively robust throughout.¹

What U.S. policymakers were not prepared for, however, was the geopolitical impact of foreign financial crises. It turns out that it wasn’t just the economy, stupid. Financial crises were increasingly figuring into State Department, Pentagon, and National Security Council foreign policy concerns relating to matters such as political instability, defense cooperation, nuclear proliferation, drug trafficking, transnational organized crime, and terrorism. By the late 1990s, financial crises around the globe had become sufficiently frequent, widespread, and severe that they
had made their way into American presidential State of the Union addresses. In his January 1998 address, President Clinton talked about the crisis in Asia and emphasized the connection between economic stability abroad and American national security.²

Yet whereas the economic effects of financial crises in Asia, Russia, and Latin America have been subjected to much official quantification and commensurate lamentation, shockingly little has been written about how they actually relate to U.S. foreign policy and national security concerns. Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger dedicates nearly an entire chapter to the Asia crisis in a recent book, *Does America Need a Foreign Policy?*, while observing a demure silence as to its actual relevance to American foreign policy.

In this chapter we discuss the U.S. national security issues emerging from the foreign financial crises of the past eight years. The point we emphasize is not that every consequence of the crises was unfavorable to U.S. security interests, but rather that the crises resulted in rapid and haphazard shifts in a security balance that was both input into and a target of Washington’s long-term planning.

Chapter 6 will then focus on identifying the underlying economic causes of financial crises. Chapters 5 and 6 together set the stage for chapter 7, in which we discuss how U.S. foreign policy should adapt to global capital flows, given what we have learned about the causes and effects of foreign financial crises.

Asia

The massive currency devaluations that swept through the East Asian economies in 1997 cemented in policymakers’ minds the firm belief that financial crises could be contagious. Such contagion is not just about economics. Or psychology. It is about politics.

Doubts over the ability of one country to meet its foreign currency obligations can quickly trigger not only doubts about the ability of other countries to pay, but also concerns about their governments taking precautionary measures, such as imposing capital controls, to bar the way out. Rational investors do not stand by waiting to parse official policy statements across potentially vulnerable countries—if someone yells
“fire” in a bank anywhere in the neighborhood, they all rush for the exits. Financial collapse is the result. Routinely, the sellers are then fingered as financial arsonists, using dollars as their torches, and the blame redounds to the torch makers in Washington.

No two Asian countries hit by the crisis had precisely the same symptoms. Yet there were a number of symptoms prevalent to a greater or lesser degree across the region:

- currencies pegged closely to a rising dollar, damaging export competitiveness and foreign-exchange earnings;
- banks and businesses borrowing heavily in dollars short-term to invest longer-term locally or to speculate in real estate;
- politically directed credit allocation to unsound enterprises;
- poor or nonexistent supervision of bank lending practices and balance sheets;
- highly indebted large local enterprises with political connections, presaging ruinous bailouts in the event of a downturn.

With all these warning signs of overvalued currencies, was there not sufficient time for countries to take corrective action before mass selling of their currencies began? Certainly there was—in the same sense that there was sufficient time for American investors and businesses to take corrective action before the Nasdaq 100 index reached heights in 2000 which are now seen as being gross and obvious overvaluations. In both cases, however, there was optimism that great expectations could be indefinitely self-fulfilling—that is, that high borrowing and investment could be justified on the basis that historically exceptional recent growth rates could continue indefinitely.

Yet the suddenness and virulence of the currency collapses can be explained by a feature not present in the U.S. stock market: a promise by governments to use policy instruments and foreign exchange reserves to sustain the value of their currencies against the dollar, come what may. This policy not only had the effect of encouraging local banks and businesses to behave as if devaluation were not a possibility, but was clearly its intent. The idea was that economic activity would be more robust the more borrowers and lenders could be persuaded to behave as if local cur-
Currency earnings could be depended on to satisfy dollar debts. This strategy can perpetuate an overvalued currency for years on end, so long as investors believe the government is able, willing, or perhaps crazy enough to spend its dollar reserves, or jack up interest rates, to ward off sellers. But sellers will pounce with vehemence once they sense that a will or a way is lacking.

When it finally hit, the Asia crisis caused tremendous damage to livelihoods across the region. Currency values plummeted, banks and businesses collapsed, and an estimated 22 million people were pushed into poverty. In Thailand, where the crisis started, unemployment rose from 0.9 percent in 1997 to 5.3 percent in 1998, and measures of poverty rose significantly. Household expenditure on health care declined by 40 percent from 1996 levels, with government unable to provide a buffer: the state’s HIV/AIDS control budget, for example, was cut by a third in real terms. But the hardest hit country was Indonesia, which at one point saw its currency, the rupiah, fall to a mere 15 percent of its pre-crisis value. The country’s 13.8 percent GDP decline in 1998 was comparable to the total decline over the worst of the Depression years (1929–32) in the United Kingdom.

The Asia crisis also produced some significant security and diplomatic headaches for the United States. In particular, the crisis resulted directly in regional political instability, including changes in government in Thailand, South Korea, and Indonesia; a dramatic rise in official anti-American public rhetoric; a precipitous falloff in regional defense commitments by key allies; a rise in transnational crime; a resurgence in interethnic conflict; and the growth of radical, anti-democratic Islamic movements, some openly advocating and engaging in terrorism. We examine these central political dimensions of the crisis below.

**Anti-Americanism**

Southeast Asian leaders noted the concern and generosity Washington showered upon Russia as it struggled with economic reforms and bristled at what they saw as a callous and indifferent approach as economic shockwaves spread across their region. Conditions imposed by the IMF on financial assistance were seen as a cynical, opportunistic
attempt by Washington to exploit the crisis on behalf of American banks and contractors seeking easier access in Asian markets. Washington’s resistance to the creation of an Asian Monetary Fund was further seen as a means of ensuring that it could continue to meddle in Asian economic affairs with no regard for political and social effects. Such diverse regional voices as Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad and former Japanese Vice Minister Eisuke Sakakibara countered American charges that “crony capitalism” had undermined Asian economies with accusations that rapacious American hedge funds and other currency speculators were the true source of the havoc, widening a debate over how to address a financial crisis into a clash of cultural values over the social foundations of a market economy.

The sharp rise in Korean anti-American passions was particularly unnerving in Washington, as 36,000 American troops were stationed near the border with North Korea at a time of tense negotiations over the North’s nuclear weapons program. Washington backed a record $57 billion IMF rescue package, described as “the financial equivalent of the Powell Doctrine,” or the application of decisive and overwhelming force. Yet as that package was announced on December 3, 1997, many South Koreans reacted in anger. The governing Grand National Party accused the IMF of “acting as if it is an economic conqueror,” while the opposition National Congress for New Politics Party said that December 3rd would be remembered as “national economic humiliation day.” Newspapers lamented Korea’s loss of “economic sovereignty,” using the term “economic trusteeship” to link the IMF package with the U.S., Soviet, British, and Chinese trusteeship of Korea in the aftermath of World War II, and accused the United States of exploiting the crisis to further its own commercial interests in the country. A major reform such as the dramatic raising of the ceiling on foreign ownership of Korean stocks to 50 percent would be highly emotive and controversial under normal circumstances, whereas the IMF gave the Korean government a mere 12 days to make it effective. And, in the words of the Korea Times, “Everybody knows the IMF is run by the U.S.”

It was widely believed in Korea that the country could have avoided going to the hated IMF if Japan had provided $20 billion in emergency loans. Yet the Clinton administration opposed bilateral support from
Japan and urged Korea to deal with the IMF, seen in Korea as nothing more than a megaphone for the U.S. Treasury. Although Korean government officials were particularly bitter about their humiliation at the hands of the American government, they generally perceived themselves as being a buffer between the United States and an excitable Korean public. “If the U.S. government’s negative role in the IMF negotiations becomes widely known to the public,” explained a Ministry of Finance and Economy official, “anti-American sentiment could explode out of control in Korea.”

Here was yet another wild card in U.S. policy planning for the region.

**Defense**

The financial crisis which has rocked the region over the course of the past ten months has broad ramifications for U.S. security policy. The U.S. presence in Asia over the past half century provided a stable foundation on which the nations of the region achieved unprecedented economic progress. But just as peace and stability enabled economic progress, so too did economic progress reinforce peace and stability. The two, in fact, are intimately linked. And thus in the face of an economic crisis which is profoundly affecting the region, the progress that has been made on the security front can no longer be taken for granted.

—Stanley Roth, U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs, 1998

The United States views the Asian financial crisis as a core security concern.

—Pentagon report, 1998

The Asian financial crisis had a significant, direct effect on the security posture of every government in the region, creating a diplomatic as well as economic challenge for the Clinton administration—one that could easily have escalated into a military challenge had the crisis emerged in a less favorable regional political climate.

The crisis led directly to a worrisome falloff in defense capabilities among U.S. allies in the region and a relative strengthening in the ability of China and North Korea to pursue offensive postures antithetical to U.S. interests. As one analyst summarized it, “This crisis will significantly reduce readiness, defense spending, all forms of engagements with the United States, exercises of all sorts, weapons procurements, and international military cooperation across the board.”
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and the Philippines cut defense expenditures dramatically after 1996. Their combined expenditure bottomed out in 1999 at 76 percent of 1996 levels, in real terms, and did not surpass 1992 levels again until 2002. Philippines President Joseph Estrada announced that his government could no longer afford to modernize and reform its armed forces and would have to rely on the United States for defense. Planned U.S. arms purchases by Asian allies, most notably F-18 and AWACS orders from Thailand, were canceled or scaled back. The Thai government, unhappy with Washington’s initial response to the crisis, also informed U.S. Defense Secretary William Cohen that the United States could no longer count on the automatic use of Thai air and naval bases for transit to the Persian Gulf or Northeast Asia.

Military resources were, furthermore, diverted to missions which increased regional frictions, such as Malaysia’s use of its navy and air force to turn back Indonesian refugees fleeing economic turmoil in Indonesia. Within Indonesia, the army was called on to control violent outbursts directed against the Chinese merchant class.

The traditional defense posture in Southeast Asia has been predicated on the belief that China was a rising power dissatisfied with the territorial status quo, from Taiwan to the South China Sea islands. While the regional financial crisis decimated financing of this posture, China continued to spend prodigiously on its naval, air force, and strategic missile force capability, raising defense spending by nearly 13 percent in 1998. This led to concerns among American defense analysts that China could become more aggressive over time in pursuing sovereignty claims, particularly over the Spratly Islands, which would cause direct conflict with Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan, and Vietnam. Given China’s growing ability to deter the United States from regional military intervention—demonstrated by her 1999 test-firing of the Dongfeng 31 missile, which has the capability to strike the American west coast—there is growing concern that the maritime members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in particular will ultimately feel compelled to acquiesce to Chinese military and political control over the South China Sea.

In Northeast Asia, the financial crisis raised concerns of renewed hostilities in the Korean Peninsula. North Korea’s unexpected test-firing of
its Taepodong 1 missile over Japan in August 1998, which alarmed both South Korea and Japan, has been interpreted as the North resorting to provocative measures to exploit economic and political uncertainty in the region.\textsuperscript{19} Meanwhile, the public backlash against the United States and IMF in South Korea raised doubts about the long-term political sustain-
ability of U.S. troop stationing in the country.

Not every change in the regional security constellation after the financial crisis was necessarily damaging to U.S. interests. The Philippines, for example, has sought to counter the rise of China as a regional power by more closely aligning its military with that of the United States and ASEAN partners South Korea, Malaysia, and Vietnam.\textsuperscript{20} South Korea followed provocations by the North with its first joint naval exercise with Japan in August 1999. Regional cohesion among American allies has thus shown signs of improvement. This is a fortuitous development, to be sure, but it is like a tornado pulling a stuck car out of the mud: no one is thankful for the tornado, and they can only hope that the car has a safe landing.

\textit{Transnational Crime}

In the wake of the financial crisis, Thailand, the Philippines, and Indonesia in particular experienced marked rises in transnational crime, including people-smuggling and other forms of illegal entry, drug production and trafficking (Thailand), and maritime piracy (Thailand and the Philippines). These problems were exacerbated by cuts in law enforcement (Thailand and Indonesia) and diversion of law enforce-
ment to maintaining public order (Indonesia),\textsuperscript{21} as well as by a steep decline in maritime patrolling (Indonesia’s naval budget was cut by two-thirds). Deaths from piracy in the South China Sea rose sharply in 1998, and maritime officials fear an environmental disaster or major ter-
rorist incident in the Malacca straits unless patrolling resources are restored.\textsuperscript{22}

\textit{Interethnic Conflict}

Ethnic Chinese inhabitants of Indonesia, while representing a mere 3.5 percent of the population, control nearly 75 percent of the coun-
try’s assets and nine of the top 10 business groups. In the wake of the
financial crisis and the rapid rise in food, fuel, and other staple prices, their homes, businesses, and churches were targeted for looting and arson.\textsuperscript{23} Washington has long been concerned that conflict between ethnic Chinese and the ethnic (largely Muslim) majorities in Indonesia and Malaysia could lead to rising tensions with China, which maintained a policy until the late 1980s of regarding ethnic Chinese in Southeast Asia as Chinese citizens.\textsuperscript{24} Heightened refugee flows, particularly from Indonesia to Malaysia and Myanmar to Thailand, increased regional political tensions, although maturation of ASEAN political cooperation helped to keep them within manageable limits.\textsuperscript{25} The crisis also fueled secessionist sentiments and huge demonstrations in the Indonesian state of Aceh, the primary source of Indonesia’s refugee outflows, and catalyzed the independence movement in East Timor, raising doubts about the long-term territorial integrity of the Indonesian archipelago.\textsuperscript{26}

\textit{Terrorism}

Socio-economic factors have fostered further support for radical Islamic groups in the region. . . . The Asian financial crisis since 1997 has also put pressures on regional governments and spending on crucial areas such as education has been restricted. This has increased the attraction of religious schools. Furthermore, well-funded Islamic radical movements have been able to offer financial support both to adherents and their families (for example in the event of death in combat). This has had considerable appeal to those in outlying and economically disadvantaged areas.

—Australian Parliamentary Report\textsuperscript{27}

The Southeast Asian terrorist network Jemaah Islamiyah (JI), led by Indonesian nationals, was created in Malaysia around 1995. JI is widely believed to have been behind the October 2002 terrorist bombing in Bali that killed over 200 mostly foreign tourists. Supported by Al Qaeda with money, training, and weapons, JI benefited significantly from the economic and political turmoil surrounding the Asian financial crisis. One of its founders, the Indonesian cleric Riduan Isamuddin, alias Hambali, considered the region’s top Al Qaeda agent, began organizing militant cells in earnest in 1997 and 1998, during the heart of the crisis.\textsuperscript{28}
Central to the rise of JI were five factors related to the crisis:

- the collapse of employment opportunities across the region;
- an upsurge of economic grievance, fundamentalism, political activism, and militancy among the region’s 300 million Muslims;\(^{29}\)
- the shift in enrollment from under-resourced state-run schools to *pesantrens*, or Islamic boarding schools teaching anti-Western thought;\(^ {30}\)
- national political crises in Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines, creating power vacuums ripe for exploitation by the well-funded extremists, whom weak governments (such as Megawati’s post-Suharto administration in Indonesia) were loath to challenge for fear of backlash; and
- the failure of local authorities to monitor the increasingly sophisticated, interconnected terror cells.\(^ {31}\)

The nature of the relationship between economic conditions and terrorism is a hotly debated one. Deprivation or an absence of opportunity, however, need not *cause* terrorism in order for them to play a significant role in abetting its growth. In the case of Southeast Asia, economic collapse clearly created a credibility chasm among the ruling political elites that increased the appeal of radical alternatives among those most harshly affected.

**Russia**

The proximate cause of the August 1998 collapse of the Russian currency, the ruble, was the Russian government’s inability to service its massive short-term debt. Nearly a quarter of its expenditures in the early months of 1998 were for interest payments, and the government was borrowing an additional $1 billion each week to replace the maturing bonds, known as GKOs, a third of which were owned by foreigners. Interest rates on GKOs soared from 25 percent in April to 150 percent in August, finally forcing the Russian government to restructure its debt and devalue the ruble after the IMF balked at further aid, $22 billion having been disbursed since 1992.

The financial crisis significantly exacerbated two interrelated security problems for the United States. The first was a dramatic expansion of
Russian organized crime, which has been linked to money laundering, kidnapping, armed robbery, arson, and weapons proliferation around the world. The second was a decline in the ability of the Russian government to finance and control the safeguarding and destruction of its weapons of mass destruction stockpile, and a corresponding rise in the risk that criminal groups would gain control of such weapons and try to sell them abroad.

**Organized Crime**

The Russian banking system, huge holders of GKO$s and underwriters of exchange risk to foreign holders, collapsed with the government’s default and devaluation. This effectively severed Moscow’s financial links with and authority over the regions and pushed cash-starved firms and regional authorities deeper into an already corrupt system of informal exchange and barter. Organized crime syndicates moved into the power vacuum, establishing control over these arrangements and administering their own form of violent justice against those who crossed them. They further spread their influence through the Russian state security apparatus and expanded their operations into other countries, such as Poland, Hungary, Colombia, Brazil, Israel, and the United States. In 1999, Russian mob figures were discovered to have run a massive money-laundering operation through the Bank of New York, estimated to have involved up to $15 billion. A major American report on Russian organized crime called on the president to recognize it publicly as a “national security threat.”

**Weapons Proliferation**

Because desperate people do desperate things, we should pay attention to any region of the world where hunger and economic hopelessness are prevalent. But when desperate people have access to weapons of mass destruction, we must do more than pay attention. We must approach the problem with the same focus and seriousness of purpose with which we approached the Cold War.

—Senator Richard Lugar (R-IN)

The international economic crisis that spread to Russia in 1998 has dramatically increased the risks of possible proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. . . . It is the Department’s assessment that in their current economic crisis the elimination of excess missiles, bombers and SSBNs is not a high budget priority for the Russian government. We believe that
rather than dismantling these systems, Moscow would most likely leave them untended. It is our fear that these systems pose a grave proliferation risk to the United States should they fall into the wrong hands.

—from former Assistant Secretary of Defense Edward L. Warner

The aftermath of the collapse of the ruble left a perilous void in Russia’s security arrangements for weapons and weapons material. In September 1998, an American team visiting the Kurchatov Institute in Moscow found 100 kilograms of highly enriched uranium—potentially enough for several nuclear bombs—wholly unguarded. The institute could no longer afford the $200 a month for a guard. At the Novaya Zemlya nuclear test site, soldiers charged with guarding the facilities killed a guard, took hostages, and tried to hijack an airplane before being disarmed by other defense forces. In November, it was reported that guards had left their posts at several nuclear facilities in order to forage for food. Others were reluctant to patrol perimeter areas for lack of warm clothes. At some facilities, alarms, surveillance cameras, portal monitors, and other security devices were inoperative owing to lack of electricity, which was cut off after nonpayment of bills. Workers at one of Russia’s premier nuclear weapons laboratories, Chelyabinsk-70, staged a strike, complaining of lack of food, medical care, and money to pay for children’s clothes and education. In December, the chief of the Russian Federal Security Service in the Chelyabinsk region reported that employees at one of the facilities had been caught trying to steal 18.5 kilograms of weapons-usable nuclear material. Many such facilities had lost funds in collapsed Russian banks.

U.S. experts estimated that 650 tons of highly enriched uranium and plutonium stored outside nuclear weapons had been left at risk of theft and diversion specifically because of the financial crisis. Scattered across 11 time zones, in civilian scientific centers and military research institutes, this material was highly vulnerable. Numerous incidents relating to theft and trafficking of Russian nuclear or radioactive materials have been documented since the crisis. Criminal organizations as well as members of the armed forces, who have suffered a severe decline in pay and status, are heavily involved in all aspects of the arms market. It is impossible to estimate how much deadly material has now entered into the interna-
tional marketplace, but the matter remains one of deep concern to American national security experts.

Latin America

The period since the presidency of Bush père in the late 1980s has been notable for the unprecedented consistent, constructive engagement that has marked American policy toward Latin America. This approach was reciprocated by a remarkable surge in pro-American sentiment in the region—at least through the first half of the 1990s. The second half brought an end to this honeymoon.

The late 1990s witnessed a severe economic downturn in Latin America that culminated in financial collapse in Argentina and crisis in Brazil. Economic growth slowed from an annual average of 4.2 percent in the first half of the decade to only 2 percent in the second, turning negative after 2000. Unemployment in 2003 reached its highest level in over two decades, and poverty has been on the rise. Private savings have flown out of the region, such holdings having reached about $700 billion. Economic troubles were accompanied by a revival of traditionally hostile attitudes toward private enterprise and market forces. The political effect was unsurprising: the ouster of all the region’s political leaders who backed Washington’s economic reform agenda and the rise of populist politicians who, to varying degrees, have halted or reversed their policies.

From the Potomac perspective, U.S. foreign policy is no less benign and supportive toward Latin America now than it was in the late 1980s. But south of the border, economic troubles are seen as being intimately connected with U.S. foreign policy. In particular, the fact that a huge U.S. bailout package like the one granted to Mexico in the wake of its 1994 peso crisis was conspicuously absent in the more recent cases of Argentina and Brazil is seen in the region as having nothing to do with contagion fears having been greater in 1994, but with the United States having of late written off the region as a political irrelevance.

Nowhere is this feeling more powerful than in Argentina. The Washington Post described the transformation in public sentiment toward the United States over the past decade as follows:
In the 1990s, the Argentine economy ignited under U.S.-backed free-market reforms and “American chic” became cool in this pulsing metropolis [Buenos Aires]. As substantial foreign investment reversed decades of strained relations between Buenos Aires and Washington, nightclubs painted their dance floors in the Stars and Stripes. English words such as “shopping” and “fashion” became part of the local lexicon. Movie theaters adopted the alien custom of selling popcorn to please customers desperate to do things the American way.

But as Latin America’s third-largest economy suffers its worst collapse since the Great Depression, anti-American sentiment is on the rise. Banks, McDonald’s restaurants and other American symbols have been attacked in Buenos Aires. Argentine newsmagazines and politicians are even alleging a U.S. plot to destroy the economy.\footnote{41}

IMF conditionality on loans to ward off or mitigate currency collapse and default was widely seen in Argentina as U.S.-inspired blackmail to support American commercial interests. For example, IMF demands for the repeal of Argentine laws supporting debt-laden domestic enterprises were popularly interpreted as a cynical plot to help American creditors take over major Argentine media and farming conglomerates. Leading newsmagazines published cover stories on speculation that Washington was seeking to deepen Argentina’s crisis so as to topple the president, further undermine the peso, and assist American companies in snatching up the best farmland in Pampas. Opposition politicians railed against U.S. interests they alleged to be exploiting the crisis to buy up more of the country.\footnote{42}

This feeling of betrayal and abandonment by Washington is echoed throughout Latin America. According to a \textit{New York Times} report from Brazil, “The United States is . . . paying for what is seen here as indifference to an economic crisis that swept this region a few years after its leaders took American advice to open their markets and embrace globalization. . . . ‘When you had the promise of globalization and free markets, people warmed up to the idea that the American dream of prosperity might come to us,’ said Felipe Noguera, a poll taker and political
analyst here. But now public opinion throughout the region has again become, he said, “like a growling dog.”

Democratization

The region is falling into financial crises that are sapping confidence in the value of democracy.

—former Uruguayan President Julio María Sanguinetti

A 2002 UN Development Program survey found, disturbingly, that a majority of Latin Americans would prefer authoritarian rule if it would improve their lives economically. Democracy, a report based on the survey concluded, was suffering a “profound crisis of confidence” throughout the region. Essential to ensuring that Latin Americans do not come indelibly to associate democratization with impoverishment is to protect their savings from the ravishment of further bouts of inflation and devaluation. Failure to do so will also threaten to drag U.S.–Latin America relations back into the dark ages of the 1970s and 1980s, when Washington’s diplomatic choices were frequently limited to tolerating anti-American leftist regimes or supporting authoritarian right wing ones.

Drugs and Money Laundering

Venezuela is a major drug money laundering center owing to its proximity to Colombia and the relative development of its financial markets. Money laundering in Venezuela is closely linked to cocaine trafficking by Colombian organizations. Whereas the narcotics proceeds are primarily owned by Colombian or other third-country nationals, the money laundering networks are generally run by Venezuelans. Laundering transactions usually involves the exchange of dollars in cash or in monetary instruments such as postal money orders for Colombian pesos or Venezuelan bolivares.

Venezuelan government exchange controls were imposed in 1994 to staunch the outflow of flight capital occurring during their financial crisis. While unintended, these policies helped stimulate the growth of a large illegal parallel exchange market, which created new opportunities for money launderers to exploit. Financial crises, money laundering, and the drug trade are all, therefore, symbiotically linked, creating security, law enforcement, and public health concerns for the United States.
Terrorism

The Tri-Border Area (TBA) of Argentina, Brazil, and Paraguay has long been a haven for criminal groups active in drug trafficking, arms trafficking, sex trafficking, money laundering, and terrorism. Lax immigration controls and official corruption in the TBA have eased the entry of Islamic extremists from outside the region, many using purchased false passports and visas. Islamic extremist organizations such as Hezbollah, Hamas, and Al Qaeda are all believed to operate in the TBA. Osama bin Laden himself was said to have been in the area in 1995, and by October 2001 the FBI had reportedly found evidence identifying the TBA as Al Qaeda’s center of operations for Latin America.

Argentina has been central to U.S. counterterrorism in Latin America, being the most cooperative country in the TBA in sharing intelligence with U.S. authorities. Yet, according to a U.S. defense intelligence officer, information flows from Argentina on terrorist activity in the region declined after the country’s financial crisis led to a diversion of resources to containing domestic unrest. In March 2002, defense analysts Harold Trinkunas and Jack Boureston described the effect of the financial crisis as follows:

The crisis . . . has serious implications for Argentine and regional security. In the short term, the heavy strain placed on Argentine police forces by frequent riot control duty in major cities is likely to erode their capacity to deal with other threats to internal security. In particular, terrorist groups linked to Hamas and Hezbollah are strongly suspected of operating in the tri-border region where Argentina, Paraguay, and Brazil meet. These groups are thought to have carried out the bombing of the Israeli embassy in Buenos Aires in the 1990s. A weakened Argentine security presence in this already under-policed region at a time of local political turmoil may create new opportunities for these groups to prosper.

In March 2003, U.S. Army General James T. Hill described the effect of the crisis before the House Armed Services Committee as follows:
In recent years, economic desperation and volatile social environments in the hemisphere have set the conditions for the proliferation of international terrorism, narcoterrorism, illegal drugs, and arms trafficking. This is the crux of my concern and responsibility. Unless and until Latin American and Caribbean governments can provide both security and stability and a reasonable opportunity for positive change in the lives of their citizens, these activities will continue to fester and grow and the foundations of democracy could crumble under the weight of these transnational threats.53

Given the proximity of these threats to America’s borders, the importance of avoiding the emergence of the security vacuum described by General Hill is obvious.

The Next Step

The world of international finance has changed dramatically since President Nixon famously failed to give a **** about the lira. Since the 1980s, when dollars began moving into, and then out of, developing countries in great volumes and at great speeds, the nexus between the stability of national currencies and international relations has become an increasingly important and, at times, perilous one for the United States. Although not all postcrisis political effects have been antithetical to U.S. interests—democratization in Indonesia is certainly consistent with long-proclaimed U.S. goals for that region—most clearly were, and all took place in a chaotic environment which, in less benign circumstances, could have created security crises, rather than mere challenges, for the United States.

Understanding the causes of financial crises is the first step on the path to making their prevention and containment an effective part of American foreign policy. Our next chapter aims to take this step.
It’s the Currency, Stupid

Over the past two decades, financial crises have hit countries across Latin America and Asia, as well as countries just beyond the borders of western Europe—in particular, Russia and Turkey. Roubini and Setser conclude that “all crises are unique.” Indeed, no two crisis countries appear to make precisely the same errors or to face the same market reactions when appearing to follow the same policies. There is, however, one commonality that virtually defines the onset of crisis. Holders of the crisis country’s currency begin selling it rapidly and in large amounts, almost invariably for dollars. “Crisis” is effectively shorthand for “currency crisis.”

But why does a currency crisis occur? Here is where things get murky. We know that crisis countries and their creditors violate Polonius’s stricture neither borrower nor lender to be, yet some countries borrow far more prodigiously than others while never experiencing a crisis. Richer countries and those with spotless debt repayment records (generally one and the same) can support a vastly larger debt burden without triggering creditor panic than poorer ones with numerous default episodes. Japan’s debt-to-GDP ratio of about 140 percent is well over twice Argentina’s at the time of its default in 2001 or Mexico’s when it defaulted in 1982, yet it pays among the lowest real interest rates of all sovereign borrowers. Serial
defaulters, on the other hand, can find themselves under market pressure with debt ratios as low as 20 percent.\(^2\)

So how then does borrowing lead to a crisis?

Suppose a company in Argentina seeks a bank loan to finance a new factory. Suppose as well that the company decides to borrow the money in dollars rather than pesos, owing to the lower interest rate on dollar loans. Finally, suppose that the factory is expected to produce a predictable stream of sales revenue in pesos; enough at the current exchange rate to pay off the loan and leave the company with a net profit of 20 percent.

This arrangement works nicely for the company and for the bank, provided that the peso maintains its value or rises against the dollar. Should it fall, however, the company will find it more costly to pay back the dollar loan. Should it fall by more than 20 percent, the revenue from the factory will be insufficient to pay back the loan, and the company will have to find dollars elsewhere or default.

Imagine such a scenario extended across an entire national economy. Companies, households, and the government itself finance their local-currency activities with “cheap” dollars, fueling economic growth and rising living standards for as long as the local currency remains strong. But should it take a steep dive for any reason, the currency mismatch between the country’s local-money assets and its dollar liabilities will result in widespread default, bankruptcy, inflation, and unemployment.

And this is if the country is lucky. If it is not lucky, we can add to the list such items as malnutrition, disease, lawlessness, violence, and political upheaval.

Almost every major national financial crisis over the past decade has had currency mismatch at its root.\(^3\) As we shall see as well, such crises are brutally difficult to contain and resolve. No one—certainly not the IMF, the U.S. Treasury, or Wall Street seers—knows in any given case precisely what economic medicine or how much of it is needed in the midst of a crisis to persuade a country’s citizens and its outside investors and creditors that it is in their interests to stop selling local currency. High interest rates may staunch the selling but may also push thousands of firms needing financing into bankruptcy. Keeping them low, however, may fuel the selling and thereby bankrupt the dollar borrowers as well as their lenders. This is why it is so vitally important to focus on preventative measures.
Anticipating Crises

Countries, like companies, have balance sheets. They have assets and liabilities. The assets include all sorts of valuable things that the government and its citizens own, like land, buildings, and loans outstanding to others. The liabilities are the mirror image, valuable things which are owed as a debt to others.

One critical reason for the vast disparities in the way creditors react to different national balance sheets is that countries do not go “bankrupt” in the way companies do. Companies legally go bankrupt when their assets are insufficient to cover their liabilities. National insolvency, however, is ultimately discretionary. In principle, countries can always sell a few lakes or mountains to meet their debts. It is in this sense that Walter Wriston’s infamous quip during the Latin American crisis of the early 1980s—“countries don’t go bankrupt”—is technically correct. Governments weigh the costs of default, such as the damage it will do to their financial systems and their future cost of borrowing, against the obvious benefits of shedding their existing debts. These costs and benefits vary dramatically across countries. The fact that national insolvency is ultimately discretionary, however, means that crises can never be predicted on the basis of simple balance sheet ratios.

The degree to which a country is at risk of experiencing a currency crisis is partly related to the way in which both sides of the balance sheet—the assets and the liabilities, or the country’s “net worth”—will be affected by a change in the exchange rate. The second element is the degree to which its “net income,” its revenue and expenditure flows, will be affected by a change in the exchange rate. All else being equal, a country with greater foreign assets (such as dollar reserves) or export revenues can support a higher level of foreign borrowing than one with fewer foreign assets or lower export earnings.

Who owes what debt to whom is of great importance in gauging whether a country is at risk of crisis. The debt can be internal (held within the country) or external (held by foreigners). The debt can be public sector (obligations of the government) or private sector (obligations of companies or the citizens themselves). The debt can be shorter-term or longer-term. Finally, the debt can be denominated in the
national currency or in a foreign currency (or currencies). Whereas the source of the debt problem has differed significantly across crisis countries, the way the debt problem ultimately manifested itself in crisis did not. At the end of a chain of reactions, there was always massive selling of the domestic currency for dollars.

In Mexico and Russia, both of which had pegged their currencies to the dollar, public debt was a major culprit, but in very different ways. In Mexico, the stock of dollar-linked “tesebono” debt grew by ten times between February and December 1994, yielding a public-sector debt that exceeded the rapidly falling stock of foreign reserves by about $10 billion. Unlike Mexico, the Russian government sold its GKO debt to foreigners in domestic currency, rubles. However, the foreigners—who had increased their GKO holdings from 17 percent of the total in late 1996 to 33 percent by the summer of 1998—hedged the exchange risk by buying forward contracts, guaranteeing the future dollar-value of the bonds’ ruble proceeds, from Russian banks, which had grossly insufficient dollar assets to make good on those contracts in the event of a ruble collapse. This was the fatal source of currency mismatch in the Russian economy, which both fueled mass selling of the ruble and undermined the entire banking system when the Russian government defaulted on its ballooning ruble debt.

In Asia, unlike Mexico or Russia, it was private rather than public debt that was the source of the problem. In Korea, borrowing by domestic banks from foreign banks (generally in dollars) nearly doubled as a percentage of their lending to domestic firms, from 25 to 46 percent, between 1995 and 1997. In Thailand, which ran a government budget surplus in 1995 and 1996, nonbank finance companies accounting for about 20 percent of domestic credit were chief culprits, borrowing dollars short-term abroad and lending baht to real estate and stock market speculators, among others, at home. When the economy began to tank in 1996, domestic nonperforming loans rocketed, the current-account deficit soared, and foreign speculators attacked the baht, which had become transparently overvalued against a dollar-heavy currency basket to which it was pegged. In Indonesia, foreign liabilities of the largest firms, those listed on the stock market, were a major source of vulnerability: 95 percent of such liabilities were
unhedged in the agriculture, mining, real estate, construction, and financial sectors.⁶

Whodunnit?

It is a convenient but inaccurate shorthand to lay the blame for these financial crises at the door of currency-market volatility. But measures of currency-market volatility are, in fact, poor indicators of financial crises.⁷ Furthermore, the favored snake oil of the “antiglobalization” movement, a “Tobin tax” on currency transactions, would have had precisely no effect in preventing the Asia crisis. These countries were not laid low by day-trading. Their foreign currency liabilities were built up over years, while the financial sector reforms necessary to manage them safely were never undertaken. These liabilities accrued despite the fact that transaction spreads in those markets were generally on the order of 50 times higher than a 0.1 percent Tobin Tax, which was itself supposed to deter capital flows. And once the prospect of 30 percent devaluations became real, an exit tax this minuscule was hardly going to be a deterrent to capital flight.

Similarly, it is no more helpful to point the finger at “distortions” or “imperfections” in global financial markets than it is to blame oxygen for forest fires. Some have pointed to the inability of all but a handful of countries to borrow abroad in their own currency as one such imperfection.⁸ Yet whereas a compelling argument can be made to the effect that investors hold a much smaller number of currencies in their global portfolio than they would in the absence of transactions costs and network externalities, both of these “imperfections” are endemic to financial markets, and nothing is to be gained from pointing out that countries are less well served by real-world global markets which exclude their currencies than they are by idealized versions which assume that transaction costs and network externalities do not exist.⁹

In the final analysis, it is currency mismatch created by a country’s borrowing behavior that determines its vulnerability to crisis. Examining the volume of short-term unhedged foreign currency debt, Furman and Stiglitz (1998) conclude that “the ability of this variable, by itself, to predict the [Asian] crises of 1997 is remarkable.” Precisely how risky such
debt is depends on whether there are sufficient foreign assets to cover the liabilities. The ratio of short-term external debt to foreign reserves is a fairly reliable indicator: a ratio below one is generally a sign of danger.\textsuperscript{10}

Foreign Assistance

The IMF and the U.S. Treasury, in particular, have frequently provided multibillion-dollar loan packages to help countries avoid financial crisis. While there have been a few notable successes, such as Mexico in 1995, the general track record is poor. Why?

Borrowing more dollars cannot improve a country’s balance sheet. The inflow adds to the country’s assets only at the cost of adding new senior debt to its liabilities. If the country’s balance sheet is suffering from a currency mismatch across the combined private and public sectors, existing creditors will conclude that such support can only temporarily postpone default. Currency mismatch is a fundamental source of solvency risk, and solvency risk cannot be reduced with more loans.

Only where the country is suffering from a maturity mismatch, or liquidity risk, can outside loans be effective. Distinguishing liquidity risk from solvency risk is more art than science, unfortunately, as only confidence stands between the first becoming the second. Creditors must be confident that the country will have future dollar assets sufficient to cover existing dollar debts as well as any newly acquired emergency debt. In other words, they must believe that new loans can bridge the time gap between the implementation and ultimate success of measures to earn more dollars or to staunch their outflow.\textsuperscript{11}

In the collapse phase of a crisis, the national currency plummets. If not stemmed, the effect is to trigger shock waves of bankruptcy through the economy, as firms with dollar liabilities default, bringing their banks down with them. Whatever lessons the IMF may have learned from past crises about what not to do in the midst of a currency meltdown, neither they nor their harshest critics have yet discovered an alternative to higher interest rates as an emergency stabilization device. Damn it as “orthodoxy” or the “Washington Consensus,” but you might as well be raging against the laws of physics. This is about as close to an economic truism as you can get: when a central bank spews credit at unchanged interest
rates in the midst of a currency collapse, borrowers converge like vultures at the hunt while lenders run for cover. Not to raise rates is often simply to pour fuel on the fire.

If this seems too harsh a road to take, the only reliable solution is the one offered by the proverbial Irishman asked for the road to Dublin. Best not to start from here.

Dealing with Currency Mismatch at Home

Goldstein and Turner (2004), in a magisterial analysis of currency mismatch, recommend an eight-point approach to mitigating the problems created by it: (1) a “managed floating” exchange rate policy, (2) inflation targeting, (3) better bank monitoring of currency mismatches, (4) better bank supervisor monitoring of bank monitoring of currency mismatches, (5) more aggressive and timely supervisor interventions and bank closures, (6) better IMF data on currency mismatches, (7) better government review of debt and reserve management policies, and (8) higher government priority to “developing” domestic bond markets and “encouraging” the availability of hedging instruments.

While their analysis of the problem of currency mismatch is a scholarly tour de force, we see three problems with their response. The first is a narrow one: the call for managed floating will at some point conflict with the call for inflation targeting. It is not possible simultaneously to target the inflation rate and the exchange rate. The second is a broad one: the list is far more hortative than instructive. It is always sensible to call for better data, prudence, vigilance, and encouragement, but there is nothing new in these pleas, and interested readers will have to look elsewhere for a how-to manual. The third is that critical weaknesses in the banking sector are endemic to financially dollarized economies with managed exchange rates. It is axiomatic that after any national currency crisis macroeconomists will damn the “weak” banking sector and its regulator and argue that both should have been “strengthened” before allowing capital flows. But no country with low levels of short-term external debt relative to reserves was hit in the Asia crisis, even those with high levels of corruption and weak banking systems. The issue is currency mismatch itself.
Consider the situation of two banking systems, one American and one Argentine, the latter operating under a fixed exchange rate or currency board. The American banks are dollar-based operations with exposure in nontradable currencies, owing to activities abroad. The Argentine banks are (nontradable) peso-based operations with massive exposure in dollars, owing to a high level of domestic corporate demand for lower-interest dollar loans. The default rate on such dollar loans will be high should the peso be devalued before the loans come due, as the companies earn their revenues in pesos. Should the Argentine banks hedge, or be obliged to hedge, against this risk? The government regulating the banks can hardly wave red flags about unhedged currency risk while maintaining publicly that a peso is just a dollar with Argentine heroes on it. And imagine what would happen if the entire Argentine banking sector did hedge against loan losses by selling pesos in the forward market. The downward pressure on the peso would bring about the very devaluation and defaults they were so prudently hedging against in the first place. In short, a financially dollarized economy is so inherently dangerous that a weak banking sector becomes part and parcel of it.

Given the gravity of the past decade’s financial crises, and Goldstein and Turner’s justifiable conviction in fingeringing currency mismatch, it is natural to question whether their plan for addressing it is ultimately deck chair rotation on the Titanic. They do not, for example, call for elimination of the offending local currencies, instead granting them a stay of execution on the grounds that their death will hamper countercyclical interventions and require more economic “flexibility” than they feel these countries capable of.

But the historical record of activist central-bank economic-cycle smoothing in developing countries is atrocious. And the empirical evidence on discretionary fiscal policy links it strongly with macroeconomic instability and lower growth. Most important, the assumption that governments can successfully reform monetary policy, banking supervision, debt management, and capital market structure while being unable to inject economic “flexibility” is wholly contradictory. Better to treat the problem than the symptoms, particularly when the symptoms are far more numerous and complex.
Who Needs Capital Flows?

It is taken for granted that capital should flow freely within countries, although even many free-market-oriented economists have strong reservations about the universal wisdom of accommodating unfettered (particularly short-term) capital flows across national borders. This is no doubt a reaction to the recurrence of major national and regional currency crises over the past two decades.

The theoretical case for capital flows is compelling to the point of being obvious. When capital can flow freely from where it is overabundant to where it is scarce, the return on savers’ capital is maximized and its cost to growing companies is minimized. Norway, for example, was a huge importer of capital (as high as 14 percent of GDP) in the 1970s, allowing it to develop its oil reserves far more cheaply than it could have by relying on domestic savings. Singapore, on the other hand, was a mirror-image exporter of capital in the 1990s, allowing its citizens to achieve much higher returns on their savings than they could ever have achieved at home.\(^\text{14}\) Free capital flows also allow financial risks to be pooled, and therefore lessened through diversification, and better allocated among those with different abilities to bear and manage them. When capital flows function in this manner, they are a major stimulant to economic growth and higher living standards.

Are high levels of capital inflows inherently dangerous? Not on their own. Between 1870 and 1890, Argentina imported capital equivalent to 18.7 percent of GDP, compared with barely over 2 percent in 1990–96, the years prior to a major currency crisis. Indeed, international capital flows for twelve major trading nations were roughly 60 percent higher as a percentage of GDP from 1870 to 1890 than they were in the 1990s.\(^\text{15}\) There is proportionately less capital crossing borders today than there was a century ago.\(^\text{16}\)

Consider too that capital today flows freely, instantaneously, and often massively within countries. During the 1990s tech boom, billions of dollars were raised in New York and invested in California. When the tech bubble finally burst with the dawning of the new millennium, both the California and New York economies were hit hard, as companies and their investors suffered the grim aftermath of irrational exuberance. Yet through the highs
and the lows there were no capital account crises, no speculative currency attacks, no cessations of credit, no interest rate spikes, no bank runs, no IMF missions, no violent protests, and no political upheavals.

We know of no economist who questions the wisdom of free capital flows between the continental United States and the commonwealth of Puerto Rico; or dollarized Panama, Ecuador, and El Salvador, for that matter. While the evils of “hot money” rushing into and out of emerging markets are widely proclaimed, the condemnation is reserved exclusively for dollars sweeping through states whose governments restrict their use or refuse to use them in dealings with their citizens. In other words, it is not the movement of money between the rich and poor parts of the world that is damned, but the movement of dollars in and out of countries whose governments don’t want their citizens to use them. The political presumption on the part of capital-flow critics is in favor of the governments, and therefore the solution is always to stop citizens from importing or exporting capital.

State Money

So much of barbarism . . . still remains in the transactions of most civilized nations, that almost all independent countries choose to assert their nationality by having, to their own inconvenience and that of their neighbours, a peculiar currency of their own.

—John Stuart Mill

Being a country means having a sovereign currency. And therein lies the source of so much immiseration and international hostility that the only wonder is how it came to be seen so widely as a natural and immutable state of affairs.

It wasn’t always such. The financially integrated world of the early twentieth century had gold as its foundation. Gold had unique credibility as a store of value, given its universal desirability, durability, and relatively stable supply. This last factor was critical to its success as a global monetary base. The supply of monetary gold was determined by the mechanical interaction of nonmonetary gold demand and mining production. This contrasts with the supply of today’s fiat money, which can
be expanded instantly at the whim of governments, without limits. The nondiscretionary nature of the monetary gold supply accounts for the universal trust that was vested in it. Gold thereby became the medium by which a commitment to international trade across much of the globe was successfully operationalized.

Given the enormous difficulties that periodic financial crises have, over the past two decades, posed for the integration of developing market economies into the vast, established trading network of the rich nations, it is critical to note that it was the universal commitment to gold that facilitated the massive transfer of long-term capital from Europe to the new world over the four decades prior to World War I.\(^{18}\) Such a successful transfer from rich to poor has proven impossible, and at times highly destructive, in our age of autarkic national currencies. It is further important to note that short-term capital flows actually played a highly stabilizing role during the late nineteenth century, allowing rapid adjustment to balance-of-payment disturbances through interest-rate arbitrage. The cross-border flow of gold itself was peripheral to the adjustment mechanism.

This system slowly edged toward crisis in the run-up to World War I, however, as national monies became progressively less tethered to gold. A gold standard had evolved into a gold exchange standard, in which national monies came to substitute, as reserves, for gold itself. The onset of war led to a scramble to exchange currencies for the real thing, physical gold, thereby collapsing what had become “a massive pyramid of credit built upon a narrow base of gold.”\(^{19}\) A parallel effect can be witnessed today, based around the dollar rather than gold, each time foreign creditors begin to sense that debtor nations lack sufficient dollar reserves to meet all their international payment obligations.

In spite of its many properties that make it desirable as a monetary instrument, gold is not a nirvana money. No such thing exists outside the algebraic world of textbooks. The gold standard had some well-known flaws, deriving from shocks to gold supply and demand, that made the price level unpredictable in the short run. Supply uncertainty and volatility mean that gold cannot be a guarantor of world price stability. Furthermore, the powerful economic incentive to substitute interest-
bearing assets and cheaper transaction surrogates for actual gold ultimately puts tremendous responsibility for maintaining confidence in the “pyramid of credit” on the predominant central bank. This role, which the Bank of England played in the nineteenth century, is played today by the U.S. Federal Reserve, and would be so with or without some form of gold exchange standard.

We are, then, left with a conundrum. Gold, for all its limitations, is the only successful foundation for global economic integration that humankind has yet discovered. Yet just as derivative instruments make investment and risk management far more efficient than they would be without them, but at the cost of periodic financial disasters based on underestimated leverage and faulty economic assumptions, paper (or completely dematerialized) currencies make it far more efficient to trade and invest globally, albeit at the cost of vastly more serious countrywide or even international financial disasters. Can we recreate the stability of the gold-era globalization while still taking the fullest advantage of capital-flow dematerialization?

We can, if we take to heart the lessons of gold’s success. Gold represented a rock-solid convertibility rule which allowed policymakers no discretion to pursue new objectives, such as using inflation to increase seigniorage revenue or to reduce the value of debt obligations, that could undermine the confidence of goods and capital traders in the future value of monies linked to gold. And indeed, the vast improvement in monetary policy performance among the wealthy nations over the past two decades has been based on the substitution of rules for discretion in the operation of monetary policy. Central banks independent of political control, operating transparently under some form of inflation target, whether explicit or understood, have established the solid economic foundations upon which long-term investments, 30-year mortgages, and the like could take root.

The process of refashioning the world’s monetary system on rules rather than political discretion has certainly not been a smooth or painless one. The interwar gold standard lasted only six years, from 1925 to 1931, largely because the political commitment to convertibility was not nearly as credible as under the prewar standard. Among the many flaws was mass substitution of currencies for gold as international reserves—similar
conceptually to Argentina’s substituting peso assets for dollars in its currency board in the prelude to its collapse in 2001.

The post–World War II Bretton Woods system was built far more on a commitment to national flexibility, a British priority, than to gold convertibility. The system had a glorious run from 1959 to 1971—a period of low, stable inflation and solid growth—but was ultimately held together by weak glue: capital controls and G-10 lending. All of the convertibility commitment credibility burden was borne by one country, the United States, which progressively lost the will to shoulder it beginning in the mid-1960s. When the French and the British threatened to cash in their excess dollars for gold in the summer of 1971, President Nixon shuttered the gold window for good.

Over a two-decade period beginning in 1979, European Union (EU) countries experienced periods of stability under a deutschmark peg, punctuated by episodes of forced devaluation when investor confidence in the political commitment to the system waned. The elimination of Bretton Woods–era capital controls made the commitment mechanism particularly vulnerable to speculative challenge, which knocked the least committed country, Britain, out of the system permanently in 1992. The adoption of a multinational European currency, the euro, by twelve EU countries in 1999 dramatically affirmed a powerful political commitment to a constitutionally mandated low-inflation regime—yet one that could still be undone at some future time if a hankering for monetary discretion should reemerge within its constituent nations.

Developing countries have also tried to substitute rule-based monetary policies for discretionary ones, first through the use of currency pegs and boards and then, more recently, in the wake of their collapses, through inflation targets. Will floating exchange rates and inflation targets be the answer, allowing them safely to integrate into the global market for goods and capital?

Sadly, the answer is no. Their money’s no good there.

Ninety-seven percent of the outstanding securities placed in international markets are denominated in only five currencies: the dollar, the euro, the yen, the pound sterling, and the Swiss franc (the latter two of which are likely to disappear into euroland in our lifetime). Excluding the
securities issued by the countries actually producing those currencies, the figure is still a remarkable 85 percent. The inability of most of the world to borrow abroad in its own currency has been termed the problem of “original sin.”

Why does the international market bless so few of the world’s currencies, and damn the rest to domestic oblivion? The most obvious reason is the temptation governments have to reduce the value of their debt obligations through inflation. This represents not merely the risk of having a few percentage points shaved off the expected return, but a substantial loss of principal invested. Investors therefore demand securities denominated only in currencies for which there is a liquid international market and whose producers have a powerful self-interest in protecting a long-established reputation for sound money. Only a handful of currencies are considered as good as gold, or at least not a lot worse.

Countries that cannot successfully sell securities abroad in their own currencies have three choices. The first is to stay home, cutting themselves off from the global market for capital. The cost of this strategy is obvious: relying on a narrow base of domestic capital, which raises its price and therefore limits growth prospects, as does any form of capital rationing. The second is to market their securities abroad in dollars and other major currencies. The cost of this strategy has been made all too clear over the past two decades: the potential for currency collapse and financial crisis should foreign investors come to fear the country’s inability to meet its foreign currency obligations. The government can mitigate this fear and protect against speculative attack by accumulating large amounts of international reserves, but this is a costly form of insurance. The third choice is to ditch the national currency entirely and to adopt the dollar or another major currency in its place.

The poster child for prudent financial market opening in the face of an unblessed currency is Chile. Chile did not cut itself off from world capital markets but instead tightly controlled the parameters under which foreign funds could come in and out. In combination with sound policies for regulating the behavior of domestic financial institutions, capital controls enabled Chile to weather the financial storms which buffeted much of Latin America in the 1990s. This does not mean, however, that Chile did not suffer for its original sin. Chile could have used foreign
borrowing to help stabilize production and support consumption in the face of a steep decline in export earnings in 1998, but instead was obliged to cut imports by 22 percent, equivalent to nearly 6 percent of GDP, in order to balance its books. Barriers to capital importation also raised financing costs to Chilean firms. The result was to move from boom to recession between 1997 and 1999, with GDP growth collapsing from 6.8 percent to –0.8 percent. To be sure, this result may have been vastly better than what might have transpired had Chile left itself exposed to the vagaries of foreign investor confidence in its fiscal and monetary controls. It may, on the other hand, have been even better to have cleansed itself entirely of original sin and to have allowed dollarization to make its balance of payments with the world almost as meaningless as New York’s balance of payments with California.

Exchange Rates

Exchange rates frequently deviate, often substantially, from those which could plausibly be justified by economic “fundamentals.” The same can be concluded for the volatility in currency movements, which is often far in excess of the volatility in information about fundamentals. Furthermore, for the currencies of less developed countries in particular, large and rapid changes in value tend to be downward rather than upward.

These observations typically prompt charges of systematic “market failure” in international currency trading. It is tempting simply to conclude that traders of currencies are subject to a greater degree of whim, irrationality, or Keynesian “animal spirits” than traders of commodities less prone to precipitous price collapse, like gold or coffee. Yet it is important to recognize a fundamental difference between currencies and commodities. The existence of most of the world’s currencies is wholly unrelated to any spontaneous demand for them; they are reflexively produced, and their use mandated, by national governments as a manifestation of sovereignty. The amount of so-called base money brought into supply is controlled not according to that predictable and durable motivation which drives producers of gold or coffee—profit—but according to motivations which change with the political inclinations of those temporarily holding
charge of the money’s management. The political element of currency production and supply management is so powerful and pervasive that we must be extremely wary of policy conclusions that ascribe the obvious, and frequently calamitous, failures of the world of national currencies to those who must decide, in their own interests, whether to hold or jettison them.

Some illustrations are in order. A government facing a low internal debt, for example, is more likely than one facing a high internal debt to pursue stable prices—that is, low inflation. A high internal debt gives government officials an incentive to reduce the cost of servicing the debt by increasing the supply of money—that is, to produce high inflation. Discerning the motivations of the government in managing a currency, however, is only a limited part of the challenge that individuals and institutions face in deciding whether to increase or reduce their holdings of the currency.

The mechanics of deliberately producing runaway inflation are simple, but the mechanics of producing low inflation are not. Some governments at some points in time believe that maintaining a certain exchange rate vis-à-vis the dollar or another major currency is the most important factor in sustaining low inflation. Some governments at some points in time believe that targeting values of other variables—such as the money supply, or nominal GDP growth, or inflation figures themselves—is the most important factor in sustaining low inflation. But since the internal and external values of the currency (that is, inflation and the exchange rate) ultimately rely on the confidence of individuals in the motivations and technical competence of those managing the currency, there is no mechanical formula for success in monetary policy. Currency may be more convenient than commodities, such as gold, to manage transactions among individuals. It may also provide benefits in terms of greater flexibility of response when major economic events—like an oil price rise, or a drought, or a gold-mining disaster—afflict the populace. But flexibility implies discretion, and discretion implies error, inconsistency, and malfeasance. So long as there is discretion in monetary policy, then, the vagaries of confidence will be the flimsy foundations on which a currency’s internal and external values are sustained.

Halfhearted attempts to remove discretion can, however, themselves
encourage wild ups and downs in currency values. Pegging the exchange rate to the dollar or other major currency offers traders the most valuable gift markets have to offer: free options. Governments that peg are telling the world they will buy their currency without limits should its external value fall below a certain preannounced level. As the exchange rate falls toward that level, speculators are magnetically drawn to the market, seeking to test the government’s resolve in the face of limited foreign exchange reserves to support its commitment. Breaking this resolve, or depleting the government’s reserves, can be enormously profitable. George Soros is reputed to have earned well over $1 billion speculating against the British pound as it fell toward its lower bound in the European Exchange Rate Mechanism in 1992. While speculators like Soros have been routinely demonized for their selling, they cannot do so profitably without willing government buyers on the other side. Wild currency movements are frequently the result of government hubris in creating fiat money and attempting to dictate to humanity what it shall be worth.

The Optimum Is the Enemy of the Good

Today’s economic orthodoxy on how to choose a currency regime dates back to Robert Mundell’s theory of optimum currency areas, or OCAs, published in 1961. The theory has been subjected to quite a few facelifts and Talmudic reinterpretations since its birth, but its practical message lives on: whether a nation should have its own currency with a flexible exchange rate or join a larger currency area depends on how integrated its goods and labor markets are with those of the proposed area.

Empirical analyses of the EU national economies prior to the creation of the eurozone generally concluded that integration of the constituent economies was insufficient, by the standards of OCA theory, to warrant the elimination of national currencies. Such studies have frequently been invoked as an economic defense of national currencies, much to the chagrin of Mundell himself, who has long supported a world currency.

Invoking OCA theory to justify the global constellation of national currencies should give rise to at least four obvious objections.
The first is that if nations make better currency areas than groups of nations, shouldn’t we expect municipalities to make even better currency areas than nations? After all, labor and goods generally flow much more fluidly within towns than across them. Yet no economist seeking tenure will endorse subnational currencies.

The consistency between OCA defenses of national monies and the existence of a world already defined by national monies should naturally suggest that the degree of economic integration within and beyond national borders is itself largely a political result. And indeed, the OCA criteria turn out to be highly endogenous. That is, whether tests based on OCA theory conclude that a country is better off in or out of a currency area largely depends on whether the country is already in or out of it.

This gives rise to the second obvious challenge to the relevance of OCA theory: the evidence is overwhelming that the act of participating in a currency area itself increases trade and investment among the constituents. By dint of sharing a currency, Canadian provinces, for example, trade twenty times more among themselves than with U.S. states.\textsuperscript{23} Combining the results of two dozen studies of currency unions suggests that they actually serve to double trade among the constituents, and that this trade effect dwarfs that of merely fixing exchange rates.\textsuperscript{24} Furthermore, they do this primarily through trade creation with other union members, not diversion away from nonmembers.\textsuperscript{25} Market integration, therefore, is more logically treated as a result of currency integration than as a touchstone for deciding whether to pursue it.

Third, OCA theory simply takes it as given that if a government opts to produce a freely floating national currency that it will be an “optimum” national currency. That is, it is assumed that the country will be able to enjoy the same benefits of current and capital account liberalization that, say, dollarization allows, because its monetary authority will be able to adapt monetary policy instantaneously and cope perfectly with any supply shocks. This is far removed from the reality of a world in which the internationally tradable currencies of all but the very richest countries have been routinely plagued with bouts of ruinous inflation and depreciation. This is the reason so many Latin American countries are de facto dollarized, meaning that their citizens have opted to hold
dollars as a store of value rather than the national money introduced by their governments.

Finally, OCA theory stands out from the entire body of microeconomic theory in presuming that consumer preferences are irrelevant. Thus even if every one of a country’s citizens chooses to save in dollars and demand them in payment, OCA theory is no less likely to be invoked to conclude that dollarization is against the country’s economic interests. This obviously divorces the concept of a country from its citizens entirely and elevates it to a transparently absurd level of abstraction.

In the late 1980s, a common joke in Poland ran, “What do America and Poland have in common? In America, you can buy everything in dollars and nothing in zlotys. In Poland, it is exactly the same.” If there were a macroeconomist’s retort, it would probably be: “Stupid Poles. Do they really think America and Poland are an optimum currency area?”

OCA theory provides the flimsiest of intellectual foundations for maintaining national currencies. Economic integration as a prerequisite for currency integration makes little sense when currency integration is itself such a powerful enabling force behind economic integration. No single monetary policy will ever be optimal for all regions at any given point in time, but optimality is not achievable in any case. If we were to refashion the globe into economic regions across which flexible exchange rates could perform a textbook stabilizing role,26 these regions would, unfortunately, be far from “optimum political areas.” And it is politics which ultimately determines borders, not OCA theory.

Even in such a refashioned world, flexible exchange rates would only be stabilizing under the Keynesian assumption that currency depreciation painlessly absorbs supply shocks that would otherwise result in wage inflation or unemployment.27 The exchange rate operates, in this view, as a “fooling device”28 through which the authorities engineer lower real wages at 30,000 feet, well above the heads of oblivious workers. Yet the postwar evidence shows that the device does not work. When depreciation brings inflation, workers are neither ignorant of the effect nor stoic in confronting it. They insist on wage indexation, thereby fueling inflation and unemployment. Furthermore, there is a
double whammy in the capital market, where the surprise devaluation option translates into an interest rate premium and, therefore, a higher cost of capital. There is no Keynesian free lunch in flexible exchange rates.

Dirty Floating

A policy of allowing the exchange rate to float freely sounds simple, as it is, in essence, a commitment to do precisely nothing deliberately to affect the external value of the currency. The idea is that if the monetary authority focuses myopically on controlling inflation, then economic stability will take care of itself, whatever happens in the currency markets.

In reality, benign neglect of the currency markets is well nigh impossible where any significant de facto dollarization has already taken hold. Inflation targeting itself requires greater attention to the nominal exchange rate the greater the degree of “pass through” from the exchange rate to domestic inflation. This pass through will be greater the greater the prevalence of dollar pricing in the economy.

But inflation control is only one critical objective that requires attention to the exchange rate and the policy measures that affect it. Protecting the financial sector is another. Companies, particularly those doing business abroad, will typically wish to borrow from their banks in dollars, which have an added attraction of a lower nominal interest rate. The greater the percentage of those companies’ earnings in local currency, the greater the risk they will default on their dollar loans if the local currency depreciates. What is currency risk to the companies is credit risk to the banks, and what is credit risk to the banks is deposit risk to the savers who ultimately finance the loans. Currency risk, therefore, can undermine the foundations of the entire economy.

Faced with this fact, the monetary authorities have a strong incentive to try to stabilize the exchange rate. And knowing that the monetary authority has this incentive, companies will be further encouraged to borrow in dollars, thus inducing even greater financial dollarization and even greater incentive for the authorities to prevent depreciation.

But companies are not the only domestic actors likely to borrow heavily in dollars. The government itself is likely to have a substantial amount
of dollar-denominated sovereign debt outstanding, given the inability of the vast majority of the world’s governments to find willing foreign holders of domestic currency bonds. Potential foreign lenders fear that the governments will, in effect, partially default on domestic currency debt by devaluing, thus encouraging those lenders to demand dollar-denominated debt. Once the government has built up a substantial stock of dollar debt, it has yet greater incentive to manage the exchange rate.

The result is that almost no freely floating currencies exist outside of textbooks, as the growing internationalization of the dollar (and the euro and the yen) has compelled governments, for reasons both economic and political, to float dirty. Witness the relentless buildup of reserves and uncannily stable currencies in the Asian emerging markets since the crisis of 1997–98. From the beginning of 2002 to September 2003, Asian reserves grew by a staggering $546 billion. Combined with abnormally high volatility in interest rates (nominal and real), reserves, and monetary aggregates, these data indicate a systematic procyclical monetary policy guided by exchange rate targeting. In the words of Calvo and Reinhart, “If they are floating, they are doing so with a life jacket.” Not surprisingly, developing countries don’t actually see economic benefits from operating an “independent” monetary policy beyond the absence of massive speculative attacks on their currency that come with an explicit exchange rate peg.

The textbook case for floating a national currency is founded on the stabilizing effects of using the exchange rate to keep domestic interest rates from being whipsawed by movements in foreign rates, and the ability to lower rates to counteract recessions (and raise them to moderate booms). Yet the evidence is precisely the opposite: that under floating regimes, domestic interest rates are more sensitive to foreign rates, and, perversely, are more likely to go up than down during a recession. Indeed, in developing countries a procyclical interest rate policy has clearly replaced foreign exchange intervention as the preferred means of taming currency movements. These findings on their own cannot, of course, tell us whether developing country monetary authorities are incompetent or merely ineffective, but they do suggest clearly that they are unable to do what we know they must do if they are to derive any benefit out of monetary independence.
Calvo and Reinhart (2000) have termed the unwillingness of governments to leave determination of exchange rates to the market “fear of floating.” Fear it may be, but in a world in which large and sudden exchange rate movements frequently wreak havoc with economic stability, even exchange rate paranoids must reckon with enemies.

**Only a Dollar Is a Dollar**

Tropical experiments have had their time on the stage; they should now give way to hard money as the single best development strategy.

—Rudi Dornbusch

The Asian crisis shattered what had become a near orthodoxy in developing country monetary policy: that low inflation and capital-market integration could be installed overnight through pegged exchange rate regimes. Argentina showed that even currency boards were dangerously vulnerable unless dollar reserves were sufficient to cover not only the monetary base but the private sector’s net dollar liabilities. Essentially, exchange rate promises are worthless. A peso is not a dollar, and never was. Even in the boom times, Argentine banks had to pay a premium of about two percentage points in order to attract peso rather than dollar deposits (see figure 2).

Crisis in the peg church has led to a schism among the following. Most have abandoned faith in the dollar and have called for an existential float. These disillusioned souls have decided that the spark of the divine resides within each country, in the form of the domestic inflation rate. Target it faithfully and exclusively, and all will be well.

Dollarizers, on the other side, have condemned the floaters as idolaters, worshiping at the altar of false graven monies. Only a dollar is a dollar, and the people need dollars. Local currencies keep the people isolated from the global capital market and give them a false sense of economic security. Inflation targeting without guidance from the dollar is a chimera, monetary independence a dangerous myth.

*The Benefits of Dollarization*

The globalization phenomenon of the late twentieth century was built on the voluntary and uncoordinated acceptance of the dollar as a
global medium of exchange, just as its predecessor of the late nineteenth century was built on the pound sterling and gold. Globalization’s Achilles’ heel has been the fatal association of national monetary autonomy with national sovereignty, which has led to a proliferation of unwanted currencies in the international marketplace, each of which is tied to the dollar by nothing more than serially discredited promises of instantaneous convertibility at fixed or semifixed values.

This state of affairs is not the result of policy decisions. It is, rather, a reflection of the fact that monetary sovereignty in international transactions lies with individuals and private entities which determine for themselves what money shall be considered an acceptable store of value. As a spontaneous order, rather than an imposed regime, this dollar-based system of global exchange is neither fair nor unfair, just nor unjust. Fairness and justice are attributes of human conduct, and not of states of affairs which no identifiable action or decision has brought about or even intended.34
The continued assertion of national monetary sovereignty by the vast majority of the world’s governments should no longer be considered an economic choice, but a wholly political one. And a largely self-destructive one at that. The case for national money based on considerations of economic welfare is simply too flimsy to sustain in the face of so much evidence against it. That perceptions of what functions are properly within the sovereign sphere of individuals, states, and international entities can change radically over mere decades is clearly evidenced by the evolution of the EU since its founding in 1957. The creation of the euro is merely its most tangible manifestation. We believe that the time is ripe, economically and politically, for the global denationalization of money.

The economic benefits of international currency consolidation would be considerable. Fewer monies would lead to greatly increased trade, financial integration, productivity, and real incomes. And by any reasonable standard, global dollarization would mean an immediate and substantial improvement in the performance of perhaps two-thirds of the world’s national monetary regimes. The “central bank movement,” a product of the collapse of the gold standard in the 1920s, has been a demonstrative failure for developing nations. At the time of the movement’s birth, to quote Mundell, “no one anticipated that [central banks] would be transmogrified into instruments of inflation, handmaidens of the fiscal authorities.” Yet they have been.

Dollarized countries have been shown to produce vastly superior inflation records vis-à-vis comparable control-group nondollarizers. Economists who have long preached the importance of developing domestic financial markets in order to reduce dependence on dollar financing would get their desired effect by abandoning their cause. Dollar financing is clearly the right recipe for a dollar economy, and the ingredients are the most abundant, coveted, and mobile in the global capital market. Risk management in dollarized economies becomes vastly simpler and cheaper, as such economies are fully integrated into the global dollar-based derivatives markets. And regardless of what their governments do, citizens in developing countries will, rationally, continue to hold more and more of their savings, particularly long-term assets such as insurance annuities, in dollars as such investment opportunities become available to them.
The Costs of Dollarization

Loss of Monetary Policy  The loss of an independent monetary policy is the most widely invoked objection to dollarization. But since the Holy Grail of monetary policy is to get interest rates down to the lowest level consistent with low and stable inflation, this argument is, for most of the world, frivolous. How many Latin American central banks can cut interest rates below those in New York? 39 The average real (inflation-adjusted) lending rate in Latin America is about 20 percent. In Brazil, it averaged 60 percent between 1999 and 2003. Naturally, rates this high cripple business investment and worsen fiscal deficits. Meanwhile, the dollarized country in Latin America with the highest real lending rate is Ecuador, at a minuscule 4.4 percent in 2003.

One must therefore ask what possible net gain to the national economy developing country central banks can hope to achieve from the ability to guide nominal local rates up and down on a discretionary basis. It is like choosing a Hyundai with manual transmission over a Lexus with automatic. The former gives the driver more control, but at the cost of inferior performance under any condition.

Consider how “independent monetary policy” operated in Latin America in 1998, as the region came under stress owing to commodity price shocks triggered by the Asian and Russian financial crises. Countries with flexible exchange rate regimes—Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru—not only failed to use such flexibility as a shock absorber, but actually raised interest rates dramatically to defend their currencies against attack. In fact, real interest rates in Latin America over the past quarter century have been more highly correlated with U.S. rates for flexible rate regimes than for fixed. 40 Thus independent monetary policy is not a shock absorber, but a shock enhancer. Furthermore, real interest rates in Latin America are strongly correlated with real depreciation rates, reflecting the heightened risk associated with the region’s currencies from using devaluation as a tool of monetary expansion. 41 These punishingly high real interest rates severely damage the region’s economic growth.

It is important to note that inflation itself, the bugbear of developing economies, contributes directly to the generation of currency mismatches, and therefore financial crises. Countries with higher or more
volatile inflation issue more foreign debt and have less developed local bond markets.\textsuperscript{42} Inflation is the single most critical variable explaining the degree to which dollars are used in domestic transactions,\textsuperscript{43} making it the first deadly step on the path to currency crisis.

As regions such as the Americas become more economically integrated, in terms of sharing in the production of final goods, the classical case for independent monetary policies and flexible exchange rates disintegrates. Any shocks to aggregate demand for final goods affect all those who contribute to their supply in the same fashion, thereby negating whatever Keynesian shock absorption effect an exchange rate might provide, even in theory.\textsuperscript{44}

\textbf{Loss of Lender of Last Resort} Opponents of dollarization often argue that it substitutes banking crises for currency crises. It is true that the elimination of the national currency precludes the central bank from printing money to bail out domestic banks. Yet designing a monetary regime on this basis is like building a house with removable supporting beams, under the logic that they might conveniently be used to prop up a sofa when fat guests visit.

The track record on bank bailouts in Latin America, southeast Asia, and, most recently, Turkey, is awful. They put confidence in the foundation of economic activity, the currency, at direct risk. The very possibility of bank bailouts not backed by foreign reserves represents a dangerous public underwriting of bank lending behavior, thereby making the systemic crisis which a lender of last resort is supposed to manage far more likely to materialize. Studies do, in fact, suggest strongly that the presence of a domestic lender of last resort is itself a \textit{cause} of excess volatility in emerging financial markets as well as currency crises.\textsuperscript{45} Bank bailout mechanisms should be financed transparently through risk-adjusted deposit insurance premia paid for by the banks themselves, and not after the fact by surreptitiously creating new public debt on the books of the central bank.

It is furthermore critical to note that the entire intellectual apparatus of a lender of last resort premised on printing money is a nonsense in an open economy. A central bank printing money in excess of demand for it will trigger an outflow of funds, generally through the capital account,
which leads directly to depletion of the central bank’s dollar reserves. This has been well documented in the case of Brazil between 1998 and 2003, where the central bank’s dollar reserves fell in line with monetary expansion and rose with contraction. As the Brazilian central bank cannot actually print reais without losing dollar reserves, its lender of last resort powers are illusory. This was further illustrated during the Ukrainian election chaos in December 2004: central bank dollar reserves plummeted as depositors pulled their money out of banks and immediately converted them to dollars.

A central bank faced with a financial crisis needs dollars. Thus, as Guillermo Calvo astutely noted, central banks are no longer lenders of last resort. They are borrowers of last resort.

**Loss of Seigniorage** When a country has its own currency, its government earns interest on the foreign reserves it receives from those who buy the local currency, yet pays no interest to holders of the currency. The profit it earns from issuing non-interest-bearing local currency in return for interest-bearing foreign assets (like U.S. Treasury bills) is known as seigniorage.

How big is this profit? It depends on the accounting measure chosen. If you multiply the dollar value of the currency in circulation by the interest rate on U.S. T-bills, you will get a figure equivalent to roughly 0.2 percent of GDP for an average Latin American country. Alternatively, you could multiply the dollar value of the monetary base, which is greater than the value of currency in circulation, by the domestic inflation or interest rate (which is usually much higher than the T-bill rate). This will naturally give you a larger figure, estimated at 0.5 percent for precrisis Argentina to a substantial 7.4% for Ecuador. This second measure of seigniorage profit is frequently cited by opponents of dollarization, who argue that giving up the national currency is too costly.

Too costly to whom? is the question that should be asked. Calculating the so-called flow cost of lost seigniorage using the local currency inflation (or interest) rate presumes that it is a good thing for a country that its government can profit from inflation. Yet inflation is a tax paid by the citizens, so there is no free lunch to the nation as a whole. Much of the seigniorage profit is, therefore, at best illusory and at worst a sign of dam-
agingly high inflation. Governments that rely heavily on the inflation tax are more likely to impose capital controls on their citizens, presumably as a means of preventing them from escaping the tax by saving abroad.\textsuperscript{49}

If a country dollarizes, there is also a one-time cost from the need to obtain sufficient dollars to replace the local currency in circulation. This so-called stock cost is estimated at 4–5 percent of GDP for the average Latin American economy.\textsuperscript{50} The more de facto dollarized a country is, based on its citizens having already substituted dollars for local money, the lower this stock cost is. Furthermore, there are powerful offsetting direct monetary benefits to dollarization—in particular, lower foreign reserve requirements and lower public debt service costs—which can, on their own, more than offset costs in lost seigniorage.

Nonetheless, loss of seigniorage represents the strongest argument against dollarization. Fortunately, the United States has it in its power to make the argument irrelevant, at no cost to American taxpayers. As lost seigniorage to a dollarizing government is revenue to the U.S. Treasury, this revenue can and should simply be rebated. Precisely such a proposal was the centerpiece of the 2000 U.S. International Monetary Stability Act, which unfortunately never made its way into law (see chap. 7).

\textbf{Loss of a Sovereign Symbol} If a country’s citizens have already exhibited a revealed preference for dollars in their savings and transaction behavior, they are clearly indicating that they consider money to be a private rather than a government matter. Surely it is better, then, to look elsewhere for patriotic outlets.

Is dollarization in any sense undemocratic, a violation of popular sovereignty? Certainly not. In fact, most policymaking in democracies involves institutions designed specifically to insulate it from popular pressure.\textsuperscript{51} Dollarization is akin to constitutional laws barring certain actions by government officials, such as property seizure.

In more mundane terms, imagine a referendum posing the following simple question: Would you rather be paid in dollars or pesos? (assuming a national currency called the peso). If the majority would answer “dollars,” there is no case grounded in democratic principle for maintaining the peso. For to say, “I wish to be paid in dollars, but to keep the peso” is to say, “I wish debts to me to be paid in dollars, but my debts to others to
be paid in pesos.” Such a shaft-thy-neighbor principle cannot be translated into sound public policy.

**Alternatives to Dollarization**

**Capital Controls** Blocking access to foreign capital raises local capital costs in precisely the same way that steel quotas or tariffs raise manufacturing costs for local steel users. Cheering on the development of local-currency capital markets is fine as far it goes, but local markets are no more an alternative to international markets than gardens are an alternative to supermarkets. Furthermore, governments don’t make private capital markets any more than eBay makes auctions. Building the field is easy. Making them come is not. It takes a reputation for low and stable inflation, not capital controls and patriotic sentiments, to inspire local-currency bond trading. Finally, if capital controls prevent financial crises, the root reason is that they prevent mass selling of the local currency. The local-currency financial flows that occur within a country—from richer to poorer regions, from stagnant to growing regions—are rarely themselves attacked as destabilizing. The clear implication is that legal dollarization simply localizes all financial flows with other parts of the world that use the dollar, making them no more inherently destabilizing than flows between New York and West Virginia.

**Free Float** A nice idea, as are lots of ideas expressed algebraically. But free floats don’t exist in reality, and for good reason. In developing countries, targeting inflation, or indeed any measure of economic stability, positively requires attention to the exchange rate. This is especially the case where de facto dollarization has already set in, in order to guard against mass private-sector default and bankruptcy, as it has been shown historically to be virtually impossible to de-dollarize an economy without massive capital flight and a collapse in bank credit to the private sector.

**Peg** The harder the peg, the more attractive it is to a Soros. Speculators live for free options, and central banks that peg offer the biggest. Furthermore, countries that peg have a higher incidence of unhedged private-sector dollar borrowing, thereby encouraging crisis and worsening its effects when it comes.
Currency Board  Will the central bank accumulate sufficient dollar reserves to back the private sector’s dollar liabilities as well as the government’s? If it does, the opportunity cost of the idle reserve capital may swamp the seigniorage loss from outright dollarization. If it doesn’t, the board has all the drawbacks of a hard peg, as Argentina learned so painfully. Currency boards provide the maximum possible incentive for unhedged private-sector dollar borrowing, thereby ensuring financial disaster if and when they collapse.

The Experience of Dollarizers

A list of countries and territories which are officially dollarized is provided in table 1. Those using other (foreign) currencies are listed in table 2.

Although dollarizers have been mostly small countries, the record on economic stability is impressive, whether the measure be inflation, interest rates, real exchange rates, capital flows, or bank failures. Ecuador, which dollarized in 2000, following a period of devastating capital flight, saw bank deposits and financial stability restored rapidly. Ecuador’s inflation rate in 2004, just over 3 percent, is among the lowest in Latin America. El Salvador, which dollarized in 2001 under far more auspicious conditions, now has a minuscule real lending rate of about 3 percent, compared with 20 percent on average in Latin America.

Dollarizers further have more developed financial systems, featuring staples of middle-class American life, such as 15–30 year fixed-rate mortgages, which are unavailable elsewhere in the developing world. Foreign exchange transaction costs, hedging costs, and bank reserve costs are all considerably lower (about 5 percent of GDP lower in Panama). Private property is more secure, owing to the elimination of inflation and devaluation taxes and the very rationale for exchange controls and forced conversions (as Mexico imposed on dollar bank deposits in 1982, and Argentina in 2001). Fiscal transparency is greater owing to lesser incentives to disguise a lack of dollar reserves through derivative transactions (as Thailand did in 1997). In short, although dollarization is not an economic miracle drug, it is demonstrably the most secure foundation upon which a developing country can integrate its economy and financial system with that of the wider world.
Table 1. Countries and territories using the U.S. dollar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>GDP ($bn)</th>
<th>Political status</th>
<th>Currency</th>
<th>Since</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Samoa</td>
<td>57,902</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>U.S. territory</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Virgin Islands</td>
<td>22,187</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>British dependency U.S. dollar</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Timor</td>
<td>1,019,252</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>13,212,742</td>
<td>45.48</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guam</td>
<td>166,090</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>U.S. territory</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Islands</td>
<td>57,738</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micronesia</td>
<td>108,135</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Mariana Islands</td>
<td>78,252</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>U.S. commonwealth</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palau</td>
<td>20,016</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>3,000,463</td>
<td>18.62</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>U.S. dollar, own balboa coins</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitcairn Island</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>British dependency New Zealand, U.S. dollars</td>
<td>1800s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>3,897,960</td>
<td>65.28</td>
<td>U.S. commonwealth</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turks and Caicos Islands</td>
<td>19,936</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>British colony</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Virgin Islands</td>
<td>108,775</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>U.S. territory</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>GDP ($bn)</th>
<th>Political status</th>
<th>Currency</th>
<th>Since</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td>69,865</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>euro (formerly French franc, Spanish peseta), own coins</td>
<td>1278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocos (Keeling)</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Australian external territory</td>
<td>Australian dollar</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook Islands</td>
<td>21,200</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>New Zealand self-governing territory</td>
<td>New Zealand dollar</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus, Northern</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>de facto independent</td>
<td>Turkish lira</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenland</td>
<td>56,384</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>Danish self-governing region</td>
<td>Danish kroner</td>
<td>before 1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiribati</td>
<td>100,798</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Australian dollar, own coins</td>
<td>1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo</td>
<td>1,700,000</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>U.N. administration</td>
<td>euro</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td>33,436</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Swiss franc (formerly French franc)</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaco</td>
<td>32,270</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>euro (partly “DM-ized” since 1999)</td>
<td>1865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td>616,258</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>Semi-independent</td>
<td>euro (partly “DM-ized” since 1999)</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nauru</td>
<td>12,809</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Australian dollar</td>
<td>1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niue</td>
<td>2,156</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>New Zealand self-governing territory</td>
<td>New Zealand dollar</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk Island</td>
<td>1,841</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Australian external territory</td>
<td>Australian dollar</td>
<td>before 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Marino</td>
<td>28,503</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>euro (formerly Italian lira), own coins</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokelau</td>
<td>1,405</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>New Zealand territory</td>
<td>New Zealand dollar</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The IMF was created after World War II specifically to support a dollar-centered world, not a world of over a hundred autarkic currencies. The simple idea was that the Fund could assist countries in maintaining a fixed rate to the dollar with limited short-term financing to ease temporary balance of payments problems.

Over the past two decades, this world has changed beyond recognition and has placed demands on the Fund it cannot possibly meet. The Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates enabled countries to control their interest rates while keeping their currency rate locked to the dollar (and gold) only because capital flows were restricted. Yet as governments and private institutions in developing countries began seeking international capital in the 1980s, many of their central banks and treasuries sought simultaneously to maintain both low domestic interest rates and a stable dollar exchange rate, with disastrous results for their economies.

This put the IMF in an impossible position, from which it has been struggling unsuccessfully to adapt or to extricate itself ever since. In affirming the benefits of international capital, the Fund did no more than ratify the common sense that its growing clientele had already signed on to unilaterally: that access to a larger pool of capital lowered its cost. Problems emerged, however, when these governments also adopted

---

Table 2. (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>GDP ($bn)</th>
<th>Political status</th>
<th>Currency</th>
<th>Since</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuvalu</td>
<td>11,468</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Australian dollar, own coins</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vatican City</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>euro (formerly Italian lira), own coins</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

dollar pegs to keep their exchange rates stable and simultaneously to anchor low inflation expectations domestically. Despite muted concerns that Fund staff expressed periodically over the dangers of overvaluation, it was impossible politically to challenge these policies openly, as to do so risked undermining their apparent success by scaring off the eager foreign investors.

By the time investors, domestic as well as foreign, did eventually smell whiffs of default risk in the exchange rate, it was too late for the Fund to do anything other than try to contain the flames. As a bank, the only way it could do so was through a combination of loans to forestall default on existing debts and policy conditionality to ensure that the governments would emerge capable of repaying the new debt to the Fund.

While the Fund has admitted mistakes in extending traditional conditionality, based on transparent requirements for client fiscal probity, into peripheral and highly sensitive areas such as corporate governance and “cronyism,” it remains an ineluctable principle of banking that the bank must control its clients’ behavior sufficiently to ensure that loans can be repaid and recycled into future loans. Even a bank without a profit-making mission must do so successfully in order to perpetuate itself. That the Fund has come popularly to be seen, and indeed seeks to be seen, as an institution with a humanitarian mission, however, assured that it would subsequently become popularly reviled in appearing to impose suffering on the poor in their moments of crisis. This was the case even where it should have been clear that the crisis governments would have had to impose far harsher economic measures to avert default were IMF loans unavailable to give them breathing space for longer-term reforms to take hold.

Yet the Fund has been subjected to another indictment, equally inevitable, from the right of the political spectrum. In lending massive sums of money to indebted governments, the Fund is wide open to the charge that it is “bailing out” irresponsible private lenders with public funds and thereby encouraging even more such irresponsible borrowing and lending in the future. This is known as the problem of moral hazard, which refers to the phenomenon whereby people who are insured against the consequences of risky activity will engage in more of it.
In the relative calm of the aftermath of debt crises in Argentina and Brazil, the Fund began concentrating its energies on limiting future demand for its politically charged lending facilities by trying to transform itself into a sort of international bankruptcy court. This initiative, known as the Sovereign Debt Reduction Mechanism (SDRM), seeks not to prevent governments from defaulting, but to limit the economic damage of default by giving creditors more incentive to reach a speedy compromise on debt restructuring and injecting a mechanism to impose one where such compromise is not forthcoming. The attraction to the Fund itself is obvious, as success in such an initiative would keep its lending practices out of the crosshairs of the antiglobalization left and the antimoral-hazard right when the next crisis hits. Unfortunately for the Fund, the proposal has been subjected to powerful criticism from both private lenders and sovereign borrowers, the former believing it will lead to more defaults and worse terms for creditors, and the latter that it will lead to higher borrowing costs.

Whether this scheme or some similar one is eventually implemented, more or less widely, the Fund’s existential crisis will not end. The attractions of international capital will only increase as the financial services industry continues to expand, increase efficiency, and reduce global capital costs. Developed country supply of investable dollars and developing country demand for them will inevitably increase, to the clear net benefit of both. But it is also inevitable that in such a world, ever more financially integrated, but in which 98 percent of the currencies are unmarketable across borders, ever more severe currency mismatches will afflict ever more national balance sheets. Many more governments will throw off the shackles of capital controls, and most of those will prosper for most of the time. But financial crises will continue to emerge so long as governments continue to inject autarkic national currencies into internationally integrated national economies. In such an environment, there is every prospect that demands on IMF lending facilities will not only overstrain its lending capacity, but fatally undermine its political legitimacy on both the left and right.

Given such a bleak vision of the IMF’s future, we see a saving grace in this jarringly modest comment from Stanley Fischer in May 2000, when
he was still the Fund’s first deputy managing director: “When you get right down to it, the benefits of having your own currency are much smaller than we used to think, especially for countries that already to a considerable extent are using the dollar.” We would add only that the costs are also much greater.
GLOBAL CAPITAL FLOWS AND U.S. FOREIGN POLICY

Just after the Clinton administration approved a $20 billion line of credit to Mexico in 1995, then-Treasury Undersecretary Lawrence Summers is said to have quipped that his human capital was now denominated in pesos. Humor often captures the gravity of a situation in a way that gravity itself cannot.

Far more than $20 billion rested on the fate of the peso. Barely a year before, the North American Free Trade Agreement had come into effect, heralding what was supposed to be a new era of economic and political progress in a country that had known little of either. Now, further collapse in the beleaguered peso threatened to trigger hyperinflation in Mexico, destroying companies, livelihoods, and savings and plunging millions into abject poverty. A fragile emerging democracy was itself in the balance. Looking out more widely, then-Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin observed that “with implementation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), Mexico was hailed as a role model for developing countries pursuing economic reform. The public failure of that model could deal an enormous setback to the spread of market-based economic reforms and globalization.”

The immediate economic effect of collapse north of the Rio Grande would have been a potent but manageable jolt to a rising U.S. economy. Beyond the short term and beyond American borders, however, the
landscape appeared much bleaker. Economic devastation in Mexico would trigger waves of northbound migrants far beyond what was already seen as a significant social and political problem in the United States. The prospect of further devaluations southward in Latin America would spook already jittery investors, bringing that giant sucking sound of capital flowing back north. The New World Order, which was to be founded on free peoples and free trade, would crumble under the weight of fear, economic pessimism, and insecurity. All this must have weighed on the mind of a Treasury undersecretary who, in the minds of his congressional critics, was committing American treasure to bail out greedy banks and corrupt foreigners.

By the standards of contemporary currency crises, this one had a happy ending. Mexico did not collapse or default, global economic integration hobbled forward, and the Treasury undersecretary emerged with his human capital intact. But the episode only presaged more currency crises to come in places like Thailand, Korea, Malaysia, Indonesia, Russia, Turkey, Argentina, and Brazil, each of which serving to fuel a powerful global popular backlash against trade, capital movements, and economic liberalism generally.

So much is at stake for the United States in finding a way to prevent the next wave of currency crises while resurrecting popular support for a world based on economic interdependence and openness. If the governments of nations perched precariously between authoritarianism and liberal democracy come to see their own legitimacy enhanced through the wealth-generating effects of foreign trade and investment, they will likewise develop a stake in conflict avoidance and stability in international affairs. If, on the other hand, they come to see domestic social chaos as the inevitable result of liberalization, they will seek to ground their legitimacy in confrontation with an emergent American-led international order. As critical as American military power may be to protecting a way of life that has made American citizenship so coveted globally, the soft power projected through the internationalization of norms supporting peaceful conflict resolution among governments and free economic exchange among people is eminently more effective and reliable over the long term. And there is no greater threat to this soft power than a sense among the vast populace of the world’s poorer nations that such norms
serve to enrich America at their expense. Preventing the recurrent collapse of currencies upon which national economies are, however unfortunately, currently built is central to the task of legitimizing a liberal international economic order among this skeptical populace.

Foreign Policy versus Economics?

The debates within the Clinton administration over how best to deal with currency crises in Mexico, South Korea, Indonesia, Russia, and elsewhere might give an outside observer the impression that decisions had to be taken on the grounds of either foreign policy concerns or economic concerns. Either the United States backed South Korea with financial assistance and thereby kept the North from exploiting its neighbor’s instability, or the United States withheld such assistance in the cause of saving American treasure and discouraging excessive, destabilizing lending and investment abroad in the future.

Whereas both concerns may be valid, each of these lenses for viewing the problem is defective. The foreign policy lens is fuzzy unless adjusted for economics, as financial assistance without the right conditionality means lower odds of achieving the foreign policy ends. The economics lens, on the other hand, is useless unless focused on foreign policy priorities, as the likelihood of different financial outcomes is only a meaningful guide to action to the extent that the relative strategic importance of different ends guides the decision process.

What does this mean in practice?

The State Department may wish the commitment of financial assistance to an ally to serve as a signal to hostile nations that America will not afford them the opportunity to exploit economic instability. This is a wholly valid purpose to which American funds should be devoted. Yet to know this purpose is not a sufficient basis upon which to commit funds. State must know, for example, how such funds should be disbursed to and committed within the recipient country to ensure the best possible chance of success in stabilizing it. If the country’s monetary policy needs to be changed and government expenditures reallocated or reduced in order to maximize the chances for successful financial stabilization, then American foreign policy ends will not be served by allowing the money to
be directed instead to recapitalizing politically connected banks and other enterprises. It may be objected that those with economic expertise often get these judgments wrong, but this is hardly a reason to rely on economic ignorance.

If no feasible amount of financial assistance, on the other hand, holds out a realistic hope of preventing a country from defaulting on its external debt, then American foreign policy ends are unlikely to be served by committing funds purely as a symbolic gesture. After all, precipitating future crises by signaling to investors and other governments that America will underwrite capital flows to strategically significant countries represents a foreign policy risk itself. Moral hazard should not be a matter of concern just to bankers.

Consider now the economics lens. Would it be meaningful for Treasury to criticize a proposed $20 billion loan guarantee on the grounds that it had only a 50 percent chance of being repaid—without regard to whether the country is Fiji or Iraq? Is the risk of injecting moral hazard into international lending a compelling reason to reject a $20 billion loan guarantee— without regard to whether a friendly government is likely to be replaced by a hostile one in the absence of such a guarantee? The answer to both questions is obviously no, as in both cases there are foreign policy considerations which dictate whether a given financial risk is worth taking.

Although it might be a slight caricature of crisis decision making within the Clinton administration to say that it pitted blind bailout doves in State against deaf moral hazard hawks in Treasury, the tensions between the two groups were palpable. In the words of Deputy National Security Adviser James Steinberg,

The extreme version of the argument national security types like me were making was that [a major bailout] was worth trying even if it was certain to fail. That isn’t what we were saying; it’s just the extreme interpretation. The extreme version of the Treasury argument was, don’t do it unless it’s certain to succeed. What was mutually arrived at was that it was no good to do something if it was absolutely futile. We accepted that there had to be some probability of success, and Treasury accepted that it didn’t have to be just a high probability. If there was some
chance it would succeed—even if it was less than fifty-fifty, there was political value in having tried.4

Tensions were particularly high during the Korean financial crisis. Steinberg, allied with Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, was firm on the need for significant U.S. and IMF financial support. “This president is not going to look like Jimmy Carter,” he insisted, referring to the former president’s proposed troop reductions in Korea in the 1970s, which sparked vocal criticism throughout Asia.5 Treasury Secretary Rubin, however, was much more circumspect, fearing that the IMF’s credibility would be squandered if intervention failed and the financial markets lost confidence in its crisis management. He described decision making during the Korean financial crisis this way:

For understandable reasons, we at Treasury and the foreign policy people in the administration looked at the issue from somewhat different perspectives. Madeleine and the other foreign policy advisers . . . were mainly worried about our relationship with a crucially important military ally, as well as national security issues. They thought any instability in South Korea might encourage a reaction from the North, where troops had gone to some heightened state of alert. Their view was that we economic types were insufficiently focused on geopolitical concerns and that the United States needed to move quickly to show support for South Korea through the IMF and a backup loan from the [Exchange Stabilization Fund]. . . . I felt strongly that if economic stability wasn’t reestablished, our geopolitical goals wouldn’t be accomplished either. . . . Committing the IMF and ourselves to a show of financial support for South Korea without an adequate commitment to reform might even make it less likely that South Korea would get back on track, because providing money without strong conditions would reduce our leverage in getting the country to adopt a program that would work.6

Rubin describes even greater tensions during the Russian financial crisis:

One problem in this episode was that the people in the geopolitical sphere tended not to relate fully to the issues in the economic
sphere, and vice versa. Even after the Duma vote [against reforms that were conditions for continued IMF lending], members of the Clinton foreign policy team were still very focused on trying to find a way to help Russia. . . . there was a lot of pressure on [Treasury] to proceed with less conditionality. I recognized the validity of the argument about the need to appear helpful even if additional support was exceedingly unlikely to do any good. But I believed very strongly that the risks on the other side were greater—so strongly that I felt that if they wanted to get another Treasury Secretary who would use the ESF, or who would try to force the IMF to act, that was fine with me.7

While concerned that Treasury was often insufficiently attuned to foreign policy priorities, neither State nor the Pentagon wanted Treasury making its own foreign policy judgments. They merely wanted Treasury cooperation, to the extent that it was necessary to carry out foreign policy.

Take the case of the Indonesian financial crisis in 1998. Treasury became increasingly dismissive of President Suharto’s willingness and ability to implement economic reforms demanded by the IMF and eventually took the stance that any further large-scale aid to his regime would merely damage the fund’s credibility. Seeking out his own foreign policy advice from the likes of Henry Kissinger, Paul Wolfowitz, Lee Kuan Yew, and others outside the government, Rubin infuriated the administration’s foreign policy team by taking up the mantle of Indonesian political change. Rubin adviser Robert Boorstin, speaking of the prospects for successful economic reform in Indonesia, recalls writing memos saying that “as long as Suharto is in charge, this is going nowhere.” The National Security Council’s chief Asia specialist, Sandra Kristoff, said she was astounded at Rubin’s insistence that economic reform would not work without political reform. “There were nearly fisticuffs in Erskine’s office,” she said, referring to White House Chief of Staff Erskine Bowles. Boorstin characterized the tussle this way: “They thought we were a bunch of ignoramuses poaching on their turf, and we thought they were willing to give any amount of money to anyone under the naïve assumption that it would actually stabilize the country.”8

Mistakes were made on both sides. Stanley Roth, assistant secretary of state for East Asia, considered it preposterous that economic aid should be
conditioned on political reform, as “Suharto will be here three years from now”—or so he thought. As for Treasury, Rubin remembers “at the time of the South Korea crisis, being struck in discussion with a prominent New York banker by how little he and his company knew about a country to which they had extended a considerable amount of credit.” Yet this view is wholly inconsistent with Treasury’s support for IMF conditionality on its Asian aid packages, which are now widely seen as having been almost comically interventionist on structural reform requirements. If major investors were truly ignorant about an Asian economy the size of Korea’s, how is it that the requirements for reviving their confidence in Indonesia could extend to the dismantling of a clove monopoly?

Mistakes notwithstanding, there was much that was right in this process. Treasury’s position, that evaluating prospects for successful economic reform required an informed judgment on Suharto’s role in the political process, was surely correct. An informed economic judgment required an informed political judgment. Yet State’s position, that whether Suharto should stay or go could hardly be decided on the basis of whether he could implement Treasury’s economic reform agenda, was no less obviously correct. A political judgment could not be based solely on economic criteria.

The issue is therefore not which side has the monopoly on wisdom in the midst of a foreign financial crisis. The issue is whether the decision-making process can be improved.

It is tempting to believe that there must be an institutional fix for any imperfection in government decision making. Merge this, coordinate that, and all will be well. But we echo Charles Hill’s warning to avoid “the temptation to react to any major governmental problem with a recommendation for structural or institutional remodeling.”

A foreign financial crisis does not always present the United States with a clearly defined problem. Where was the locus of the national interest in the Asia crisis? Was it fundamentally about politics or economics? Would the strategy be the same if approached from the perspective of protecting American security interests in a region dotted with potential flashpoints, such as the Korean peninsula and the Taiwan straits, as it would be if approached from the perspective of protecting American economic interests in a region which took 30 percent of U.S. exports? The political and economic questions, even taken in isolation, were extremely complex. In the
case of Indonesia, should the political objective have been preventing regime change, managing it, or encouraging it? The proper answer may well depend on the timeframe: immediate regime change may not be desirable, but an orderly regime change a year hence may be. As for the economic objective, should it have been preventing widespread default or minimizing its impact domestically and abroad? And would the answer to this question be the same regardless of whether the strategy needed to implement it would make financial crises more likely or less manageable in the future?

Clearly, these are not easy questions. First and foremost, they involve setting priorities. Economic judgments must be made in the context of clearly articulated political priorities, and political judgments must be informed by an understanding of the likely consequences of pursuing or withholding economic intervention.

In establishing priorities, there is no bureaucratic alternative—merging this or coordinating that—to presidential judgment. President Clinton chose ultimately to rely on the judgment of his Treasury advisers, but there was no preordained hierarchy among Treasury, State, Defense, and the NSC. We suspect strongly that President Bush would have relied far more on his national security adviser than did President Clinton if faced with a currency-cum-political crisis in Indonesia.

During a foreign currency crisis, the president needs the best possible political and economic advice, but it cannot be left to the political and economic advisers each to establish their own mission. The president must define a single mission for which a coherent political and economic strategy is then crafted. How should political and economic perspectives be melded into a strategy?

It is clearly not sensible to create standby political and security expertise within Treasury relevant to dozens of potential crisis countries. It is, however, essential to infuse the foreign and security policy apparatus—State, Defense, and the NSC—with generalized expertise on the economics of currency crises. In a world in which significant crises are, regrettably, becoming about as frequent as leap year it is incumbent upon this group to develop its own economic literacy—not so that it can duplicate, or substitute for, the economic expertise in Treasury, but so its leaders have the capability independently to evaluate whether Treasury’s economic judgment is consistent with political objectives.
This will require that the next generation of foreign policy and security experts have a considerably deeper background, cultivated in the market as well as in the classroom, in economics and finance. In a world in which financial flows have become such critical instruments in the development of national economies and political structures, the American foreign policy and security establishment simply must have the intellectual with which to conduct financial statecraft.

How would this affect relations with Treasury? “We liked having people at the State Department we could talk to about these issues,” Rubin told us. He cited the example of former U.S. ambassador to Korea Stephen Bosworth, to whom he referred in his autobiography as “the kind of diplomat we’re going to need more of in the future—one who combines foreign policy expertise and skill with a good understanding of economic issues.”

IMF Policy

If Washington isn’t quite master of the IMF puppet, it is an open secret that it controls most of the strings during a crisis. Paradoxically, this may harm American foreign policy interests in the long run. If large Fund bailouts are more likely to be directed to key Washington allies, this may well induce risky over-lending to precisely those countries for which Washington most fears the impact of default.

Although measuring moral hazard may be far more art than science, its presence in the case of Russia is simply undeniable: the anecdotal evidence of bankers betting on “too big to fail” logic is overwhelming (even if the bets ultimately failed). Former Treasury Undersecretary David Lipton recounted investors referring to Russian bonds at 80 percent yields as a “moral-hazard play.” Once the IMF had stepped in, it became impossible to restructure Russia’s deadly short-term debt. A swap offer made to foreign investors by Goldman Sachs for the Russian government—give up your high-yielding ruble-denominated GKO for lower-interest, long-term, dollar-denominated Eurobonds—was roundly rejected. It was trading “a bronco for a mule,” according to one trader.

In the cases of Mexico, Argentina, and Turkey the evidence of moral hazard bets may be less clear, but the evidence of U.S. foreign policy
rather than internal Fund analysis driving intervention is not. Over time, it is only prudent to expect overlending to countries blessed to be a clear and present security concern for the United States. For this reason, it is imperative for Washington to implement policies now to restrain the compulsion, as well as the need, for large-scale crisis lending in the future.

The centerpiece of such policies must be international currency consolidation. The IMF’s policy-setting Interim Committee, comprised of member nations’ finance ministers and central bank governors, in 1997 recommended to the Executive Board that it amend the Fund’s articles to “make the liberalization of capital movements one of the purposes of the Fund.” Yet only by ridding the world of nontradable currencies will it be safe for capital flows. And capital flows will continue to grow robustly precisely because emerging economies want and need them, not because foreign financial institutions are able to force dollars upon them.

Whereas the domain of the dollar and the euro will continue to expand, and the world’s stock of national currencies continue to decline, regardless of whether Washington or Brussels takes active steps to encourage it, this is clearly a long-term process. And in the long run there will be more than enough currency crises to bankrupt the IMF. Thus other major reforms will be necessary.

The IMF’s current path involves three strategies. The first is to assist developing countries in implementing more effective independent monetary policy regimes, containing fiscal deficits, monitoring and controlling currency mismatches across the public and private sectors, and carrying out structural reforms aimed particularly at improving the safety and soundness of the banking sector. The second is to develop better warning signs of impending currency crises. And the third is to implement a form of international bankruptcy procedure, aimed at giving foreign creditors greater incentive to reach quick agreement on an orderly debt restructuring in the case of a crisis.

The first strategy, on its own, merely mimics the OECD’s think-tank role, with free private consulting tacked on when discretion is required. This is a fairly harmless use of G-7 funds, provided that neither the G-7 nor its clients operate under any illusion that the IMF’s economic advice has ever been systematically any better than that of the private think tanks that routinely criticize it.
Encouraging more fiscal transparency among client governments is a popular concomitant strategy, but is likely to be successful only with governments that have nothing worth hiding in the first place. Sinners rarely keep weblogs. The Thai government took active steps in 1997 to hide its financial position, selling dollars in the swaps market and pretending they were still usable as reserves.

“It would be close to impossible for a country to do what Thailand or South Korea or, earlier, Mexico did and hide its true reserve position,” according to former Secretary Rubin.\textsuperscript{16} We disagree. The use of sophisticated derivatives among governments will inevitably saturate the developing world, providing them with the same tools that rogue companies and governments in the rich world have used to disguise red ink. G-7 member Italy appears to have used swap contracts in the late 1990s much the way Enron did, to fudge its books. Yen-lira swaps struck at a seemingly bizarre exchange rate served artificially to lower the Italian budget deficit figure in the run-up to its fiscal qualification exam for eurozone membership.\textsuperscript{17} In short, we cheer on the IMF and all others who encourage ever more prudent economic management in the developing world. At the same time, we harbor no illusions as to the perfectibility of IMF advice or the judgment and probity of the governments receiving it.

The second strategy, trying to improve crisis warning signs, is also well and good, provided the IMF keeps its doomsday guesses outside the earshot of private markets. Given the IMF’s—indeed, everyone’s—poor predictive record to date, the IMF is more apt to precipitate crises than prevent them by blaring default warning sirens on Wall Street.

The IMF has already backed off on the third strategy, creating an IMF “Chapter 11” for sovereigns, amidst withering criticism from both private lenders and public borrowers. The Sovereign Debt Restructuring Mechanism (SDRM) would create an IMF-sponsored forum to address crisis debt restructuring by bringing the borrower and its lenders together, disenfranchising individual litigants, and adjudicating claims on a global basis. Private lenders rightly object that the Chapter 11 analogy is misleading, albeit dangerously seductive. Among other things, SDRM would apply to already outstanding debt, thus nullifying existing contractual rights, while omitting the critical role of a bankruptcy trustee, who is
normally charged with controlling a debtor’s management and its assets during bankruptcy procedures. Sovereigns, in turn, expect SDRM to frighten off their lenders entirely—an expectation actually considered one of its great attractions by supporters. A more modest and sensible proposal gathering support is for the inclusion of voluntary collective action clauses (CACs) in sovereign debt contracts, which would prevent a small minority of bondholders from blocking a restructuring without subjecting the parties to a new form of supranational fiat in the event of a default.

Although these strategies are intended to reduce the demand for IMF crisis lending, they will not. The IMF’s lending to the major emerging economies now exceeds its total lending at the peak of the Asian, Russian, and Brazilian crises, while its loan portfolio is also now in much more heavily indebted countries. Its exposures are growing and are frighteningly undiversified. At the end of 2003, three countries, Brazil, Turkey, and Argentina, owed the IMF $67.5 billion, representing 72 percent of IMF outstanding general credit.

The crisis portfolio will only expand further as capital account liberalization spreads currency mismatch across an ever-wider terrain. At best, new sovereign bankruptcy procedures will help speed up restructurings and thereby help prevent crises from spiraling, but they will not significantly mitigate the intense political pressure on the IMF to head off defaults with official lending. More important, international bonds were at the center of only one of the past eight emerging market currency crises. And in that one case, Argentina, more reserves were lost from a domestic bank run and a sharp contraction in international bank loans than from payments on maturing bonds. Thus SDRMs and CACs address only a small part of the problem.

Moral hazard can, of course, be eliminated by simply ceasing such lending. Abolishing the IMF or downgrading it to a think tank would, however, only lead to political pressures to recreate a G-7 multilateral lending facility. These pressures would be particularly strong in the United States, as the IMF—official rhetoric notwithstanding—is a coveted tool for bailing out U.S. allies with European and Japanese funds. Furthermore, such political pressures would not be devoid of economic logic. Liquidity crises are frequently indistinguishable from solvency...
crises, but they are not the same, and efforts to keep the former from becoming the latter can be successful—as evidenced by Mexico in 1995.

Perhaps the best that can be hoped for politically is that the United States will come to see itself as Ulysses, best tied to the mast to hold forth against the siren’s call for bailing out friendly insolvents. Limitations on the ability of IMF directors to approve lending unsupported by IMF staff analysis would go some way toward achieving this goal. Unsound IMF lending to Argentina over the period 2001–03 would at least have been considerably reduced in the absence of official U.S. support, whereas the United States could not have been blamed for withholding such support had the directors been unable to override the staff’s much more critical economic judgment. Those who argue that such political self-abnegation is impossible would likely have said the same thing about independent central banks three decades ago—and they would have been wrong. An American administration crying, “Stop me before I lend again!” might even endear itself to Congress.

Just as diners expecting to split a restaurant bill will overorder, so IMF directors sharing the lending tab will overlend. Power reserved for the IMF managing director to reject lending unsupported by staff economic analysis would assist in enforcing stricter and more consistent criteria for IMF loans, thus ensuring more prudence and less moral hazard in such lending. It would not bar the United States or its G-7 allies from leading bailouts on their own, without IMF political cover or funds. The United States supplemented IMF lending with considerable bilateral funds in the cases of Mexico and Turkey. But it would place far more political constraints—legitimate, democratic constraints—on the use of bailout funds and oblige prospective G-7 lenders to clarify their criteria before their legislatures and the general public.

**Dollarization as U.S. Foreign Policy**

In the long term, finding ways of bribing people to dollarize, or at least give back the extra currency that is earned when dollarization takes place, ought to be an international priority. For the world as a whole, the advantage of dollarization seems clear to me.

—Lawrence Summers\(^\text{23}\)
Dollarization Policy in the Clinton and Bush Administrations

Robert Rubin and Lawrence Summers held very different personal views on the merits of dollarization. Rubin thought little of it, and even less about it. Summers, in contrast, had been vocally supportive of dollarization prior to his political career, and quietly supportive once in it. The official administration position was strict neutrality: the United States would neither actively assist nor oppose the efforts of other nations to dollarize.

In testimony before the Senate Banking Committee in April 1999, Summers, then Rubin’s deputy, identified the potential benefits of dollarization to the United States as cheaper and greater trade and capital flows with dollarizing countries, potentially greater stability and growth in these countries, and seigniorage revenues to the U.S. government. To this list, Treasury Assistant Secretary for International Affairs Edwin Truman added “the power and prestige that might be associated with a more international currency.” Summers identified potential costs as increased pressure from dollarized governments on the United States to make economic interventions on their behalf (perhaps to lower interest rates in a slowdown or to support their financial systems in a crisis) and possible resentment directed toward the United States by dollarized countries when U.S. monetary policy is seen as inappropriate and unresponsive to their needs.

In 2000, Republican Senator Connie Mack (FL) and Representative Paul Ryan (WI) introduced into the Senate and House, respectively, the International Monetary Stability Act, staking out an actively supportive stance on dollarization in the Republican-controlled legislature. The purpose of the act was to reduce the cost to foreign governments of dollarizing through the establishment of a formal, quantitative procedure to calculate seigniorage benefits to the United States and to rebate 85 percent of such benefits to dollarizing governments. The 15 percent differential was to be used to finance rebates to previously dollarized countries, to cover putative additional costs to the Fed of managing a larger money supply, and to leave a small profit for the Treasury.

The act would have neutralized one oft-repeated argument against dollarization—that it will result in significant lost seigniorage to dollarizing governments. In order to acquire the necessary dollar notes to dollarize a
country, a dollarizing government would, operating without U.S. govern-
ment support, have to furnish the Fed with interest-bearing dollar assets,
such as Treasury securities, which the United States would otherwise have
to pay interest on. As the loss of interest revenue to the foreign govern-
ment represents a pure windfall to the United States, refunding it makes
that government whole at no cost to the U.S. taxpayer.25

The findings in section 2 of the act emphasize the economic damage
that monetary instability abroad has caused and identifies American
encouragement of official dollarization as part of an ongoing U.S. effort
“to strengthen the international financial architecture.” The bill accords
considerable leeway to the Treasury secretary to reduce or cancel
seigniorage rebates in the event that recipient governments ceased to
meet criteria established to ensure that they were legitimately dollarized,
had opened their banking systems to foreign participation or met inter-
national banking standards,26 and were cooperating with the United
States in the prevention of money laundering and counterfeiting. The bill
further stipulates that the remit of the Fed—with regard to monetary
policy formulation and implementation, lender of last resort functions,
and supervision of financial institutions—will not in any way be altered
by countries adopting the dollar.

Despite his long-standing personal view that dollarization was a desir-
able development, Summers, then Treasury secretary, sent a letter to
Senator Mack in July 2000 withholding administration support for the
bill “at this time” on the grounds that a framework for sharing seignior-
age “would raise a number of complex political, economic, [and] foreign
policy issues, and U.S. budget issues.” Treasury was concerned that a
blanket seigniorage rebate scheme would give the appearance of being a
massive new foreign aid program; something they were not anxious to
launch in an election year. There were also concerns about details of the
bill, such as how a future administration would deal with unfriendly for-
eign regimes that happened to rule dollarized countries with which
America had taken on annual check-writing obligations.

The bill passed the Senate Banking Committee but was never consid-
ered in the full Senate owing to delays deriving from budget battles. In
the House, the bill failed to pass out of the subcommittee, and Ryan
failed to make progress with a revised version in July 2001.
The issue then lay politically dormant until a currency crisis hit the Dominican Republic in spring of 2004. The island it shares with politically fragile Haiti, whose president had only recently been deposed, could ill afford the political and social turmoil that threatened with soaring inflation. The crisis revived interest in dollarization in Congress, to which Bush Treasury Undersecretary for International Affairs John Taylor was obliged to respond. Taylor stated in testimony that the dollarization programs in El Salvador and Ecuador were “very positive developments for those countries” and that the administration would be “very supportive of that approach” if the Dominicans chose to do the same, pledging technical assistance.27

Where to Go from Here

Money has always been an instrument of foreign policy—not merely a means of influencing individuals, but entire societies. The destabilization of enemy money has been a staple of warfare for hundreds of years. The Milanese duke Galeazzo Sforza counterfeited Venetian currency in 1470 to undermine the economy of his enemies in Venice. The British began counterfeiting colonial American currencies in 1775 to undermine the American rebellion. Germany counterfeited an astounding $7 billion, at today’s value, of British pounds during the Second World War in an attempt to damage the British economy. The United States even counterfeited Cuban pesos during the Bay of Pigs invasion in 1961.28

Destabilizing a nation’s money unsettles its political and legal structures and undermines the state’s ability to maintain internal order and security against external threats. Stabilizing a nation’s money, on the other hand, can have a mirror-image effect: promoting social cohesiveness, buttressing the rule of law, and bringing credibility and consistency to foreign policy.

Yet it matters not one iota whether that money is manufactured or managed domestically. The British government has appointed foreigners to its Monetary Policy Committee, albeit with a wholly British domestic remit. The French government has gone much further, ceding all monetary authority to a European Central Bank in Frankfurt, run by independent appointees from throughout Europe pledged to act in the
interests of the twelve-nation eurozone as a whole. And, critically, the French government ceded such powers with clear political motivations: to enhance the security of the French state and its influence in world affairs. In central America, Ecuador in 2000 and El Salvador in 2001 relinquished the prerogative to impose a national money even without sharing in the control of the money to be used within their borders, dollarizing their economies, as Panama did a century ago, and Guatemala and Nicaragua are seriously considering the option. It is clearly in America’s national interest to support this trend.

Of the benefits of dollarization to the United States which Summers cited in his April 1999 testimony, stability is the one with the most profound implications. Currency crises abroad increasingly affect living standards at home. The largest American financial institutions are heavily exposed to foreign exchange risk in the developing world, and a series of large blows to their balance sheets could lead to damaging domestic retrenchment and insolvencies. Trade and investment flows are dramatically disrupted when currencies collapse, undermining business investment and employment. And whereas dollarization will not itself turn enemies into friends or conflict into cooperation, the elimination of currency crises will go a long way toward preventing the sudden and dire collapses in economic and social conditions that give rise to security threats. Left and right of the American political spectrum should therefore be united in wishing to harness globalization to dollarization.

The proposed International Monetary Stability Act needs to be revived. The concerns laid out in the July 2000 Summers letter notwithstanding, the actual “political, economic, foreign policy and budget issues” involved in repeated U.S. (and U.S.-led IMF) bailouts of allies with collapsed currencies over the past decade should have been far more worrisome. These interventions put tens of billions of U.S. taxpayer dollars at direct risk, while the conditions imposed ostensibly to limit default risk frequently strained U.S. relations with crisis governments severely. Presidential discretion to suspend seigniorage rebates owing to national security concerns can and should be accommodated in the act, but failure to pass it only makes such concerns more likely to materialize.

The degree to which the United States should stand ready to provide emergency lending to dollarized countries would be a particularly
contentious issue. Governments in dollarized countries cannot respond to short-term financial problems, such as bank liquidity shortfalls, by printing money and may therefore want assurances of future assistance from the United States.

Although American promises to provide large-scale, uncollateralized emergency lending facilities are as imprudent as they are politically impracticable, an explicit acknowledgment that discretionary lending may be in the national interest is the only honest and sensible way to address the issue. After all, this would do no more than ratify the propriety of past American actions when allies faced financial crisis, such as recourse to $20 billion from the Exchange Stabilization Fund and Federal Reserve swap network in the case of Mexico in 1994. The only difference is that with devaluation risk eliminated, both the likelihood and severity of any future liquidity crisis in a dollarized country will be dramatically reduced.

The Role of U.S. Dollar Policy

The proposition that dollarization will stabilize economies, eliminate currency crises, promote safe capital flows, and reduce antiglobalization sentiment is founded on the assumption that the United States will pursue economic policies over the long run that serve to underpin the dollar as an international store of value. This is perhaps the most compelling intellectual case for the doctrine, made famous in its repetition by Robert Rubin, that “a strong dollar is in America’s national interest.”

What policies will give confidence to people around the world that the dollar is an asset worth holding over time? In other words, what policies will serve to ensure that the dollar will maintain its value vis-à-vis other savings vehicles, such as euros or gold?

At the macroeconomic level, the answer is, first and foremost, controlling the size of the national debt. At some point, persistent large government budget deficits, which contribute to current account deficits, must raise questions among foreign holders of dollar assets about the ability of the American government to service its debt without economically damaging tax increases or engineered inflation. Is there reason to be concerned now?

In 1985, when the U.S. current account deficit stood at 2.8 percent of GDP, foreign governments owned 8.4 percent of U.S. government debt
outstanding. In 2004, with the current account deficit at 5.7 percent of GDP, foreign governments owned a much higher 27.6% of the total debt outstanding (see figure 3). This is a cause for concern, both because it represents a greater concentration of holdings and because noneconomic factors are more likely to be relevant among state actors.

Consider the dangers of the greater concentration of dollar-asset holdings among national central banks, a group highly prone to herding. In the 1990s, central banks around the world reacted to a sustained decline in the price of gold by selling massive amounts from their reserves. Over the course of the 1980s, when the gold price fell from $615 to $381 an ounce, central banks added a net 344 tons of gold to their reserves. Yet over the 1990s, as gold fell further to $279, central banks sold a net 3,148 tons. In one year alone, 1992, central bank sales amounted to nearly a quarter of the annual gold supply, depressing the price by an estimated 8.27%. Central bank net gold sales continued at an annual rate of 500 tons in the early years of this decade.30

Figure 3. The U.S. Current Account Deficit and Foreign Official Holdings of U.S. Treasury Securities. Source: U.S. Department of the Treasury; International Monetary Fund; Bureau of Economic Analysis.29
The dollar has fully supplanted gold as the foundation of the world’s monetary system. But between 2001 and the end of 2004 the dollar lost a third of its value against the euro, the currency next in line for such a role. Should the dollar continue an extended decline, under pressure from persistently high current account deficits, there is every reason to believe that central banks will seek greater diversification in their reserves, most likely into euros. As central banks bailed out of gold in the 1990s, their herding out of dollars would accelerate the dollar’s decline, threatening its status as the world’s standard denominator of value. Indeed, signs of such a possibility were clear in late 2004, with reports of dollar sales by the Chinese and Russian central banks, said to be for euros and Asian currencies, and strong hints of curtailing future Treasury purchases from Japan, Korea, and India. 

Entering 2005, the Bush administration appeared to be wholly unconcerned by the dollar’s decline, seeing it instead as a natural and healthy mechanism to reverse the U.S. trade deficit. However, the latest econometrics evidence shows U.S. imports to be highly impervious to exchange rate changes and casts grave doubt on this benign view of the currency market’s role in curing the country’s persistent and growing structural trade imbalance. This points to an urgent need for the United States to reduce its annual budget deficits substantially. Roughly one-third of the decline in national saving produced by an increase in the budget deficit is financed by capital from abroad. America is currently importing about $2 billion of foreign capital a day. As policy initiatives to motivate an increase in private saving have failed over many decades, the only safe, effective, and responsible way for the country to reduce its external deficit is to raise public savings, meaning to cut the budget deficit. If, instead, the Bush administration continues to project an image of insouciance over the fate of the dollar, this will undermine the currency’s hard-earned role as the world’s preeminent standard of value, reduce America’s influence over the setting of global norms in international commerce, and undermine the further march of dollarization.

Why a “Currency of the Americas” Is in No One’s Interest

The reason dollarization is attractive abroad is precisely because the U.S. Federal Reserve has established a hard-won reputation for maintaining
stable dollar prices over the past quarter century. To reconstitute its decision-making apparatus in order to embrace “other perspectives” can only serve to undermine confidence in the dollar regime, which is the essence of the decision to dollarize in the first place. At some point in the future, it may well be within the bounds of both political and market acceptability to add non-Americans to the Board of Governors with a remit to consider dollar price stability beyond America’s borders. In essence, the dollar could morph into something more akin to the multinational euro.

Yet it is in no one’s interest to create doubt as to the Fed’s low-inflation commitment, particularly given the softness of its legislative underpinning. The 1978 Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act, known popularly as the Humphrey-Hawkins Act, regrettably muddied the Fed’s statutory allegiance to stable prices by committing it simultaneously to “maximum employment,” a goal few reputable economists any longer see as justifying policies targeted at anything other than low inflation. Whereas inflation hawks Paul Volcker and Alan Greenspan felt unconstrained by the “maximum employment” objective, markets would punish the dollar brutally if future Fed boards were to create uncertainty in this area. A wise Congress would therefore underpin the growing internationalization of the dollar by legislating the Fed’s unitary commitment to stable prices.

The Limits of Dollarization

Dollarization, as a matter of economics, is clearly not the best option for the entire globe. But countries adopting one of the handful of internationally traded reserve currencies, such as the euro, is manifestly in the economic interest of their populations as well as those of their trading partners. How should the United States most effectively promote this process?

To address this question sensibly, America’s own self-interest must first be understood. Clearly, supplanting the world’s currencies with the dollar would serve America’s interests on many fronts. Global trade and investment flows would expand dramatically, and currency crises would become a virtual oxymoron. In short, assuming (as economists are wont to do) an enlightened American monetary policy, America and the world would be richer, and more durably so through time. Then there are the
political intangibles of the power and prestige projected through a global American currency. Assuming (again) an enlightened diplomacy, dollarization should ultimately result in a greater willingness of other nations to participate in a rules-based system of international economic and political relations—a system which America did much to establish after the Second World War.

But global dollarization is obviously not in the cards. Political resistance to adopting American monetary policy will, quite naturally, be an insurmountable obstacle throughout much of the world. Furthermore, the patterns of trade, investment, and labor migration flows will, as a matter of economics, frequently favor the adoption of other currencies. Central and eastern European countries, for example, would more logically adopt the euro.

The situation in Asia is more complex. Economic criteria currently favor the yen in parts of the region, but the rapid rise of China as an economic force will change this calculus over time. Political realities, however, will ensure that no country in the region abandons its currency for either the yen or the renminbi. Yet while the day is likely two decades off, the creation of a multinational Asian currency, fashioned on the back of political reconciliation among Japan, China, and Korea, is a strong possibility, particularly if the euro moves successfully into adolescence. The idea has already been a major topic of discussion in regional forums, such as the 2004 annual meeting of the Asian Development Bank. Such a union would likely be built by or within the ten-member Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) or the so-called ASEAN+3 (which would add China, Japan, and South Korea).

Even in the slow-changing Middle East, the issue of currency consolidation is now a topic of open high-level discussion. The Gulf Cooperation Council, a customs union comprising Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates, envisions a monetary union with a common currency by 2010. While the timetable may be overly ambitious, the goal is significant in its statement, as a recognition of the benefits of monetary denationalization and currency consolidation.

What then is an optimistic yet realistic goal for American financial statecraft? Dollarization of Central America, and possibly of wider Latin America, clearly fits the bill. Mexican public opinion polls in 1998 and
1999 showed support for dollarization in the 80–90 percent range. Canada too could one day join a dollar bloc, which would provide a significant economic boost to a future Free Trade Area of the Americas. With over 80 percent of its exports destined for the United States, Canada is more deeply integrated with the American economy than is Switzerland with Europe. In fact, no euro country has a higher share of its exports destined for the eurozone.35

Dollarization is clearly not amenable to a hard sell from Washington. National governments must come to see it as being in their, and their people’s, economic interest, and public efforts by Washington to persuade them of its merits are bound to backfire. Yet a standing offer of technical assistance and seigniorage rebates, as envisioned in the International Monetary Stability Act of 2000, would clearly assist other governments in building their own cases for domestic public support.

Euroization of Europe to, and perhaps eventually beyond, Russia’s borders might seem to clash with an American dollarization drive, but as a practical matter it would complement it. The central and eastern European economies are better off euro-based, and their prosperity can only be an economic and political plus for the United States. Provided America continues to control inflation effectively and does not let its current fiscal profligacy get out of hand, this would not pose a challenge to the dollar’s dominant international role. Washington should therefore be supportive of euroization. The big question is whether Brussels will be.

**Euroization**

Official American neutrality on dollarization illustrates an unfortunate inertia in Treasury’s conduct of international monetary affairs. Official EU *hostility* to euroization, on the other hand, illustrates an almost pathological insularity in the Franco-German-led drive for European integration. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a matter on which the official EU stance is more antithetical to the interests of its most ardent supporters.

Although non-EU members Kosovo and Montenegro have euroized unilaterally, with neither assistance nor obstruction from the EU, the European Council of Ministers and the European Commission have
stated clearly and repeatedly that such action is undesirable and, indeed, impermissible. According to one council document, “It should be made clear that any unilateral adoption of the single currency by means of ‘euroisation’ would run counter to the underlying economic reasoning of [European Monetary Union] in the Treaty, which foresees the eventual adoption of the euro as the endpoint of a structured convergence process within a multilateral framework. Therefore, unilateral ‘euroisation’ would not be a way to circumvent the stages foreseen by the Treaty for the adoption of the euro.”

As a matter of economics, this statement is illogical. As a matter of legality, it is dubious. And as a matter of political principle, it is foolish.

In explaining why non-eurozone members “cannot” adopt the euro unilaterally, the European Commission says that “the credibility of the euro rests on the economic fundamentals of the Member States belonging to the euro zone, which participate fully in the institutions defining the monetary policy and the co-ordination of the economic policies of members.” Yet since non-eurozone members do not participate in any eurozone policymaking institutions, they are not in a position to undermine the currency’s “credibility” by using it. Indeed, they are hardly in a position even to affect its internal or external value in any meaningful way: all the May 2004 EU accession countries combined, for example, account for only about 6 percent of eurozone GDP. In contrast, euroization can be of tremendous benefit to the euroizing countries themselves. Estonia, for example, adopted a deutschmark-based currency board in 1992, which subsequently morphed into a euro-based board when the mark was eliminated. Speculative attacks on the board during the Asian and Russian currency crises led to damaging interest rate spikes, such as the surge from 8 percent to 19 percent in 1998, which would have been avoided entirely had the country euroized outright.

Legally, the commission holds to the view that a country euroizing unilaterally would be in violation of the sequencing set out in the Treaty of Amsterdam for accession to the single currency. Yet this sequencing assumes that participation in eurozone institutions goes hand in hand with replacement of the national currency by the euro, whereas unilateral euroizers will simply have no national currency to replace at the time they are considered for the final stage (stage 3) of eurozone accession. Telling
a government that it cannot eliminate its own national currency is clearly not a prerogative of any EU body.

Of course, EU threats of political or economic retaliation may discourage a government from euroizing, but to do so would be to fight a war that is already won. The reason that fiscal, inflation, and exchange rate criteria for eurozone participation were originally established (in the Maastricht Treaty) was to ensure market credibility for the new currency. But just as the internationalization of the dollar is a reflection of, and not a threat to, the credibility of the dollar, the internationalization of the euro can only be of benefit to the EU at this point. Witness the currency market’s nonchalance in the face of France’s and Germany’s flouting of the 3 percent deficit-to-GDP ceiling in 2003—the clearest possible indication that the market has little fear that the European Central Bank will try to inflate away member-state debt. Surely, at this stage, the spread of the euro beyond the borders of the EU can only increase the confidence vested in it by private investors and central banks around the globe.

We assume that the EU will always do the right thing, at least after exhausting every other option. So it is only a matter of time now before its political leaders come to see that assisting, rather than opposing, euroization is in the EU’s strong self-interest. It will increase trade and investment flows among an expanding number of euroized nations. It will increase the role of the euro as an international reserve currency. It will reduce the risk of de-euroization by EU member states in the future. And it will contribute to the creation of a durable European political identity which, after all, was the driving force behind European monetary union in the first place.

When the day of Europe’s epiphany arrives, Turkey should be the first beneficiary. An official EU offer to accommodate Turkish euroization—with technical assistance and a seigniorage rebate—would mark a major milestone in Europe’s hesitant embrace of its Muslim neighbor, in Turkey’s permanent economic stabilization, and in laying the foundations of a world finally safe for financial globalization.
Notwithstanding two decades of debate over whether political speed bumps should be raised in the international marketplace for capital, the trend to date has been clear. Policymakers in the developed and, increasingly, the developing world have reached the conclusion that the economic benefits of allowing capital to flow cross-border from suppliers to users outweigh the costs of maintaining or erecting barriers to stop it. This is clearly illustrated in the trade figures displayed in chapter 1, which show that, since the mid-1980s, trade in securities has grown dramatically relative to traditional trade in goods and services. Yet whereas there is as yet no serious political movement afoot anywhere to reverse this trend, we have in the United States clearly witnessed a growth in efforts both to accelerate it generally and, simultaneously, to constrain specific cross-border capital movements for political purposes.

Financial statecraft, we have argued, is becoming an increasingly significant political phenomenon with potentially important economic and political implications. The two parts of this book express very different sentiments on the prospects for financial statecraft in the American diplomatic arsenal. Consistent with our view that financial markets are powerful vehicles for expanding prosperity as well as tremendously adaptable in the face of efforts to direct them (whether for good or for ill), we are, when looking out to the future of financial statecraft, macro-enthusiasts and micro-skeptics. On the one hand, we believe that far more fundamental reforms can and should be undertaken to make capital flows from
the northern to the southern hemisphere as safe and productive as capital flows from the east to the west coast of the United States. And there are serious consequences to not undertaking such reforms. On the other hand, we believe that the growing enthusiasm for fighting foreign evils—from terrorism to weapons proliferation to human rights abuses—through bank and stock exchange regulation needs to be nipped in the bud. The emerging vanguard of economic warriors overstates both the importance of money to their foreign policy aims as well as our capacity to control its movements.

We conclude with a forward-looking tour of the terrain we have covered in this book; starting with banking regulation, traversing the realm of securities trading, and closing with the big picture on global capital flows.

The past three decades have witnessed the growing internationalization of banking, with the American government seeking both to advance the process and to restrict its parameters. One consistent goal since the LDC debt crisis of the early 1980s has been to restrain American banks from “overlending” while simultaneously protecting them from the competition of foreign banks that might. The holy grail of a level playing field in international banking is, however, a chimera, as governments will continue to find ways to support the operations of favored national institutions. (France and Italy, for example, continue to push for the creation of “national champion” megabanks while blocking foreign takeovers.) But the United States, operating through the G-10 Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, can and should do a better job in harnessing market forces to compel internationally active banks to operate with sufficient capital, such that they can absorb significant market shocks without recourse to moral hazard–inducing government bailouts. Obliging such banks to issue credibly unsecured subordinated debt, and bonding regulatory interventions to falls in the market price of such debt, is a far more promising approach than the complex and arbitrageable Basel framework which took root in 1988.

Stopping cross-border financial flows related to drug trafficking, terrorism, weapons proliferation, and other activities harmful to America’s national interests will be a far more complex task and, unfortunately but inevitably, will yield fewer tangible results.
To have even a modicum of success, America must engage, in spirit and deed as well as in words, dozens of other countries whose financial institutions are or could be used as conduits for targeted funds. Acting with insufficient foreign cooperation may be not only ineffective but counterproductive, as it may encourage financial activities that would otherwise have taken place within America’s legal jurisdiction to move outside it. The capital markets of the developed nations have become so interchangeable that arbitraging rules across borders has become second nature to sophisticated participants. Even the most well-intentioned regulations—such as those emanating from the Sarbanes-Oxley legislation, designed to improve corporate governance in the wake of the Enron and WorldCom implosions—have had the effect of deterring capital raising on American securities exchanges. Multilateralism has become a prerequisite for success—not because America needs permission to act, but because money, by its very nature in our digitized world, flows across legal borders with such ease as to make America’s physical border with Mexico appear, in comparison, almost impermeable. And there is no substitute for old-fashioned, forceful and energetic diplomacy in bringing about the cooperation of others.

Moreover, it is exceptionally difficult to use the financial markets to control the activities of those who are not driven by the profit motive, and it gets ever more difficult as the cost of their targeted activities falls. The cost to terrorists of carrying out virtually every heinous act they can think of is in steep decline, and in many cases already low, given that the necessary conventional, chemical, biological, and nuclear tools and know-how to produce them are becoming ever more abundant around the globe.

“Economic warfare” is a phrase now bandied about with great enthusiasm in Washington, as it implies that America has the capability of punishing her enemies effectively with little effort and no loss of life. Capital markets sanctions have become the centerpiece of coercive financial statecraft. Frequently the agendas are multiple, such as when the stated foreign policy target is a genocidal regime in Sudan while the sanctions target is a Chinese oil company. But as we have yet to see a case in which either companies or regimes were moved to behave in the way supporters of capital markets sanctions wished them to, it is clearly time to rethink
the role of such sanctions in the foreign policy arsenal. Even when motivated by noble ambitions, applying toy gun tactics can mislead both responsible policymakers and the wider public that America is doing something meaningful when it is not, undermine America’s diplomatic credibility abroad, and produce significant collateral economic damage by driving financial activities outside the scope of America’s legal jurisdiction.

In evaluating the effectiveness of financial sanctions it is critical to distinguish clearly between the ability to inflict economic harm, the ability to influence a target’s behavior, and the ability to achieve actual foreign policy aims. In the cases of the capital markets sanctions campaigns against Gazprom, PetroChina, and Talisman the results were not encouraging. The economic harm inflicted was small or negligible. The impact on the behavior of the targets worked against U.S. interests, in that these companies—and many others which observed the campaigns, such as Lukoil—drew the lesson that it is frequently best to raise international capital outside the SEC’s jurisdiction, rather than the lesson that the sanctions supporters wished them to draw, which was that companies should not do business in countries designated off limits by the American Congress. Finally, and most significantly, there was no advancement of U.S. foreign policy aims. The targeted firms continued to pursue their targeted business activities, and the targeted governments at the end of the chain—in these cases, Iran and Sudan—failed to change their policies.

Does this mean that financial sanctions against nonstate actors can never achieve foreign policy aims? No, but the hurdles are extremely high. First, the United States must impose controls on a residency basis, rather than a situs basis: that is, U.S. citizens and companies must be enjoined from committing funds to a targeted entity, rather than the entity being enjoined from raising funds “in the United States.” An entity barred from listing on the NYSE can simply list in London or Hong Kong and access U.S. capital with great ease. This sanctions strategy can, it must be noted, impose very significant costs on U.S. investors if their holdings are already large and they are obliged to divest, particularly in haste. Second, this strategy must be duplicated across a number of countries with developed capital markets, such as the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Switzerland, and Japan. In the cases of Gazprom and
PetroChina, we should point out, such an outcome would have been unthinkable. None of those countries would have cooperated. Third, assuming that the sanctions succeed in deterring the targeted company from doing business in the targeted country, its government must be unable to find suitable alternative suppliers. Again, in the cases of Gazprom and PetroChina, many companies could have performed their roles and done so without requiring access to U.S. capital. Finally, the products or services being sought by the targeted country must be of such importance that its government would rather capitulate to U.S. demands than simply go without. All in all, this is a pretty tall order for financial sanctions.

While debate rages on about the wisdom of allowing unrestricted capital flows into and out of developing countries, capital flows themselves will rage on. Governments and businesses in developing countries need capital to fund investments. They raise capital in dollars because dollars have come to be accepted as international money, and capital abroad is vastly more abundant than capital at home. (Imagine if Microsoft and Amazon.com had been restricted to raising capital from Washington state residents because of capital flow restrictions between Washington and the rest of the United States.)

But a national economy with large debts in dollars and assets in money that is not accepted outside the country is a dangerous mix. Dollar debts that are manageable at a given exchange rate can quickly become unmanageable if selling pressure moves the rate against the local currency. Even countries without significant dollar debt can be at risk. When banks in developing countries get into difficulty, citizens flock to dollars in order to protect their savings. It doesn’t matter whether the government guarantees their deposits, as the citizens frequently fear inflation and devaluation more than they fear the actual loss of their deposits. A currency crisis can therefore be triggered even where currency itself has nothing to do with a country’s financial difficulties.

Some countries do try to stop their citizens from buying or holding dollars, but it is a misnomer to characterize such countries as developing. Invariably they are not. There will be fewer and fewer such countries as time passes. The only serious policy question regarding capital flows to LDCs is therefore how to accommodate them safely.
Some countries, like Chile, implement regulations to raise the cost to foreign capital suppliers of withdrawing money quickly. Others, like South Korea, build up a war chest of dollar reserves. Both strategies entail a very real cost, and neither eliminates the risk. Economists at the IMF and elsewhere offer advice on beefing up bank risk management and supervision, but a fragile banking sector is at least as much a result of dangerous currency mismatch as it is a cause of financial crises.

The LDC debt crisis of the early 1980s marked the emergence of capital flows as an economic phenomenon meriting the political attention previously reserved for trade flows, and much more. It marked an epochal transition from the “age of the current account” to the “age of the capital account,” with capital flows taking on rapidly growing geopolitical significance. As we saw in chapter 5, foreign financial crises produce American security problems. Yet American financial statecraft has yet to adapt effectively.

The Mexican, Asian, and Russian crises during the two Clinton administrations brought home just how intimately economics and foreign policy have become interwoven. Geoeconomics has emerged as a policy area in its own right. Its growing importance will require that the next generation of American foreign and security policy analysts have the experience and intellectual wherewithal to make sense of the way in which economic and financial market forces are acting to reshape the diplomatic landscape, while both constraining some strategic options and expanding others.

Thinking and policies need to change. These are the areas we have highlighted.

First, the United States should ignore pleas from its financial services sector and stop demanding capital account liberalization in countries with which it negotiates free trade agreements. Premature capital account liberalization has been a disaster for some LDCs. Arguing for “national treatment” to be accorded American financial services firms is fine and proper, but many LDCs simply do not have the capacity to prevent dangerous currency mismatches from infusing their economies once capital flows are fully liberalized. Future American governments faced with governments abroad and banks at home crying for multibillion dollar bailouts may rue inheriting what their predecessors bargained so hard for.
Second, the United States should lead a G-7 effort to depoliticize IMF decision making, in its own long-term interests. The evidence from both scholarly studies and accounts of former IMF officials is overwhelming: when U.S. foreign policy interests come into play, the IMF is fundamentally incapable of getting its clients to make the policy reforms that would make future loans unnecessary. Although IMF economic assessments may be far from perfect, IMF conditionality would certainly be far more credible and effective if the behavior of governments seeking and receiving massive loans were not distorted by knowledge that American officials would simply override the conditions later.

Abolishing the IMF, or its lending desk, however, would accomplish nothing positive. Some financial crises are legitimately liquidity crises, and eliminating a multilateral lending facility would therefore risk turning many of them into solvency crises. Furthermore, the political pressures to recreate a G-7 lending facility would be so great that we would merely wind up reestablishing the IMF with a different logo. The key reform is therefore to ban, as a matter of stated IMF policy, political lending, or lending unsupported by the economic analysis of the IMF managing director and his staff.

The long-term answer, however, is to rid the world of unwanted currencies. Having a national money is not only becoming less and less useful as the world becomes more and more interconnected economically and financially, but it is becoming more and more destabilizing. Collapsed currencies leave poverty, fear, anger, and insecurity in their wake. National monies have become the Achilles’ Heel of globalization. The Asian, Russian, and Latin American currency crises not only immiserated millions in the affected countries, but created or exacerbated significant security threats for the United States.

The recent unilateral adoption of the dollar in Ecuador and El Salvador and of the euro in Kosovo and Montenegro can and should presage a global denationalization of money. In the case of Latin America and the Balkans, governments ditching their national currencies would represent no more than an accommodation of ever more deeply entrenched local practices: saving in a trusted external money, concluding contracts in such a money, and measuring value in it. The United States has a compelling national interest in dollarization beyond its borders and needs to resurrect
the enlightened efforts of the 106th Congress to accommodate and assist it. Even more urgently, it must reverse its present course of fiscal profligacy and insouciance toward the fate of the dollar. If the Bush administration does not move credibly and robustly to reverse the worrying long-term budget deficit trend, it will undermine global confidence in the dollar as a store of value and stop dollarization dead in its tracks. The fact that neither the euro nor any other currency is yet in a position to step into the dollar’s global role should provide no consolation. A setback to dollarization means a setback on the path to currency consolidation generally, with all that implies for further crises and more antiglobalization sentiment. And as Martin Wolf has so persuasively argued, “The world needs more globalization, not less.”

An enlightened American financial statecraft will always be consistent with this principle. America’s long-term prosperity and security are intimately bound up with a liberal, rules-based international economic and political order to which people around the globe aspire to be attached. Given the nature of money and securities in the digital age, financial markets are an exceptionally important part of that order. They adapt to and arbitrage rules across jurisdictions in ways and at speeds which policymakers too often fail to appreciate fully. It has been our aim in this book to further this appreciation in the service of promoting a wiser and more effective financial statecraft in the future.
NOTES

Chapter 1. What Is Financial Statecraft?

1. The parenthetical definitions are ours.
2. See Baldwin (1985:30).
3. This distinction is consistent with the understanding of "foreign economic policy" applied, for example, by Benjamin Cohen (1968) and Robert Pastor (1980).
5. See ibid. (2003:300). Other notable sanctions texts include Hufbauer et al. (1990), Elliot et al. (forthcoming), and Haass (1998).

Chapter 2. Banking and Foreign Policy

1. See Baumol (2003).
2. The National Bank Act was revolutionary in another respect. Until 1863, except for two twenty-year periods when the federal government chartered a single bank (the First and Second National Banks of the United States), banks received their charters only from the states. At the time the Civil War broke out, there over 7,000 such banks, each with its own bank notes, which were used with great difficulty in locales outside the states (and cities) where the banks actually were located. To help assure that citizens would use only one currency, the National Bank Act also placed a tax on note issues by state banks.
8. The conventional wisdom that the banks loaned money to those LDCs that needed it most, i.e., net oil importers, may not be accurate. For a comprehensive statistical analysis of bank lending at the time, see Spiro (1999). Spiro documents that there is “not much correlation” between bank credits and the extent to which countries were net oil importers. Instead, while recycling occurred, it was carried out largely through aid provided by industrialized country governments and to a lesser extent from OPEC nations.


10. See U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Subcommittee on Foreign Relations (1977:5).


13. Prior to that time, oil prices had been inching up as OPEC members continued to exercise their newfound ability to set world oil prices. But OPEC alone was not responsible for the price jump in 1979. Oil companies and oil purchasers, worried that the Iranian revolution might trigger further instability in the Middle East and thus the threat of another oil embargo or production cutback, rushed to fill their inventories. This panic buying only made the higher prices that buyers feared a self-fulfilling prophecy.


17. Wriston’s well-known opinion (1982) that countries will always “own [in resources and production capability] more than they owe,” and thus are fundamentally different from businesses, is cited frequently.


19. Moreover, at least in principle, regulators oversee banks’ accounting, trying to ensure that loans in particular are properly accounted for and that banks set aside sufficient reserves to cover their likely losses on loans.

20. The guideline ratios at the time were 6 percent for smaller banks and 5.5 percent for regional and large banks. Importantly, the 17 largest multinational banks were specifically exempted—not only would they have been unable to meet the guidelines, the reasoning went, but pressuring them to raise capital or reduce lending during a recession could make the downturn even worse.


25. The 1988 Basel Accord covered all international banks in the member countries. The United States went further, imposing the rules on all its banks, alongside the preexisting leverage ratios that had been imposed in 1985.
26. For a similar critique of the Basel standards, see Tarullo (forthcoming).

27. There has been much debate about the true impact of Basel’s risk-weighting system on bank lending. See Hall (1993). Of course, to some extent, banks were purchasing Treasuries because of a drop in loan demand during the 1991–92 recession. But the magnitude of the banks’ increased purchases of Treasuries suggests that the bias toward purchasing government bonds built into the Basel system also played an important role in discouraging banks from making loans and prompting them to buy U.S. government bonds instead.

28. Tier 1 capital is composed of shareholders’ equity and retained earnings.


30. European bank regulators had similar fears about some of their insolvent banks in the 1980s and 1990s.

31. Countries can still deny licenses to foreign banks that do not meet the standards, which in fact U.S. regulators have done.

32. For an excellent guide, see Tarullo (forthcoming). For an even more critical view, see Shadow Financial Regulatory Committee (2000).

33. See Tarullo (forthcoming).

34. The system of prompt corrective action was developed by two well-respected financial economists during the 1980s, who urged that banks maintain even higher capital ratios than those that regulators eventually adopted. See Benston and Kauffman (1988).


36. The Basel agreement also requires banks to hold capital against some fraction of their off-balance sheet liabilities, such as guarantees that are not recorded on the balance sheet. A subordinated debt requirement expressed as a minimum percentage of total assets could also easily use the same adjustment for off-balance items that is already part of the existing Basel provisions. We would limit the subordinated debt requirement to banking organizations above a certain asset size threshold (consolidating the assets of different banks belonging to a common holding company to prevent banking organizations from circumventing the requirement by splitting themselves up) because smaller banks cannot sell such small amounts of subordinated debt at reasonable cost, nor is the market for such debt yet sufficiently developed to absorb debt issues by smaller institutions.

37. We are not the first to recommend a subordinated debt requirement. The idea was suggested by various academic scholars in the 1990s and was perhaps best refined by the Shadow Financial Regulatory Committee in Reforming Bank Capital.

38. We would apply the subordinated debt requirement only to the large banks that are subject to the Basel Accord and that are capable of selling these securities to investors on a routine basis. Some, or perhaps many, large banks may not be happy about having to live with a subordinated debt mandate. But they should be mollified.
to some extent by the fact that the interest on such debt is fully tax deductible in all
Basel countries (unlike dividends, which are not deductible).

39. See Hufbauer et al. (forthcoming).

40. Tariff data are from Burtless (1998).

41. For example, in the United States, the Coalition of Service Industries, the
Investment Company Institute, and the Securities Industry Association, among
others, all urged the U.S. special trade representative to assure market access for a
wide range of service industries in various free trade agreements (FTAs) and in the
WTO.

42. For example, in connection with the negotiation of the Australia–U.S. FTA,
the U.S.-based Coalition for Service Industries expressed concern to the U.S. special
trade representative about Australia’s system of screening foreign firms for entry into
that country’s market.

Chapter 3. Finance and the “War on Terror”

1. Their statements are cited in Wechsler (2001). For another account, see

2. See Reuter and Truman (2004:1). In our view, this volume provides the most
in-depth analysis of anti-money laundering efforts in the U.S. and other countries to
date.


4. The formal name of this body is the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement
Task Force. Also included on the task force, in addition to Justice, are the Treasury
and Transportation departments.

5. Reuter and Truman (2004) report 164 offenses—covering virtually all serious
crimes—that are now “predicate” acts to anti-money laundering laws. The authors
note, however, that until the Patriot Act of 2001, foreign corruption was not a predi-
cate crime for a money laundering offense in the United States. Other violations that
may be committed abroad still are not covered as predicate offenses.

6. The “know your customer” regime has turned out to be as important, if not
more important, in preventing identity theft—largely domestic activity—as it has in
addressing money laundering. In July 2004, President Bush signed the Identity Theft
Penalty Enhancement Act, which adds two years to the prison sentences of people
who use stolen credit card numbers and other personal data in the commission of a
crime. Individuals who use this information to commit a terrorist act would get an
extra five years at sentencing.

7. See Levine (2004:31). Even the inspector general of the Department of
Homeland Security reported in late 2004 that a megalist had not then been com-
piled. See Block and Fields (2004:1).

8. This is consistent with the conclusions of various studies of sanctions, which
document that many countries must enforce them if they are to have any chance of
success. See, e.g., Haass and O’Sullivan (2000), Elliot et al. (forthcoming), and
Collins and Bowdoin (1999).
9. These countries are the Cook Islands, Indonesia, Nigeria, and the Philippines.
13. See Department of the Treasury (2003). The six state sponsors of terrorism that the Treasury had identified as of this report included Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, North Korea, and Syria.
15. There are other international efforts in place to counter money laundering in particular, including financial supervision through the Basel Committee; the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO); and International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS); regional anti-money laundering task forces in Europe and the Organization of American States; and institutions engaged in legal and criminal enforcement matters, notably the Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence Units and Interpol.
19. This was dramatically illustrated during the summer of 2004, when it was revealed that Riggs National Bank, whose main office is located right across the street from the Treasury Department, was being investigated for being too lax in its compliance with AML rules.
26. See National Commission on Terrorist Attacks (2004:382–83). The commission predicts that financial regulation will be more a means of intelligence gathering than of cutting off the terrorists’ lifeline. See also Weiss (2004).
28. Ibid. The estimate is that “2–3% of total US government regulatory and enforcement expenditures might be attributable to the AML regime.” While government estimates are closer to 2 percent, they do not include expenditures by the Federal Reserve. When this is adjusted for, 3 percent appears more reasonable. The state and local estimates are based on “ready reckoning”: total state and local consumption expenditures are approximately 1.7 times those at the federal level, but most AML enforcement and prevention is a federal responsibility. Taking these two factors into account, Reuter and Truman double the federal expenditure to arrive at total government costs.
30. See Little-Gill (2003). Amounts include legal fees to create CIP, systems and
document costs, information collection and verification costs, resolution of discrep-
ancies, and record retention. Additional annual costs include costs to provide over-
sight on intermediary CIPs associated with wholesaler agreements, reimbursement
for Intermediary CIP/AML management programs, annual training programs and
compliance oversight, and additional auditing fee expenses.

31. See Reuter and Truman (2004:98–99). These estimates are drawn from stud-
ies for banks by the accounting firm Grant Thornton in 1992 and 1993. Reuter and
Truman take the $240 million and $600 million estimated as the cost to banks in
those years, scale it by nominal GDP growth to produce a figure of $1 billion in 2003,
and then raise it to $1.5 billion to account for the increase in regulation. They double
the banking figure to arrive at a total for the entire industry of $3 billion. They then
cross-check this estimate with studies on the UK AML regime by KPMG and
Pricewaterhouse Coopers in 2003.

32. See Reuter and Truman (2004:101–02). Reuter and Truman base this on the
fact that financial institutions are able to shift up to a third of their gross financial
costs to the consumer. While these costs would be factored into the previous figure of
$3 billion, they add an additional $1 billion on top of that as additional “costs to the
general public.” They admit, however, that they have “no empirical basis” for these
estimates.

34. See Krueger and Laitin (2004:8–13).
35. For a sample of such cases, see FINCEN (2000:16–23). Many of these cases
involve variations of fraud and are unrelated to drug trafficking or money laundering.

36. Interview with Stephen Flynn, January 21, 2005. Figure assumes 18 million
containers moved five times a year.


Chapter 4. Capital Markets Sanctions


1. We owe these metaphors to the late Joseph Campbell (Campbell and Moyers,
3. The official name of the committee was the “Select Committee on U.S.
National Security and Military/Commercial Concerns with the People’s Republic of
China.”
4. PRC = People’s Republic of China, PLA = People’s Liberation Army
7. See May (1999:11).
8. The full name of the commission was the “Commission to Assess the Organization of the Federal Government to Combat the Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction.”
10. “It’s hard to say what exactly was the cause, but we’re just grateful that it happened and we’re hopeful it would be permanent,” according to a D’Amato aide. See Karey (1997).
14. Ibid.
15. See, for example, Euroweek (1997).
16. The claim in Pener (2001) is backed by a footnote referring to another Casey Institute publication that says nothing whatsoever about Gazprom’s debt issue.
18. Ibid.
27. “The AFL-CIO led a patchwork alliance of labor unions, Republican lawmakers and Tibetan monks who accused the company of human-rights abuses and planning sweeping layoffs in China. But in Hong Kong, where the protests were a sideshow, analysts said PetroChina was handicapped by the market’s indifference to companies that deliver their products through steel pipes rather than digital ones. ‘Investors are focusing on high-tech dreams,’ said Andrew Look, a director at Prudential Portfolio Managers (Asia) Ltd. ‘This is an old-economy animal. For investors looking for action, they are going to look elsewhere’” (Landler, 2000).
30. “Warren Buffett” includes the companies he controls, as per PetroChina’s December 31, 2003 annual report filed with the SEC.
34. See, for example, Cattaneo (2002).
35. From his testimony before the Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee, Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and Regulatory Relief (see Solomon, 1997).


37. See Martin (2001).

38. See Alden (2001).

39. US economic sanctions are administered by the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (see http://www.treas.gov/ofac/).

40. See Unger (2002).

41. See Alden (2001).

42. See Donaldson (2004).

43. See Burns (2004).

44. See Zagaris (2004).


46. See Repetto et al. (2002:30)

47. Ibid. (2002:iv).


51. See, for example, Pener (2001:1, 3).

52. Item 101 of SEC Regulation S-K. Emphasis added.


55. See Mulvenon (1997).


57. When weighted by market cap, the ratio declines to 3:1 for European firms but rises to 6:1 for mainland Chinese firms.


59. See Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee (2000).

60. See Thompson (2000).


62. See, for example, Diamond (2003).

Chapter 5. The Security Dimensions of Currency Crises


1. There were clearly threats to U.S. banking stability, however, most notably from the 1998 collapse of Long-Term Capital Management, which had borrowed enormous sums from large US banks

2. “Today, an economic crisis anywhere can affect economies everywhere. Recent months have brought serious financial problems to Thailand, Indonesia, South Korea and
beyond. Why should Americans be concerned about this? . . . they are our strategic partners. Their stability bolsters our security” (January 27, 1998). And from an interview with former Clinton Council of Economic Advisors Chair Laura D’Andrea Tyson: “You’re, on balance, much better off having healthy trading partners than you are having debilitated trading partners. You’re much better off if you can spend a couple billion dollars to prevent a debt default in South Korea than if South Korea defaults and you end up having to pick up the bill for work that South Korea was going to do with North Korea for a nuclear reactor. So you have to realize, and I think the president instinctively realizes this, that in the global system in which we now live, we can’t distinguish very clearly between our military security, our national security, and our economic security. They’re all part of the same system.” http://globetrotter.berkeley.edu/conversations/Tyson/tyson-con7.html

3. Some would claim that this was a feature of the U.S. stock market, in the form of a so-called Greenspan put. This was the notion that the Federal Reserve was propping up the stock market at unrealistic levels through an implicit promise to cut interest rates should the market take a dive.

7. See, for example, Jawar Hassan (1999).
9. The previous limits were 7 percent for foreign individuals and 26 percent combined foreign ownership. See Reuters (1999).
10. See Korea Times (1998).
11. Ibid.
17. See, for example, Cossa (1998).
18. See, for example, Buszynski (1999).
19. Ibid.
20. For example, the Philippines signed a Visiting Forces Agreement with the United States in February 1998, allowing joint training sessions between the United States and Filipino navies, and agreed to joint naval exercises with South Korea, Malaysia, and Vietnam (ibid.).
21. See, for example, CSCAP, (1999); Brandon (2000); and Progressive Policy Institute (2004).
22. See, for example, Bulkeley (2003); Dillon (2000); Chalk (2002); Smead (2001).
27. See Frost, Rann, and Chin (2003).
28. See, for example, Laksamana.net (2002).
29. See, for example, Scott Tyson (2002); and Clamor (2002).
30. See, for example, the statement of Australian Labor Party foreign affairs spokesman Kevin Rudd in Kerin (2003).
35. See Bunn (1998).
41. See Faiola (2002).
42. Ibid.
43. See Rohter (2003).
44. See Organization of American States (2002).
50. See Wishart (2002).
51. Interview with Defense Intelligence Agency Argentina Desk Officer (ibid.).
52. See Trinkunas and Boureston, (2002).

Chapter 6. The Economics of Financial Crises
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
8. This argument is made by the intellectual founders of the “Original Sin” school, which focuses on the systematic inability of most developing countries to sell their debt abroad in domestic currency. See, for example, Eichengreen, Hausmann, and Panizza (2003).
9. Eichengreen, Hausmann, and Panizza (2003) recommend that IFIs and G-10 governments commit to issuing debt in a new emerging-market currency basket index, which is supposed to create liquidity that will allow developing countries to issue debt in such an index, rather than in dollars. The problem would remain that the public as well as private sectors in developing countries are still likely to conclude that financing costs will be vastly lower for dollar debt. If so, global welfare is likely to be higher if governments simply stop manufacturing currencies that locals as well as foreigners do not want. Throughout all the countries hit by the Asia crisis, residents and domestic institutions were themselves choosing to borrow in dollars rather than local currency. And whereas macroeconomists have a tendency reflexively to condemn private dollar borrowing as risky behavior, domestic-currency debt is also risky where, as in Asia, governments openly pledge their willingness to defend the exchange rate with high real interest rates. See, for example, Jeanne (2002).
12. This is the case unless the exchange rate is only being “managed” for the purposes of achieving the inflation target.
15. 3.7 percent versus 2.3 percent. See ibid.
20. See Eichengreen and Hausmann (1999). The fact that such a small number of currencies has come to dominate international markets has been widely attributed to network externalities in cross-border transactions (see, for example, Kiyotaki, Matsuyama, and Matsui, 1992). History can play a large part in creating such externalities: witness the disproportionately prominent role of the pound sterling in international transactions.
21. Gallego and Hernandez (2003) also show that a major component of Chile’s capital controls regimes, a non-interest-bearing deposit requirement on foreign borrowing, increased the cost of borrowing to Chilean firms.
23. This finding holds after correcting for other variables that explain trade across provinces or states. See Berg and Borensztein (2003:83).
24. See the meta-analysis of Rose (2002).
26. This would define regions within which labor and capital were maximally mobile and across which macroeconomic shocks would be maximally asymmetric.
27. This assumption is known as “sticky prices,” or, in the specific case of wages, the notion that workers suffer from “money illusion” in failing to recognize and react to the impact of inflation on their living standards.
31. See the analysis and literature survey in Panizza, Stein, and Talvi (2003).
34. See Hayek (1976) on justice.
35. See Mundell (2003:34).
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37. See, for example, Eichengreen, Hausmann, and Panizza (2003) and Goldstein and Turner (2004).
38. Von Furstenberg (2003) points out that holding such long-term investments in local currency provides less real-value assurance than denominating in major internationally traded currencies.
40. See the Senate Banking Committee testimony of Michael Gavin (Gavin, 1999).
42. See Burger and Warnock (2002).
43. See Reinhart, Rogoff, and Savastano (2003b) and De Nicolo, Honohan, and Ize (2003).
44. See von Furstenberg (2003).
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Chapter 7. Global Capital Flows and U.S. Foreign Policy

3. This concern at the top of the State Department was cited by Robert Rubin (2003:230–32).
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31. See, for example, Giles and Johnson (2004); Andrews (2004); and Brooke and Bradsher (2004).

32. See, for example, Chinn (2004).

33. See, for example, Rubin, Orszag, and Sinai (2004).

34. ASEAN is comprised of Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam.

35. See Courchene and Harris (2003).


38. See Bratkowski and Rostowski (2001).

39. See, for example, Sulling (2002).

Chapter 8. The Future of Financial Statecraft

1. A book-length study of IMF lending concluded that “where US foreign policy interests come more heavily into play, such as in Russia, . . . the IMF cannot credibly commit to enforcing the loans-for-policy contract “ (Stone, 2002). This finding
was recently backed by a former top IMF official, who stated that “while the G7 helped to create an important role for the IMF in Russia, its political and bilateral interests at the same time caused a weakening of the IMF’s influence,” and that the United States “effectively determined the collective position” of the G-7 (John Odling-Smee, quoted in the Financial Times, see Jack, 2004.)
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